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This document contains an "as built" design specification for
 
a LIST (LABEL IDENTIFICATION FROM STATISTICAL TABULATION)
 
processing system. This system provides for dot labeling using
 
quadratic discrimination based on analyst-provided answers to
 
questions concerning an MSS pixel array (segment) and individual
 
dots (pixels) in the segment.
 
The system consists of several subsystems which communicate
 
through disk and tape files. These subsystems are
 
1. 	The file merge processor of the EOD-LARSYS system (DAMRG)
 
2. 	The ground truth to class map and class map to labeled dots
 
processors of the EOD-LARSYS system (GTTCN, GTDDM)
 
3. 	The LIST variable processor, (PREPPT)
 
4. 	The discriminator training program, (MPPTA)
 
5. 	The discriminator classification program, (MPTTC)
 
6. 	The EOD-LARSYS Procedure 1 system modified to accept Type
 




The LIST processing system was written in FORTRAN IV-G and
 






* 	As-Built Design Specification for a Merging Program for
 
Formatted Image Data Piles, Lockheed Electronics Company,
 
Inc., SSD, Houston, Texas, Aug 1978, LEC-12653.
 
* 	Preliminary User Guide for the Program GTDDM (Ground Truth
 
Dot Dumps), Lockheed Electronics Company, Inc., SSD, Houston,
 
Texas, July 1978, LEC-12636.
 
* 	 "As-Built" Design Specification for the Patterson-Pitt-Thandani
 
Minimum Loss Classifier, Lockheed Electronics Company, Inc.,
 
SSD, Houston, Texas, May 1978, LEC-12285.
 
" 	 Preliminary User Guide for the Program GTTCN (Ground Truth
 
Tape Conversion) LEC, H,T, July 1978, LEC-12635.
 
• 	 "As-Built" Design Specification for LACIE formatted Dot
 
Cards in EOD-LARSYS, LEC, April 1978, LEC-12154.
 
" 	As-Built Specification for EOD-LARSYS Procedure 1,
 
,
TIRF 77-0008, LEC-11293, JSC-13143, Oct. 1977.
 
* 	Design Specification For A LIST Processing System, Lockheed
 










The LIST processing program is operational on the IBM 370-148
 
at Purdue LARS under the CMS370 operating system. The program
 




The LIST processing system features a semi-automatic dot label­
ing procedure. The quadratic discriminator is trained based on
 
analyst-furnished responses to questions concerning the segment
 
under investigation, and individual dots, raw MSS data and
 
ground truth dot labels. This discriminator is then used in
 




The complete system consists of two main parts. The first part
 
is the LIST labeling procedure. The second part utilizes the
 
LIST labeled dots in conjunction with the EOD-LARSYS Procedure 1
 
system for classification of segment pixels.
 
3.2.1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (LST EXEC)
 
The LIST executive file requests the tapes for each procedure,
 
loads and starts execution of each processor, defines input and
 






The LIST executive uses the FORTRAN-IVG compiler, routine
 
CMS370 software systems routines, data files and the following
 
processor programs; DAMRG, GTTCN, GTDDM, PREPPT, MPPTA, MPPTC,
 




Interface is accomplished through the following files:
 
16-channel Data File in BOD-LARSYS format.
 
Ground Truth Class Map in Universal format.
 
LIST Variable Input File (Table 3-5).
 




Inputs to the LIST system are described for each of the
 
processors DAMRG, GTTCN, GTDDM, PREPPT, PPTA and PPTC. The
 
master LIST control file is available to each processor for the
 






Outputs from the LIST processor are described for each of the
 












The LIST processor reads input control data giving the segment
 
numbers to be processed and the type of processing to be done.
 
If requested, the subprocessor Merging Formatted Image Data Files,
 
DAMRG, is called to produce a 16-channel tape from portions of
 




If training or testing is to be done, the Ground Truth Tape
 
Conversion subprocessor, GTTCN, is called to produce the Ground
 
Truth Class Map Disc File from the one-channel Ground Truth Tape.
 
This disc file is then read by the Ground Truth Dot Dump
 
subprocessor, GTDDM to produce the Ground Truth Dot File also
 
consisting of one logical file for each segment.
 
If requested, the Preprocessor for the Patterson-Pitt-Thadani
 
Routines, PREPRT, is called to prepare data for the quadratic
 
discriminator. The 16-Channel Data File created by DAMRG, the
 
AI Responses File, and, if training is to be done, the Ground
 
Truth Dot Data File are used with the Seasonal Table and the
 
Biostage Response Table to produce the LIST Variable Input File.
 
If requested, the Patterson-Pitt-Thadani Training Processor,
 
MPPTA, is called to create the loss vector matrix, and the
 
Patterson-Pitt-Thadani Classifying Processor, MPPTC, is called
 
to calculate the classification losses to find the minimum loss
 
and write the computed dot labels (classification results).
 




If requested, the EOD-LARSYS System Display Processor is called
 
the classify the entire scene using the 16-Channel Raw Data
 
File created by DAMRG, the EOD-LARSYS control cards, the Analyst
 
Changes to Computed Dot Labels File and if type is TEST the
 
Ground Truth Dot Labels File. This classification produces the
 
Class Map File, the Dot Summaries.and Proportion Estimate File
 
and a Dot Summary Listing. If type is TEST, this processor
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3.2.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (DAMRG)
 
The DAMRG program furnishes a general capability to merge
 
formatted MSS data file into a file suitable for input to
 
pattern recognition systems such as EOD-LARSYS. Up to six
 
files can be handled in one merge procedure; the option used
 
in LIST processing is four channels from each of four tapes.
 
This prograi allows for the following three user options in
 
merging data: channel merge, spatial merge and line merge.
 
The option used to prepare data for LIST processing is the
 
channel merge option whereby pixel data from the specified
 
channels in the user-specified rectangular field are concatenated.
 
The output file is a Universally or LARSYS-III formatted file
 
with a rectangular field with line and sample skip factors set
 
to the value1 and the first pixel coordinates set to (I,i).
 
Merge channels'are renumbered starting with the value 1.
 




Sun angles are extracted from header records or read in from
 
control cards. Gains and biases are -unpacked for appropriate
 
channels. Sun-angle corrections are performed on opt-ion to-all
 
pixels making up to the output tape.
 
A channel merge of Universally formatted output has the sunangles­
and gains and biases written,to the output header; the data and
 
site are also written to the header.
 
In gains and biases and sunangle extraction; it is assumed that
 
the first channel on any input file is channel number 1.
 
Reference As-Built Design Specification for a Merging Program for
 
Image Data Files', Aug. 1978, for a detailed description of DAMRG.
 
30 ­
3.2.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (GTTCN)
 
The program GTTCN converts Accuracy Assessment Ground Truth
 
Image files in Universal format (351 by 392 in size) to
 
Universal format image files (117 by 196 in size) by mapping
 
six subpixels into one pixel label.
 
A user supplied control card-image file specifies the format
 
and logical unit number (LUN) and file number of the first file
 
on the input tape, the LUN and the file number of the first
 
file on the output tape, the number of files to be converted,
 
a list option for the crop codes listing and a vector designat­
ing which subpixels are to be used in labeling the pixel.
 
The conversion labels each pixel by majority rule using the
 
user supplied vector to dehermine which of the subpixels are to
 




A Crop Code Listing is producted if requested in the output file.
 
Reference Preliminary User Guide for the Program GTTCN (Ground
 




3.2.4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 4 (GTDDM)
 
The GTDDMprogram furnishes a general capability to extract a
 
11 by 19 matrix of dots from a Converted Ground Truth Tape
 
(size 117 by 196) prepared by the GTTCN program. This 11 by
 
19 matrix is then labelled using the user supplied Crop Code
 
to Category Table in the LARSYS format which is described in
 
the document referenced below.
 
The 11 by 19 matrix of labelled dots is converted to LACIE
 
format and written to an output file.
 
A report file is written listing all control cards, the 11 by
 
19 matrix'of labeled dots and the LACIE format dots.
 
Reference Preliminary User Guide for the Program GTDDM (Ground
 




3.2.5 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 5 (PREPPT)
 
PREPPT collects data from multiple files, calculates values for
 
each pixel to describe greenness and brightness and writes
 




PREPPT is called by the LISTRR EXEC and calls READID, READTB,
 










List Control Card File (Table 3-1), Biostage Response File
 
(Table 3-2), Seasonal Table File (Table 3-3), Al Response File
 
,












PREPPT calls READID to read the types of processing, segment
 
numbers and segment dates. READTB is called to read the seasonal
 
data and biostage data and READAI is called to read the analyst
 
response data and READRD is called to read the 16-channel MSS data
 
file. CALKEY is called to make the calculations described in
 
Appendix D. If testing or training is to be done, READGT is called
 
to read the ground truth data. READGT calls RDLDF which calls
 
PTTLAC to read'the LACIE format ground truth dot file. WRTQD is
 





































C hPITTFN RY C HORTON. RE0002? 
C ADAPTED RY C AHLFRS PREO 0030 
C PRFOnO4O 
C THF PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO LFPCF THE DATA FROM 6 FILES PqFoI50 
C PROOUCING THE FOLLOWING SfTS OF DATA ON A 7TH FILE PPFO060 
r I FILE HE&nF RECORD WITH THF FOLLOWINe FLEMENTS PREOAO8O 
C NUMPFQ OF SFGMFNTS PREO000 
C SFrmENT NO. AND DATE (N RECORDS) PREOOIO0 
C PROO II0
 
c N SEGNENTS WITH THF FOLLOWING ELfrENTS PREO0 0
 




C FOP FACH PIKFL. A RECORD CONTAINING THF FOLLOWING ELEMENTS PR OCISO 
r LINF PREO0160 
*C COLUM'N PREQO17O 
C GPOUND TRUTH CATFGOPY rTCAT PPOOIRO C AT CATF'(,PY AICAT POFOOI0o
 
C 00T rYPF MAI(!.j) PRFO0200

.C %I COmMFNT AICHNTIl.J) PREOO?1O 
C A! CAMNPY FVALUATION TAIVEr(I 1=1,4 PPEO??0 
C RPOHTFqS RO$,T(I.J J=1,4 PRFOO1D 60FFN tJ J=1.4 PPV00240C Pn6FlGN'FSSS -C qO)IRF HPIrHTNFSS RuAlI'?(I) PPFOC? 

C OIJARF GrEFNNESS SqAIPr(T) PREO026O
 
C PT R PfFfliN! PPOFO70 
rP] G PJFC(I) PREOfC28O 
C CANOPY KFY CANKY(!,J) J=1.4 PREOfO29O 
C CANOPY TRAJFCTOPY AICANK = ICANTJ(I) PREOl3O0 
C APSOLLITr PRIGHTNFSS APRIET(IJ) J=1,4 PPEO310 
C ARSOLUTF .PFFNNESS ARFFN(IJ) J=1.4 PPFOO3PO 
C PPE00330 
COMMON /LSFrS/KURTYP.KtIRSFeKURrnATLTYPE(30),LSEGNO(30) LFGDTt3O)PRFOO34O 
I *NOSFGS PREOf35O 
C KURTYPKUOSFGKIJPDAT APE THE CuRPFNT TYPE, SEGNFNT AND DATF PPFOO360 
C LTYPF.LSEGNO,LSFrOT ARE THF RFOI)FTFO LIST OF TYPESSEG NOS AND 0ATESPREOO3TOC NOSFGS I THE NU-',FP OF SFGmFNTS IN THIF LIST PPFo38O 
C PRPO03qO 
COMMON /PAWOAT/ 'STRTRrDFRSTTPfERP.RO PGT(1I.1g.4), PREO0400 
IPRRAD. :AIRp(I.1Q),SOAIPG(11,lq),PIFRI 

*PIFr(lI.I9).ARRTFT(1l,19,4 .ACREE (1I19.4) PREOG4O

ki) POCFNIIIq,4) * N 1,Q)PREOO4IO 
C PPFOn43O
 COMON/AI/AIEni73.2), IAIFRRTnAITATCMNT(I.1lq).AICIATFI4) PPF0fO430 
I ,NOLIIJE,NOPIXL,AIHf)PR(4).IATVFr(4).LARLAT 11IQ T~eAIFND POE00450O
 
? MTCRAI.LNEROH(4),ISFASN,LNFSI(4),LNFS2(4) PRF00460 
C PRF00470
 
C COMMON /GT/ lTll) IGTFPR, IGTFTL PPE00480
RF O
 




/FLDATA/ ICNKFY(4).ATCANK P OO0
COMMONCOMMON /1JN/NPI,]PPT0,NPRT,7RU WkJ 0 1 
r PRrOOSO 
DATA KONSY / HC/ PRtrOiSso1
DATA KONST /T / 

PRFOfl5R0bntI-f.IFfh.100)100 FOPAT(IHI,//,IOX,IPPOGPAM PRFPPTI,//) PPFOOoO0O 
WPTF(6,1Il) PPFOO61O 
Ill FORMAT (1/.IOX.' AT PRFSNT ALL SOIL LINE NUMBERS-, PPFOn620 
I & F SET TO 11j ,/*l,' SEE SUBROUTINE CALCULI) PPEOOG30 
C PREO640 
C PPE06650 
C INITIALIE PPO066O 
C PREO670 
C SET UP RFRFO. RUFFFR PRFOO6AO 
CALL REREAn (30,R0) PRFOO69O 
C PRFO700 
C RFAD SFMENT NUNBERS AND DATES INTO /SFGNO/ PPFO071O 
PEWIND 25 PREO0720 
CALL REABIQ PREO0730 
C PPEO074O 
C READ SFASONAL TABLE AND ROBERTSON 8IOSTAGFS TABLE INTO /SEASON/ AND PPEOO750 




FORTRAN IV G LFVFI 21 	 PRFPPT DATE = 79003 16/S1/52 PAGE 0002 
FILF PPEPPT
 




C INITIALIE EPPOP CCUNTEH5 PREO0790
 
0019 IATFRP = 0 PREOOBOO
 
NO1 IPFRP = 0 PPEOORIO
 




C .*.. PROCESS OATA FOR EACH SEGVFNT **fl**. PRFOORSO 
C 	 PREOORG 




00?? KUPTYP = LTYPF(I) PREOOFI9O
 
0o03 gli-SFG = LSFGNO(Il PRFOn9OO
 
n004 IDAT = KU04F; PPFOOOI
 
n0?9 HST!O =KIIPSFG PREflOO2O
 










C INITIALIF VAItFS FO SEGMENT 	 PREOOORO
 
pnq CALL SCI1T 	 PREOOqOo










C RFAD NFADF0 (ONCE PFR DATA SET) AND 





n03l IF (IAIEND .NF. A) GO TO lOn PPEIO080
 
C CNFCK FOR NO MATCHING SFGMFNT HFADER CARDS OR PIXEL CARDS PREOI090
 










C P O PA4 DATA SET IF NEW ID PRFOIISO
 




n03 CALL PFADAD 	 PREOIIAO
 




C RFAD 6POUNO TRUTH UNLFSS CLASSIFICATION RUN PREQI21O

n0'7 IF fKUPTYP .NF. KONSTC) CALL RFADGT PPEO1220
 




C -RITE NFW RECORQ PRE0I?9O
 








n041 O TO 10 	 PPE01300
r 
 PpFAHIM
004? qn0 CONTINUE 	 PR 0 
F E,EbM~fra rcN ViLt Nh bfrAMET Ry WRJtiNb NULL MtCORO PPEO 3 0 PREO 130
 
C CKIP WOITING NULL RFCORD IF NO VALID RECORD FOUND FOR SEGMENT 
 PRFOI360
 





4044 NOPTXL = 0 PRFOI400
OA4 	 NOLINF = 0 PRF01400
104A CALL SGINIT PREO1420
 




0047 CALL WPTPPT 
C D0 RAW DATA OR GROUND TRUTH. SKIP AI FILE 	 PRFOI4O
 
0A49 910 CALL SrINIT PRPO0460
 




ql 950 CONTINIIE PPE01490
 

































G LEVFL 21 PRFPPT DATE = 79003 

Q90 WRITF (6.9911 





















r WRITE TWO ENDS OF FILE ON OUTPUT FILF 

E.l FILE IPPTO 





WrTF (6,140l IAIFRRTRDFRRIGTFRR 

1500 $OI wT(. END OF PROGRAMl. 14. I Al ERRORS DETECTEOD'/,

I 15X.T4.1 PAW DATA sFMENTS MISSING-./, 

















































3.2.6 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 6 (MPPTA)
 
The program MPPTA writes a loss vector matrix to unit no. 7 to
 




The program MPPTA calls subroutines SPPTA, PPTA, CLOCK, GETIME,
 
GETIME, GTDATE, and IDNAME. The subroutine SPPTA uses the
 
function ALPHA and calls the subroutine SETTRM. The Subroutine
 
PPTA calls READIT, NP, ALPHA, and PHI. Subroutines CLOCK,
 






MPPTA interfaces with other routines through calling sequences,
 


















The program MPPTA is the first of twb processors used in
 
sequence to classify input data using the Patterson-Pitt-Thandani
 
algorithm for minimum loss classification. MPPTA writes a loss
 












" AnAOTF) AY C W ANLFRS k4PPOOOIO 
" T"Iq PROGRAM4 (mPPTA) USES THE FOLLOWING SUqROUTINFS HPPOneao 
" CPPTA M4PPOO030 
r SFTTPM MPPOOO4O 
I Af JXA M'PPO00 
r 'In MPP00060 
r PPTA MPP00070 
r crafly IPPOOV'BO 
C '-'IMPPOOIOO
 
" T'-FPATTEPSONPYTT-.THAOANI ALGORITHM4. MPPnflOI
 
" fl-IT P.106IPM USES UITS P1IilIT *140 VUNIT FOP S3CRATCH WOPK. MPP00120
 
" T.v PI AbL LOSS VFCTOP 'AATOIX A IS OUTPUT TO UNIT WUNIT. Mpp011130 
r C TJj. MPPnl0140 
r I(',ItI.... PN1 FIII.CfIO VECTOR. MPPOO 150 
C 1('f1.T).....CI ASS PH[ Sum m4TRIX. MPPOO 160 
...eL. IP [IJIICOCF - PHIJ FLNCTYON VECTOR. 'MPPOO170 
C'Ti(I.. . . N TNVFL4 1 IAAT.3T* 'mpp001~0
000)l I :TFC.EI-0,T.CAT,IUtjIT.wU11T mpp(o-qo1
 
00(1? r',TFoFr CATnFC0A) . PPO"O
 
nif", I'l -F'~Slot T'A,7(?A) mAPPOO?IO
 
n0f14 C(LLVON /TIJN4/NT44 IMPPOA220 
I)A-AMFTELJ NpS~?T=OfO3PPOO230 MII6 




nr'Q (IOIPIEO(-ISrO4 aC3A1.1f).ALPHA,TPACF M'PPQ62Ro 
00)0 0( ~LF P ~ECISTOW4 C(I0.1O),X(31) MPPno?90 
Anl n PPECTST(IlI E: MPPOO 300flILE 
nfl)? I.TFCF4 IJSFRT(?I.NA'F(4).T!$4F(3).ATFC3) MPPOO3IO 
r w~lTe(NT1P.0O0I rppoO3?0
 




An CALL CLIOCK(TrKTOC) MPP00310
 
Anil4 Wl-TF(I 'PT,1I0h) IOPPO360
 
nn]7 ILIA F0DrJATCIH 1)f9,THF p6TTEPSAN-PITT-TH&lANI ALGORITHM PROGRAM,) MODPOQITO
 
flL CALL C.TlW(Trurl I PP0(3H0
 
SALO0 CAl L r.TllAT9(fATFI MPPOO400
 
Ar,-, no0 FoUM&T(//,10Y.?A4.4X.4A4,4X,3A4.4X.3A4) MAPPO04PO
 
rpp CALL SiP9TAf0.I,1SA?7,tJT,E,CATPFCs.N.NP? MPPaO43O
 
0(1?4 CALL PPTA(i .T.1SI(,NT.NIdN2,PNI,P,OR,S;,A,E,C&,TREC,.CX1 MPPO(1440
 
nnl04 CALL CLO)CK(TIKTOK) mmPPflA4S0
 
nn- - WPTTr('JONTflnfl) TIrTOK 1PP001460
 
nn73n0 F0P4AT(//.1flX,'TIF FOR PPTA'S10.3l )'PPfl047O
 
qn STOP MPP0 04M­
flf?q E~n fAPP00490
 
3.2.7 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 7 (MPPTC)
 
The program MPPTC uses the loss vector matrix file (made by the
 






The program MPPTC calls subroutines SPPTC, PPTC, CLOSK GETIME,
 
GTDATE, and IDNAME. The subroutine PPTC in turn calls READIT,
 
IBETA, PRBSUM, PPTSUM, PPTDTL, PPTTAB, and PHI. The subroutines
 






MPPTC interfaces with other routines through calling sequences and
 


















The program MPPTC is the second of two processors used in
 
sequence to classify the input data using the Patterson-Pitt-

Thadani algorithm for minimum loss classification. MPPTC
 




FOPTRAN TV 11LIVFL 21 MPPTC DATE = 79003 16/56/11 PAGE 0001 
rfL.F VPTC
 
r A0&PTF0 RY c w AI4LrRS Mppaoolo
C TNTC, PQO06PAM PAPPTC) UISES THF FOLLOWING SUHPOLJTINES MPPOOO?0 
r ;PTC 1APP 00030 C ppit MPPOO0040 
r F.T,[ HPPOOO50 
* T..p P0T1FPS0-I-PITTTHAANT CLASSTFIFP. MPPOOOO
 
0DMj T'.TF',FP O.T,Cbt.1IJ~TT IMPPCOOBO
 
C PIPAnFTEP N~Jlz3e1.TT=10,D0='4fl MPPOfl090 
nop Vf1TFG JIRUT,.JNTT MOponlGO 
A0&13 CCmm4(Jr /,JNi/tJDpldO4pDP?.NP4TRJJT.WtJNlT MPPOOIIO
 
Pon& ItlTFGF(J FF&TVC tPPAI2O
 





AP,? C'CJILF Pu~~CTSION XAIO) PnI;
 






on1! CALI CLOC$(TITIK) MPPQQ190
 
nfl1p wPITFU-a.J1.lof) mppOO?0o 
nn13 200 FO(PDAT(I .13fX.THF PATTERSON-PITT-THAAANI CLASSIFIER PROG'RAM-) MPPOO0210
 





nnl' CALL TlNWE(I,4EPIfl,NiMF) MPPOO240
 
nni? - 7TF cgPQT.pD0HlSF,.Jn.NA-F.flATF,TIME MPPOO2SO
 
A~,2n0 F.)L.kT (//. IDX.?A4.4x.4A4.4X.1A4.4X,3A4) MPPOO260
 
Aftlz CALL 'PPTC(IIIJIT.m,0,T,1S67.T,TCATWEC NI,NPI MPPOTO
 
Dn'n CALL PPTC(M.0).T.,r3?.NT.UNrT.N!, 4.L., CATPFC.X,NP) mPPOO20
 
nn'l CrIt CLOCK(TI'(T0$) MPP00290 
Ac"l WYPITF(,$PWI.34AI TIKTA)K MPPOO300
 

















For each segment the following information must be entered:
 













biostage range First class response 

1.0 - 2.0 	 No vegetation (0) 





(0, 1, 2, 3)
 








5.1 	- 5.5 Green vegetation or 

turning (1, 2, 3, 4)
 
5.6 - 6.0 	 Turning (4) 





























FOR WINTER WHEAT SITES (KANSAS) 
BIO-LOWER BIO-UPPER MEAN MEAN STD.DEV. STD.DEV. 
LIMIT LIMIT G# Br. G# Br. 
0 1.0 1.25 74.38 2.58 10.2?­
1.1 2.0 (B10-1.0)*12.76/1.1 (Bi0-1.0)'75.67/1.1 (B10-1.0)*9.55/1.1 (B10-1.0)*17.04/1.1 
+(2.1-B10)*1.25/1.1 +(2.1-B10)*74.38/1.1 +(2.1-B1O)*2.58/1.1 +(2.1-BO)*10.22/1.1 
2.1 2.9 12.76 75.67 9.55 17.04 
3.0 3.1 (B10-2.9)*20.16/.3 (B1-2.9)*77.06/3 (B10-2.9)*9.37/.3 (B10-2.9)*13.25/.3 
+(3.2-BI0)*12.76/.3 +(3.2-BIO)*75.67/.3 +(3.2-B10)*9.55/.3 +(3.2-BI0)*17.04/.3 
3.2 3.8 20.16 77.06 9.37 13.25 
3.9 4.6 (B10-3.8)*21.41/.9 (B10-3.8)*67.7/.9 (B10-3.8)*7.5/.9 (B10-3.8)*8.0/.9 
+(4.7-B10)*20.16/.9 +(4.7-B10)*77.06/.9 +(4.7-B1O)*9.37/.9 +(4.7-B10)13.25/.9 





+(5.4-B10) t 7.5/.7 
(B10-4.7)*10.8/.7 
+(5.4-B10) *8.0/.7 
5.4 5.5 13.66 70.3 5.7 10.8 

















FOR SPRING WHEAT SITES (N.D.) 
BIO-LOWER BIO-UPPER MEAN MEAN ST.DEV. ST.DEV. 
LIMIT LIMIT G# Br. G# Sr. 
0 0.9 1.25 74.38 2.58 10.22 
1.0 1.1 (B1O-1.0)*12.6
+(1.2-B10)'6.25, (B10-1.0)*290.05+(1.2-B19)*371.9 (B101-.0)*15.5 '(B10-1.0)*74.35+(1.2-Bl0)*12.9 +(1.2-Bl0) 51.1 
1.2 2.2 2.52 58.01 3.1 14.87 








2.5 2.9 7.79 66.62 8.62 18.89 
3.0 3.4 (B1O-2.9)+44.83 (BI0-2.9)*115.72 (B10-2.9)*23.27 (B10-2.9)*13.6 
+(3.5-B10)*12.98 +(3.5-B10)lll.03 +(3.5-BI0)*14.37 +(3.5-B1O)*31.48 









4.2 4.6 32.66 69.7 11.74 11.24 








5.0 5.4 24.29 66.1 j.81 11.05 








6.1 7.0 (B10-6.0)*4.42 (B10-6.0)*59.04 (B10-6.0)*4.49 (B10-6.0)*6.78 




















Header 2 2 - 5 Reference Acquisition Date
 
11 - 12 Robertson Biostage Numbers for
 






Pixel (Minimum of 1, maximum of 209 per segment)
 
2 - 3 Line Number
 
6 - 7 Pixel Number
 
10 - 13 AI Type of Pixel (1 value only)
 


















Segment Header Record 1
 
Segment Header Record 2
 














AI Vegetition Indication 1 to 4
 
The following elements calculated as described in Appendix D
 
















3.2.8 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 8 (EOD-LARSYS)
 
The modified EOD-LARSYS system constitutes the second subsystem
 
of LIST processing. .Modifications have been made to the DOTDATA
 
and DISPLAY-processors to read and process the various dot files
 
created in the LIST system.
 
The DISPLAY processor has been enhanced to read any or all of
 
the following dot files:
 
PPTC - output by the PPT classifier/discriminator
 
GT - ground truth, dot file
 
Al - analyst/interpreter dot file
 
For each, the Type 1 and Type 2 dots are displayed by category
 
name in CCIT format vs the machine classification category
 
name. The Type 2 dots are used to-compute bias corrected propor­
tion estimates of the "selected" category of interest.
 
The DOTDATA processor has been modified to accept, on option,
 
a LACIE dot file in lieu of the in-line'dots contained in the
 
control card file. The output file created by DOTDATA is sub­






The DISPLAY processor is called by routine MONTOR, the EOD-LARSYS
 
system driver. It in turn calls several EOD-LARSYS system
 
utilities, including FSBSFL, FMFSFL, WRTFLD, RDDOTS, WRTHED,
 
WRTLN, WRTMTX, FIND12, NUMBER, and NXTCHR. It consists of
 
routines DSPLAY, DSPLYI, DSPLY2, REDIF3, SETUP3, EMTHRS, DISTCV,
 
CHIN, CHI, RNORM, TINORM, PCT, DESIG, FLDBOR, PRTSUM, MAPHD,
 
-FDIST, FISHIN, FISH, and PRTPCT.
 
Three new subprograms have been added, namely, LISTSM, LISTPR,
 
and LISTLC. The DISPLAY processor uses blank common ARRAY
 
(10600) and labeled common /GLOBAL/, /DISPL/, and /LISTMM/.
 
/LISTMM/ is a new common block included in LISTSM for the
 
purpose of holding variable values from entry to entry.
 
The DOTDATA processor is called by MONTOR. It in turn calls
 
several EOD-LARSYS utilities. It consists of subroutines DOTDAT,
 
DOTS, SET13, FLDTYP, and WRTDOT.
 
It uses blank common ARRAY (10600), and labeled common /DOTVEC/,
 
/GLOBA: /,/ISOLNK/, and /INFORM/.
 






The DISPLAY processor accepts as input the following files:
 
a. A machine classification map (MAPTAP) written by the 
CLASSIFY processor. 
b. On option, a dot file (DOTFIL) written by the DOTDATA 
processor for obtaining bias corrected proportion 
estimates (not used in LIST processing) 
c. Under the LIST dption, any or all of the following files, 
all in LACIE dot format, each with an 80 character header 
and a $END card image as a delimitor at the end of the 
file, can be input: 
PPTC. discriminator labeled dot file 
GT 
AI 
ground truth dot file 
analyst interpreter dot file (any dot file could 
be used) 
Each file may have Type 1 and Type 2 or both Type 1 and 
2 dots. 
Output from the DISPLAY processor consists of a formatted
 
(Universal or LARSYS II) classification display file suitable
 
for display on the PMIS-DAS.
 
Printer output includes dot summaries, either under standard P1
 
or under the LIST structure.
 
The DOTDATA processor accepts a raw data file (MSS data file)
 
as input. In LIST processing, this file may have been written
 




Output from the DOTDATA processor consists of dot files contain­










o New Control Cards
 
Keyword Parameter 	 Function
 
GTUN UNIT = 	n, FILE = m Unit and file number
 
of ground truth dot file. 
Normally n=23, m-l 
should be used. 
PPUN UNIT = 	n, FILE = m Unit and file number
 









Keyword 	 Parameter Function
 
AIUN UNIT = n, FILE = m Unit and file number 
(no default) of AI dot file. 
Normally n=28, m-l. 
Note: Inclusion 	of any
 






NAME (one character name The category name of the
 
of selected selected category must
 
category) default S be specified for propor­
tion estimate computations.
 
S in this case is taken
 
to mean "small grains".
 
ALPHA 	 N1i N2 Values of [ai) used in
 














o Revised Control Card
 
Keyword 	 Parameter Function
 
OPTION U n n = unit number of the 
(no default) LACIE formatted dot 
file to be -used in lieu
 
of in-line dot cards in
 
the control card file.
 
Normally n=29 should be
 












The EOD-LARSYS system, overldid by processors, requires less
 






DISPLAY: 	 Three new subroutines have been added to the DISPLAY
 




1. 	LISTSM - called from DSPLY2, reads the dot files requested, 
prepares summary information, and writes out 
proportion estimations for the selected category. 




PMACH(l) 	 machine classified proportion estimate of
 
the selected category. Designated other
 




PMACH(2) 	 machine classified proportion estimate of
 
the set of all categories other than the
 
selected one. Designated other or
 




Nll 	 number of dots labeled (by PPTC, GT, or AI)
 
as selected category and machine classified
 
as belonging to the selected category.
 
N12 	 number of dots labeled as selected
 
category but classified into one of the
 





N21  number of dots labeled in the non-selected 
categories, but machine classified into the 
selected category. 
N22 number of dots both labeled and classified 
into the non-selected categories. 
N number of dots labeled "boundary" but 
classified into the selected category. 
NB2 	 number of dots labeled "boundary" but
 
classified into the non-selected categories.
 
Regarding labeling, the symbols (names) M and R are used to
 




Probability estimates computed and outputted are
 
PII = Nll/(Nll + N21 + NBI) ,
 
P12 = N12/(N12 + N22 + NB2) ,
 
PBI = NBl/(N11 + N21 + NBI) ,
 
PB2 = NB2/(NI2 + N22 + NB2) ,
 




P = PMACH(1)*(Pll + ALP(1)*PBl)
 
+ PMACH(2)*(PI2 + ALP(2)*PB2)
 
2. 	LISTPR - called by LISTSM, prints the CCIT tables for Type
 
1 and Type 2 dots
 
PPC vs machine classification
 
GT vs machine classification
 
AI vs machine classification
 
3. 	LISTLC - called from LISTSM, this subprogram reads the dot
 
files specified by control cards GTUN, PPUN, and
 
AIUN. This subroutine is almost identical to
 
FLDLAC in structure, however, two switches in DATA
 
have been made calling sequence arguments.
 
Modification to DSPLY2 include the call to LISTSM, and transfers
 
through the subroutine based upon setting of the LIST processIng
 
switch LISTSW. If LISTSW is on, the machine classification
 
results for all 209 dots in the LACIE grid are retrieved and
 
passed to LISTSM for use.
 
REDIF3 has been modified to accept the new control cards.
 
Calling sequences of REDIF3, SETUP3, and DSPLY2 have been
 






















A new common block /LISTMM/ has been incorporated into subroutine
 
LISTSM to hold information previously stored during the
 




NAMPGA(209,3,2) dot category names
 






LINPGA(209,3,2) dot line numbers 
SAMPGA(209,3,2) dot sample numbers 
DOTLAB(209,4,2) dot category names of labeled 
dots in LACIE grid position 
for printout. 
VPGA(3) indicates type of file 
PPTC=l, GT=2, AI=3 
IPGA number of files read in of 
PPTC, GT, AI 
The "2" storage is for Type 1 and Type 2 dots.
 
Under LIST processing, DESIGNATED OTHER or UNIDENTIFIABLE fields
 
can be used (as previously) to change the machine classification.
 




Routines DOTS, RDDOTS, and SET13 have been modified to enable
 
handling of the new option to read in a unit number of the
 
unit holding the LACIE formatted dots. The variable LACIE
 
contains the unit number.
 
In ordinary P1 processing, LACIE is set to the value 1 if
 
in-line dots are LACIE formatted, and is set to the value 0
 
if in-line dots have the field format.
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The LIST processor, implemented as a system of processors
 




The following input files are required:
 
Card image file giving type of processing, segment numbersand dates
 
4-channel MSS data files (4)
 


















The card image file containing the type of processing, segment
 
numbers and dates is the control card file for the software
 
component PREPPT (unit no. 25).
 
The 4-channel MSS data files (4) are made into one 16-channel
 
merged file by the software component DAMRG. This file is then
 




The one-channel ground truth file (unit no. 11) (Accuracy
 
Assessment form) is used by the software component GTTCN to make
 
another image file (unit no. 12) which is LANDSAT size. This
 
file is used by software component GTDDM to make a LACIE format
 
dot file (unit no. 23) which is used by PREPPT. This file might
 
also be input by hand.
 
The Robertson Biostage file (unit no. 24) is a permanent file used
 
by software component PREPPT.
 
The seasonal file (unit no. 26) is a permanent file used by
 
software component PREPPT. This file contains tables for computing
 




The Al response files (unit no. 5) contain label, registration,
 
vegetation information, and biostage numbers for each segment.
 




The PREPPT output file (unit no. 15) is the file made by PREPPT
 




The MPPTA control card file is the control card file for the
 
training program (unit no. 8).
 
The MPPTC control card file is the control card file for the
 
classification program (unit no. 8).
 
The classification interface file (unit no. 7) is made by the
 
training program and is to be used by the classification program.
 




The executive file LST is a prompting executive that queries the
 




LST expects the input files to be in place at executio- time, but
 
allows for editing control card files. LST gives file specifica­
tions, checks tape header records and file contents on request.
 
By using secondary responses the user may branch to certain
 






A.1 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 1 (READID)
 












List control file.giving types of processing, segment numbers
 
























FnQTlhN TVr LFVFL 2! PF ,OO DATE = 790nl 16/rl/P? PAGF 0001
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n0o Flrn PPF11600 
A.2 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM 2 (READTB)
 






























The data from the Biostage Response File is stored in /BIOSTG/.
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P xmFNr(LIbF.ISFASN}s(P6(LINF SFASN)SGz(LNF,1sEASN). PRFIOI9OI qipRt INE.ISFASN),SDR?(LINF.ISFASN) PRFI010O 












C .4IOTAF TAMLF FMPTY PPEIOIqO 
L.,* ATTF (Sql0R P'FIP00 
OJA F(tUfAT (I PISTA6E TARLF FMPTY*) PPF10210
rl T) 1 0 PQEI02?0 
r PWFI?30C tAOAS TALt rMPTY PPEIO?40 
.n --TTE (bS60) PPEIOSO 






A.3 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 3 (READAI)
 


































FOOTCAJT V t, LFVFL ?1 REAOAT DATE 
= 79003 16/;I/ 2 PAGE 0001 
r 









PUPOSE--READ FILE Al, VALIOATE DATA, FIND INDICES TO TABLES 
FIlIT CALl TO RFADAI FOP SFGMENT
FIND FIRST MATCHING HEAAEP CARDVALIDATE AND 5AVF SFASUN 
PFAO NFXT CARD. MIST PF"SECOND HEADFR CARDVALIOATF AND SAVE QORFRTSON RIOSTAGFS
VtLIDATF AND SAVF SFASONAL RTOSTAGFS
















SICCFSSIVF CALLS TO PFADAI FOR SAME SFGMFNT 
PEA PIXFL AND CALL RFAAPX TO PPOCFSS fT 
MTCHAT IS SET TO I IF A rOOD PIXFL CAP! IS READ FOP THF SEGMENT
'T7CHAI IS SET TO 0 IF NO HFADER CARDS APE FO)UNO OR IF NO VALID 













FP0pn WFSSAGES APF WRITTTFN FOR ALL FRRO9S DETECTED. PPEOnIqsPF6DAI RETURNq WITH TCHAi SET TO 0 IF AN FPROR IS FOUND ON A HEAOFP O QO 
IF AN FRROR IS FOUND ON A PIXFL CAPP, AN EPPOH MFSSA6F IS 6RITTFN ANDPPEAI9SO 










COMMON /LSF4S/KIRTYPKIJNSF.KUJPDAT.LTYPE (30) LSEGNO(30) LSEGOT 1O)PPEOO001 trOSFGS PRF02010COtHOR/AI/IIHED(71,,') . IER,TOAI:AIN1(II: 19AIDATF() PPFn?020
I ,OI-IlIF.DOPIXLAIHfnlW(4).TAIVEG(4).LAOLAI(11IqIIAIEND PPFO?030P MTChAILNPOH(4),ISPSN.INFSI(4),LNFS?(4) PPFO?040 
PPFOO50COmMON /HIOSTA/ RIOSTr(4)."TOLMT(2,R),FIRST(6,AI.SECOND6,) PPEO?060r PPF0 70 






 SET rATCHINI, AT PECOHD SWITCH TO 0 INDICATING NO VALID, MATCHING 

C HEAOER AND PIXEL CADO FOUND
on0o MTCHAI = 0 
0016 TAIFIn = 0 
C SET SwITCH THAT NO ERROR HAS RFFN FOUND IN SEGMFNT NIJMIFR 
0011 ISFGSw = 0 
C
I 
C FIRST RECORD ON FILE MUST RE A HEADER CARD
C HFADFR CARDS MUST OCCUR IN PAIRS 





C HEADRF MAY HAVE PFFN PEAD ON PRFVIOUJS CALL TO PEADAI, IF 50 NOPIXL 

C WILL RIE SET NONFRO





C RFqFT PFPFAD BUFFER AN( READ A CARD 





nnI WOITE (10.19) (KFFP(I)1,I=1,T) 














C FRROP--IST CARD NOT HFADFR, IGNORE IF LOOKING FOR FILE OUT OF ORDER










































































































































G LEVFL 71 	 READAI DATE = 79003 16/51/'; PAGE 0002 
WRTTF 	(16,31) (KEFP(fI),1=I.73) PRFOP500





An 	 IATFRP = !AIQPR . I PPFO?530
 








C(N.E *tVfnFP CAPOI READ. MOVF IT TO PHEAD 	 PPFnOPSB
0 	 ("o PIP T1.73 




C PFPPAn CAR) Aq FIRST HEAOFR CARD PPEOP630
P .,Jn 30 
 PPEO?640
UFAn 110.21I) TSEb(4I.IEASN, (AIIIATE(1),T=1,4) 	 PRFO?650 
ErO 	 I0 
 PRFo?660






C rHFCV Sr~lAF1T,1'NJIM4ER FOP CIPRFHT qFAHFNT 	 PPFO?690 
TFUSFGNO.'W.I0&I1 I$W) (f,.99Rg) ISFGNO.IDAI PPFOP700
 
'9.9 FO--A7 (I OFADAT-COMPAISt4 OF SFG.NO. 1ST CARD. SEG.NO. REOUFSTFDPPEO27IC




C [NrOPPFCT SFC.UFNT 
 PPFO750
C IF F1ST INrORPECT SFGFNT. REWIND FILE AND START lOOKING PPFO?760r IF NOT 1ST IMCORIFCT SFMENT. CHECK FOP LAST FILE AND KEFP LOOKING PREO ?70
 
p IF (1SFC.4 .F. 0) GO TO ?7n PPEn?780
 pn RFFSl I PPFO2?90
 





Cr IOT FIOST IDrCOuPFCT qEbkIPNT PRrO2830
 
Pin IF r FPs t OSEGS) Fi1jr) S PPEOPR40
 
IF (TSCGSJ .Fc. *OSFOGq) GO TO 7000 PPFO?850
IFcGSi = ISFb4 * I 	 PPFOPR8O 




C CORRECT SFGFNT FOUND, WAS IT FO1Nt) ON FIWqT TRY 	 PPF02Q2I?'i IF (ISFG' F0. 0) GO TO 2114 PPFOP920
 QPITF (6.?9f1l PPFO?030
?'1 	 FOLAAT(t FxrFqSIVF PROCESSING TIME DUE TO ERROR IN ORDER OF AT FILPRFO?940
 




r 	 PREO?970 
r C"FC,( SFAqOtI 11IST RF I FnR WT'qTFQ 0P p FOP SPRING 	 PPEO?980dq4 	 IF IVA', .FO. KONSTA .0i. IqFAS .FI KOMST1) ISEASN = PREn?99oIF (1SFA45s FO. KUJSTS :OR. ISFASN .rF). KONSTP) TSEASN = P PPFO30oO 
IF .T.TFASNI .OP. ISFASN GT., '2) 60 TO 9030 	 PPED3O1OC PPE03020
C 'PRE03030
 
C PFA)O SF O rAPn AND CHECK 0 NIIR R PR1040
 
nl RA 	 IH W 
 PR4 4090







WHITF (30,19 (IAIHFO(I.2),I=1,73) PRE3090
RE-INO 30 
 PPE0IIO0
REA (30.PQq) (AIHOrR(I).I=I,4), ISErH2 PRF13110

PEV [uj 30 PPE(03120
?ot 	 FOOAT (9X. (4(FI.1,.2),47X.A4)) PF03130
IF (ISFFGNO .14E. 1SEGHP) GO TO 9010 PQF01140
 
r 	 PRE03150
C CHECK RORFRTSON RIOSTAGFS FOR VALID VALUES 
 PQFO3160
00 32n I = 1,4 PRFO3170
 





IF (AIHDRP(T) ,GE. HIOLI4T(IJ) .AND. AIHr)RBCI) .F. BIOLMT(?,J)) PPE03200

I GO 	TO 320 
 PREO3210




C INVALID PORFRTSON RIOSTAGF PRE03240
 
WRITE (6,31-) ISEGNO.AHORRIT) PRE03250
 




006 flq FORMAT (I HFADFR ERROR--ROFPTSON BIOSTAGE FOP 004, 1 IS 1, F4.1)PRE03260
0067 GO TO 0035 	 PRE03270
C 	 PRE03280 




C CHECK SEASONAL RIOSTAGFS FOR VALID VALUES PRFn33Io
 
1n" [' 340 1 = 1.4 PPE03320
 
'0470 00 330 J = 1.13 	 PPF03330




I ) FO TO 340 PRE03360
 




r INVALI SFASONAL RIOSTAGr 	 PNE03390
 
0074 w.TTF (6.3151 ISEHCO.AIHflRb(T) P1El3400
 
n07r 33IS FI1O"AT (t HEADER EP.OR--SFASONAL RIO'TAGE FOR ',A4,0 IS *.F4.1) PPFO34I
 








C WFAD FIRST PIXFL CARD AS POSSIRLF HFADER 	 PRF03470 
n070 1; PEA'l(S.1S,FN0=39O) (KFPP(I).I=I,73) PRF03480
 
n70 OF, 4n 1 PR 03490
 




nnO, IF (IiIIt. dNE. 1) WQITF (A.391) ISFGNO PPF03530
 
An"( 3 FOPMAT (0 FPPOR IN PIWFL CARO FOR *, A4) PPE03S40
 
00'4 IF (TATEND .NE. I) WRITE (6.31) (KEEP(t).1=I.72) PRE03r5Q

onl IAIFrn = I PRE03560







C FNn OF PIXFLS, HAVF ANY PIXEL PFFN READ? PPF03600
 
A007 '9n IF (tJOPTXL *Fn. 0) 0 TO 000 PRFO36IO
 
00-A 6* TURN PRE03620
C 	 P1WF036PREO3A4O
C PROrFSS PTXFL CARD PRE03650

orlpq 	 401 IF (KFFP(73) .NF. lSFGHM?) 60 TO 00) PE35 66000)0 CALL PFA0OX(TPXFRRI 

f0l - IF (IPXERR .NF. 0) 60 TO 380 	 PRFn3670 
C 	 PRE36P0EO O
 




nnp C TrHAI =|PROE060
 
nntq 	 ¢ TP PPFO347o0 









PPF 03760CC t****t* ERROR OR FNO OF FILE CONDITIONS ******** 	 P.E01770C 	 P F037A0 
00'4 	 7n0 IITF (6.7100) ISFGNO PQEo1790 
OOR /Io FORMAT (- NO DATA ON FILE AT FOR SEGMENT 'A4) 	 PREOjG9O 
PREOiSIO





C FOF HTLF LIJOKING FON NEWT HFAFR 

n0o7 	 0Qn 4IITE (6.6100) TDAT PPF038S0 






0n 	 c0nn UTTF (6.900S) PPEO3900 
0101 FORMAT OF FILE WHILE READING 2ND HEADER CARO) PPFO3QIOolfl (I FNr 

0n10 WRITF (6.31) (KEFP(I).I=I.73) PRE0392O
01l3 60 TO 9035 PROF03930
 
C 	 PRF01940
C NjO ATA CARS) AFTFR HEADER 	 PREO9SO 
nlnq 0020 WIITF (6.9021) 	 PREA3960 
flI0 	 Qn0l FORMAT (' NO DATA AFTF HEADER CARD')0106 WRITF (6.31) (IAIHF(I.).I=1,73) 	 PRF0lo0 
PRE0990C 
PREG900
n(07 GO TO 9035 

C -PRF04010 
















r FAOFP CtWOS O0 NOT MATCH PPE040301n W4TF (6.9(111 ISEGNO. ISFGH? PPF04040 
qll FOC'AT f- EAOEP CA!P) DO Not MATCH-. ?X.A4.2XA4) PPFO4nO5 
WQrTE (6.31) (IATHFn(1,i),T = 1,73) PRF0406D 
WOTTF (6.31T (IATF(T.2}.1 = 1.73) PPF04070 
(0 TO 0039 PPFO40DC PPEO4O9D 
r SFASOt, TNC0PFCT PRE04100 
lqO 4-ITF (4.903l) IStASN.rTFNOAF PPF04 10 
OAII FOOJAT (f qFASON I *. Al. - FOP SFG NO. *.A4) PPE04120 
r PRE04130 
r FATAL FPOO. SET SWITCH AND RFTURN PRFO4140 
'n0r !AIrPw = IATEPP * I PPF04ISO
RtTIJRN PRFO4160 
r PQEO4ITO
r JAPAl CALLED AFTEP FOF, PROrRAMMTNG FR(RW PPFW418O 
r PREO041O 
r tFrmFNT NIIA.F4 ON PTAFI CARD NOT EOIIA TO SFMENT NIJM4fR ON HEAOFP PHEA4O0 
'rtII I,4TF (f.onS) IqFGN,0.(FF'(73) PRFn4210 
11-1 F0"1&T (- HFAflER SFGMFNT NIIMRFP=I.A4t PIXFL SEGMFNT NUIMHFP=I.A4) PrFO4P?0GO TO 34A PRE04?30 
Ftn PRFO4?40 
A.4 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 4 (READRD)
 
































FOPTOA' V G LVFL |2 READRO DATE = 79001 16/1/S PAGF 0001
 




rPtJP0sF:nr&o SFT OF PAW nATA PFCOROS (SFG.NO.=1D) FROM I6CHAN FILF PPEO6240 
C A40 CALCULATE GfFENFSS. qnIcHTNFSS. SUAPE 6PCHA PRFOG620SREPPFO62TO 
..*..*..AWNING. THIS IUROIIrtINF WILL 'TAP THF PROGPAM IF THF PRFOA? O 
SFMEMTS ON THE PAW DATA TAPE 
ARF NOT IN THF PRFO"A2OC qSmF OOnFZRCPREO63IO AR THE SEGMENTS HFOIJESTFO PPEO6300
 
0o0 CO"MON /PAI4OAT/ 4STkI .RnFq T.lRnFRR.PnHRRT(11.]Q,4), PFOA31O
 
I OnGIFt(t1. ~lD!POAO. QATPR(ItIQ).,SC4PG(II,19),PIER(lIq)PPFo6330















 r .',OSFGS 
 PAEO42OflAnnn fll'FNSrON FFTVFC(30) PPEOS430
PPE0643
 
0n07 r IIMENSION PLOCK(A) PPF264r0
 
nOnO PTFGFO FETVFC.Ptt)rK PRFOE640
 
C PRFO4a0 
0n00 DATA LASTFL0 /0/ PPFfl490
 
onin DAT4 LC/10.Il0.IO.ll10 / PRFO6"40
 
nn) IDATA FrTve/1 ?,4,',6,7,.9,101 I.12,13,I 4 1l5,1 6 / PqFO6510
n01? DATA fOFEAT /16/ PPF06S2O
r POF06S3 





0n01 DATA IF14ST /0/ 
 PPE6g59g

fl17 fATA tS/OI PPFO6620
PRE06610
MAl PImcNqIntl ISOTL(4) 
 PRFfl 620
 





C SFT PA4 DATA PAD SWITCH TO I PREO660
0O0 INpAiO = I 
 PPFf6670
 
C "PFAQ HFADFW 
 C HEUFHPRFO6A90 P14E0b680
FFA 0E06 9  
















00? I CALL TAPHIb-)ITAPE,IFILF) PUNR0Or. LASTFL = LASTFL - I 
r PQFO600
 PPEO4A10
C PFFONMAT AND CHFCK FOR CORRECT SEGMENT 
 PRE0H2O 
qO>7 ISITF = I'I(ph)n00? WPITF(A.qqq) TSTTE PPFO6830
PAF0OA4O
Onpo )Q FOP-AT (I RAq DATA TAPE SFG.NO.=',zs) PREOARSO c PPE06860
C MOVE M'STPI) IN A4 FORMAT TO TIRFC IN 14 FORMAT PPFO970nnin PFWIN,) 30 PRE0OAROnn'l WITE (301.3n) MSTRID 
 PPFOARQO
nfoi 30 FntAT (A4) 
 PRE0R00

n033 REWIND 30 PRF06910nnl4 PFA&(14,31) IDRFC 
 PREOA9?f
003', 31 FOP AT (14) PPEO930
c WITE(6,v"44) MSTPIO.IOPFC PREOAQAo4944 Fo(]/AT(p ,-MSTRID=,. A4,1 IORFC=I,A4) PREO6950
C PQE06960C CHFCK SFGMFNT NUMBRFS (14 FOPMAT) PREg697o
 
FnOPTQA Iv LFVFL 21 	 PFAORD DATE = 79003 16/1/-;2 PAGE 0002 
FILF .lFOPT 




r C(IPOFCT CFrMEHT FOIJNI. CALCULATF SOIL LINE NUMBERS PRE070O0
 
on0 e60 On 7Q0 1=1.4 PPFO701o

n00q 700 rAoIL(I)=Tntr,1eo-1) 	 PPF07020
A0A I . tTF(b.Tn) ([SO!L(II.T=1.4) 	 PRF07030
 




C qET FILF TO FTr4T LINF OF OAT& PRE0706O
00', CAlL FLOINTfRLOCK.FETVFC.NOFEAT) PRF07070
 
" WRITF (eeQQ4r PPF0TOAO
t








r sPT I INF TFOt.ATION PRE130

C 	 PPEO140 fl 4 nil "An TIt F =1.11 	 PWE071SO 
Aft 	 CAlL LTI'$. (KDTA; FnTA,) PPF07160 




C -TGPF DATA ON THIS LINF TNTO I X lq X 4 X 4 HUFFER 	 PQF07i0
4n,,7 	 rn hO I = 1.1 PRFO??00
 
0'-DIP SQ = 1.4 PPE07210
 
An') 	 00o RQ J = 1.4 PPEO7P?O 
en-, 	 T r'FX=TP(oJ-)* Iq.(X-l)76 PPF07?30 
An-	 IIATA(T,),K) = KnATAItNnEX) PPFO7240




-N04=n FOPMAT(IH .IOX.115,' YDATA t*.I.. INDFX -,I') 	 PQF07270








r ALCULATF A-ZIGHT AND GRFEN FnP EACH SET OF 4 NUMBERS PPF07320
 
An'; DO PIG IqET = 1.4 PPF07330
 






r MAVF FIW0 TkIPLF f)IMFNION ArIDAY TO SINGLE 1IIMENSION ARRAY PPF07360
 
nn ni Io KL = 1.4 
 PREn7370




r A TUALLY CALrLtATE BRIGHT AND APEEN 	 PRE0740000(0 L=ISOIL(TSET) 	 PRF07410 
o0n. 	 CALL CALCIIL (LnATA. L. RIT. 6N) PRE074P0 




AnI 9'1 FAt-AATI. .I0,LOAT&PP,41R.- SOILL '11) PPEO17ASO

n'fl1Lr'T(.L IPxFL, ISFT) = (RTT - YMFANR(TSFT)) / YSDR(ISET) PRF07460 fnl0 PIlD-'Fk (ILIME, IPIXfLt 15CT) = (rQN - YMEANq(IbET)) / YSDG(ISFT) PPE07470 .o 
00( E(ILIMFPO.ICK.AJD.IPIXFL.FO.JCK) WRITF(6.90S3) P9E074R0PRE074AO
 





nnocs FOo'-ArnI *3I i GHNI '.Fl.4,:. I4EANG *.F10.'. SOG *.FIO.4) PPF07520
nnlq-qocl FOi-Ar(IH 3q. I1T '.F10.4 VMEAN ',FIO.4.9 SOB *,FI0o.4) PR 47530
 
0071 A00DIGUIF.PXLIEH1940 PRF9NIIEPXLIE) Piz
007n 	 ARPIFT(ILINF.TPIXFLISFT) AS(OnDRRGT(ILINFIPIXFL: nF))PRF07<50
0071 PC 	 AGEN(ILINFIPxELI9ET) = AS(PDGREN(ILINEIPIXELISET)) PRE07570
Q 6  
0077?ONTINI 	 Pon E PRF07580
 
C 
 PRE0 75900073 n10 	CONTINUE PREO7S9OPPE7600
PCCCALCULATE SQUAPF AwN PIE 	 PPEO?610  
=17 	 PRFO76200074 	 DO ?50 PIXFL = 1,19 PRE07630 
C PRF07640
C SqlL SOuARF AND 	PIE FOR 4 SFTS PRE07650007. SrAIPH([ IF.rPTXFL) = 0. PRE07660
 
00?' SQ AIGIII IIF.TPTXtL) = 0. PRFA7670
 
0077 PIFP(ILTIFIPIXFL) =I PPO76SO
 
r PIEG(ILI'JEIPIXEL) = I.PR07690
 PPF07700
0479 	 00 240 K T 1,4 PPF07710
 
0~0P 	 SCAIR(ILINF.IPIXtL)=SOAIR(fILINEIPIXFL)+(RPRGT(ILINEIPIXELK))PF0772 01 0. 2 	 PRE0773D
 
FOn tPAi IV A LFVFL PI 







I .. p 
 PRE07750
 
n p PIF (ILINFqTPIXFLI)PIFR(ILTNFTP IXFL)*ARnIrTfILINF,[PIXFLK) 1.) PREOTT6OlO"1 PIIL.INFIPTXEL)=PIFG(I INF.IPIXFL).IAGkEEN(L NE. PIXELK)IO.) PRE0T770


















C wtTF(.q4A) 	 PPF07860
A01.a 	 94A L4A( PXrT REAWRI') PPFO 7070
nflq 
 HLTUPIA 	 PIEOTRRO 
C 
 PRFO?890
C .o*...**t*** FRROR MFSSAGES *****ef€* PPE07900
C PRE07910
 
r n IIIfAT FnIIIA. WJASTHERE ANY nATA ON FILE? 	 PPFn?9?0AOtO I0 IF 1F114'T Eo. 0) GO TO 140 PifH7Q30
 
nr,41 4"ITF (6.310) ISPtN0 R
*.&4Pr070SAWHILF LOOKING FOP SEGMFNT
FIL
110 FOI.AT(t Nn DATA ON PAW DATA on,11 p lIaFPQ = |PI)FP * I 	 PPFO7960 
110. PVTIRk 	 PP07970
C 
 PP 07980
C IT NOT At, FILF 	 PPF07Q0O
0005 4q .wITE f6.34 ) MSTH!0 	 PRFOA000 
n06 	 345 FO-I-AT (IA. 4. NUT ON UAW OATA FILE') PPEOR110
noc7 IJrP.;0 = II)FPPR I 	 PRFOAOO 
OA4. R PI.P' 	 PPFOAnA3 c PPEO04O
C INCIJFFICIF'JT I TNE TNFOPrATION, MUST RE PROGrAMMING ERROR PPF0AO 00O0 	 FAIO w-ITF (A.AIlnl) PRFOM060 







C FILFS OU1T OF A)OFP OP FILF MISSING FOR THIS SEGMENT PRFORIO0
 





elni T) WInO I = I.NOStGS PREOA130
 
ln 
 IFTF = I -1 	 PPFOPI4O
 r 	 PPFO4150 
C "IP C.VFP IFILF FILF Abt)RFAD HFADER RECORD PPFDR160




r SAVF tIl4RF) (F IAST FILE PREOMIQ0





C CHRCK FOP C-IQPJCT SFt,ENT PwF0 pp0

WI7 ITTE = i(p0) PPFOM?30
ano woTTFC , qQQ) NflT 
 PnEOm?40
 









11I r-ITF(6.qln) MSTRI(P PPF0F290
 
(hlI 'In4 F0v&T It NO PAW DATA FOR -.A4) PRFO Or n
nl11 kETOQN PPFO0310
C PPEOk32A 
C COPPFCT FILE FOIINO, WRITF WANING OESSAGE AND GO TO CONTINUE POCFSS PPF0l330Oil 	 '?' Wp'ITF (6,0 ) POFO"340A1I5 QI? FOAT (I FXCFSSIVF PROCF'qTNG TIME OUF TO EPROR IN ORDER OF POE0350
 
I PAW DATA FILFS'. /. * IN PROCEDHE FILFI,/) PREOA360







A. 5 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 5 (CALKEY)
 

























































































CO"140N /FLf~aT/ ICNIEY4hvAICANK 

c 








COM MON /ATH/AIlHFO(7310), IATFRIFJAIATCMNT(II,1IN.AIDATE(4)






CO0-N /SFASNq/ X41(4,13.?). x1WnN(,(13,?, XFNGp13 
















AITYPF (THIS IS NOT CUQRFNTIY USED) 

CMATC-. CLAqS RESPONSE ON OATA CARD TO TAPLF
I ,,- = A 

AIftr,) = 0. 
r 










































IF 	Al TYPr IS NOT P, 7FRO VALUFS 

IF (iYPE .NE. 1) S. TO 100n 

4 PFqPOqF TNTFOVALS1 TN OATA CARD 
91 0 on = 1.4 
SPREI(J680

1 1NF NIIIPF ON SFASONAL TARLE Fr)M BIOSTAGE ON HFADER CARD 
LI' WTn = LNkntM1) 
SFT H04 POSITION IN ATOSTAGE TABLE FROM PIXEL CARO 





CK 	F0P FTOsT rLAS .FPnJSF 

If (VIRSTIT FSP.IFTA1 .NF. HYPHEN) 90 TO 350 

CK 	FQi SFC,',O CLAqS .FPON E 

IF (SFCO'.OIVPFSPLINFTR).NF HYPHEN) GO TO 360 

NFIT4P FPST NOD SFLOND CLASS PESPONSE 

IC WrFYHI1 = InAt 	%1" I
r = 

AnQ TEE 40E)M 

FIRST C(.ASS RESPONSE 
lc'rrY~rl = 0 

GA TO 410 

CFCC'hJ C1ASS RFSPONSt 
qFT AICAw 

AICANK = 0 

IF (ISIIM . T. 1) AICANK = I 

Irl-KFY(l) M= 5 

TSth' = 15 14 * S 

C 














































































































































hOP (4191n I = 14 
 PPF]1060









n Y-FANIG(I) X'FhrG(LIN FTIsTSAiN) PR 11100
 
fnn Iff ' =IyXFsIN(LrPFTH.FASN) PAFII 320
y14,& 

nol rlrC.(l1 = c;OG(LVETRA.YFASN) PPF11130
nhll .YCfM(I) = qDY(LINETH,ISFAqN) PPE1II40
 




c4RIO rOSTANT IS NONtVO. '4EAN AND S;TANnPbp (EV. MUST RE CALCULATFD PREIITO
AI q C.IT1NI-F PRFI1 IA
if=rOlFI = -'YIO(.LltJTQ.ISFASN) 4A!HOR(l) PaEIIIqonnl lIFF? = -AIHDI4(1) - AlO0(4.LINFTH,ISFASN) PPFII200 
r
n017 YC 'htIA(1=flrF1*rbN(LMFT.SFSN)nflVr2rL4NG?(LTNFTR.!9FaSNPF?0 
np0 
-




oA, - Y'-"4{) = nrPFI - SOrC(LINETPISFASN) . TIFF? - SDC?(LINLTR.!SFAN)PREI240
nn.0 r Y'i(!) = n0FF! - SOHfLINFTRISEASN) * OIFF2 - SDR2(LINFTRISAN)PPFI1250 
n043 10 C0!' T I\11 PpEII260
 




C 61 Ti'" "it! 1 ZFn VALUFS PPE11300
04" 100n (,t TI"AF PRF11310 
r 
 PPE11320
0044 Tra,1 = n PRF)3130

An'. 01)119 I = 1,4 PRF31340
 
np,- lrlFyl[) = 0 PREI3!O
AA.7 Yi4 A.j0 (T = n. PREI11360 
nn-- YtAtf(I) = 0. PPF1I370
 
0n04 Y'-"l'(T) 0. PPF113R0
 
nn-n Y -1Cd1) = n. PREI1390






A.6 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 6 (READGT)
 



































FOTOA-, IV 1,LFVFL 21 REAOGT DATE = 79003 16/51/52 PAGF 0001 
P P 
FT F 'E T 






C PUPPGSE--PEAD A SET OF GQOUND TRUTH DATA PPF04620 
r PRF04630C PRE04640 














nnec COUMON fLU/IiiIT PPE04720
 




C GvOIJ'4fl TRUTH foTl PAD FROM LAl I PE0470 
r PPF04760 
r UITE (A,9 4p) PPE04770
 




C SFT -p0tiin QpOHnSWITCH Tn 0 PRF04POO 
nof0 TGTFTL.= 0 PPEO4RIO
 
C PrAn SFGPF'gT NIJMOFe ONO CE'TIFY THAT THIS I A HFAAER RECORD PPFn4P20
 
O0C4a in NFA-) it JIJIT .?OA.FJf = q000 ISF1. Inc.! P14F04830
 0010 r)f(..AT (44. 4X, 64) PPF04R40
 
Anil IF (ISg .NF. KSF() 60 TO 0" PRF04R50
r PQFn4A6O 
C qFr.-AFIT CA.u OFA. IS IT THF PIGHT ONE POFA4870 
An1i p LASTSG = InrT PPE0ARPO
 




r !ATCI IIG PECO)p, RFA) (OOIIND TRUTH PPE04910 
r PQEO492 0 
nn14 ion CG'-TTlIE PPF0403A 
n01'. WITte.ISn) PREOA94O




n17 1)940 F(I.-AT(t FNTEO PLDF.) PPF04O70
 
nnia ScIarpAC PREO4QAO /1 LI4&TT 

ptol CALL ')OL)'r PPF04Q90
r PPFOgO00
 




nn,1 4967 FAIAT(I EXIT PFADOT1) PREO%030
 











C SFf3UFNCE NIJ'RFPS DO NAT MATCH, PEWINn TAPE AND LOOK AT OTHER PRFO',100
C (POUnO: T01ITH FITIFS PRFOSI10
OP3 "Ilao COTINtF PPF0I5120
C PRE05130
 
q004 PF14-wiN LNIfT PRE IA
nAP KOU IT = I PPFOSISO 
, QFAD FIRST RFCORO AND CHECK SFrMFNT NUMEQ PRF60560N004 0110 PEAT) LiJPIIT.?fln.FN(j=q3) ISFG .IOGT PPEOI70 




C SFGmFIIT CARA RFAD. IS IT THF RIGHT ONE? PPEoqSoO

nfnl L&STSg = fOIT PDFOS,?100,'" IF (lOCT FO. KURSFG) GO TO 9??4 PRFOS??O
 
C PRFnS?30
C IF THFQF ARF MORE FILFS, SKIP TO ENO OF FILE AND GO TO READ NEXT FitFPRF05?40 qnn IF (KOIIJT .Fn, NfJOSFG) 0 TO q300 PREOS?50
 
AnliRtIT = rt)Io-r . I PPFO,260
 
C ROPF GRaOUNOITPUTt. FILE', SKIP TO ENn OF THIS FILE PRFOS?70
1100 CALL FSF'4FL (LUNII,l.ITAT) PRFO',280




r CORRECT FILE FOUND. WPITF WARNING MFSSAGF PPFOr3IO
 
0034 9PP5 WRITF (6.4??6) PREOS32O
 
0035 9PA6 FOfPAT (0 FXCFSSIVE PPrCFSSITNG TIME DUE TO FRROR IN SPECIFYING ORDPRE0533O
 
IF4 O FILES IN PROCEDUPF FII) PREO340
 
FnPTPA-' IV G LrVFI P) 	 PFAnGT 




noiA *'.0 TO l0l0 PPEOS350
 
C P EOS36O
r 	 FILF NtOT FOiJNO PPFOS370
nL47 fno 4'.ITF (6,03011 KlqII~ 
 PPFO5380
0i qlI FO4'"AT (t 110 C.UOIJN') FTIRIJTH FLF FOR SFVMFNT *A4) 	 PRE0s340 
nr, q lfTPDI = IGTFQP " 
flfl.fl TIhTFTt 	 PPFOL.400(

-nTlt.L, rn = I 	 PPFOS42 0 
r 	 PRE05430 
r 	 rA..AM OUT OF nAPFP PPFOS440 
rI1p .TTF 64 I LA$TSG H PPFO5450
I FO- WAT (- AI)IIntI) TPIJT CAQAS OUT OF 0PDFQ FOLtOWING SEGMENT -,A4) P'F0S46f0
 
40 t (M1L FFMFI (LUNMT.I.rITAT) 
 PREOi470t 	 INCblv'r-T TOTAL COUNT OF FOROPS. SET FATAl FRPOP FLAG PPE(O',480IfTFPP [lTFPP * I PPFO4900n..A |ITFTL = I 
 PREIf'i0
0n. 	 PFTtIN 




A.7 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 7 (WRTPPT)
 
























The header record and data files are written to the LIST
 








FOOTPA', IV A L'OFL 21 WQTPPT OATF = ?P003 16/S;1/',? PAGE 0001 
An0 SUnPOUTINE WPTPPT PPE09530 
C PPFOSS4O 
C PtJOPOSE--TO WR)ITE THEi NFW FILE PQEGSS6O
 
r FO4MAT DESC'WTAFD AT TI-F BEGINNING OF THE' MAIN PROGRAMNW~r7 
I ,U0O,[NF,NOJXL.AIHIII3R(4),IATVEr,(4).LAPtLAI(1I,1Q),I1 END PPEOSAOO0 
2 .MTCIA.LIJFWOR(4),ISFASN,.LJFSI1(4),LMFS2(4I PRE09610 C PRFE 9620
 


















non., OTAFN Tq1I- CA'CY(41 




c CCLP-I /OPF'U10/ pp0v (c P1WOS7so 
C P-E08760
 
0040 rtol. /MSK1MA5(I.j9) P pF0S770

0010 DlATA r;IPST/n/ PPEOS,7SO
 




001? IFINST =I .PPFO'i020
 
C TO SflTwPITE NFADFP IF MILL WEC0PO0 PPFO',R40
 
n013 IF (NOPI' aF0. A) (30 TO ?00 PPFOSA5O 
V PREOSA7O 
C WRITT HFAnEa AN'0RFCORO FPOM AT PPFO,.AA

C1014 IF (InaI fl'F.PPFVIOI .4WITE I(TOUTIO(IIAIHFO(I.JII=l13). J=I.?)PPFOq99

001' TFU0nr.P.PFVfl) AktTF(6,6q6) PPFO000 
nq1h A'I A. I. lrefFp*0J&T/ PFCOPOS11PPDll 
0017 IF (11101 4S*F. PZFVI0I) WITE (6.10) I(IAIHFO(I.J),1=1,13), J=1,21 PPFflq~?0
foni In FOtMAT (li.&4.?1AI,A4) PPFO'.93D 
nto. TUT.4F.P4FVIr-) wRITF(A.6Q7) PRE05940
 




00'1 OkFVI0 = roAr PRlFO8QY
C PRVDk9AO
 




An?, DO .n 1=1.4 PRF0A010
 
60e9 SO CAAtlKY()=ICNKFY([) PPFOAO2O
 
GO/Al 160 .IJITF (tOIJt.IFMT) NL~fJF.NPIXL,IGT(NOLINF,NOPTXL), PPE0603O
 
1 LARLAI (N01.TN4F.N(IPIXL) , MASK<(NOL!NE.NOPIXL) . ppE06040 
p (IAtVFltdT).11I.4).AT IJT(NLNFIJOIXLI. PREO6SS 1(afl.flCT(NINF.NPIZL.J).J=l.4I. (HOGPNNLTNF.NOPIXLjJ),J=1,43PRE06060

17 .ftI.(0AFhII,0IGt40UNF.NiP Xt),PIHNLNnI TPE67 
I *PIFC(NIIJL-TFF,NOPIXL.(CANKY(I)l,l43, A CANK, PRoobORo 







no0? ?no CO4TINUIF PF64
 
c SET uP FOR WRITING NlILL RECOPn PPE06150
 
noqNIINF = (I PREFOAI1o
 









A.8 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 8 (RDLDF)
 








RDLDF interfaces with other routines through the common blocks
 


























FflPTOA? IV 1%LVVFL ?I P01.1W OATE = 79003 16/Sq/n4 PAGE 0001 
c Itr ,OIr)F 
r THIS SU*OITINF SEAMS LAdE! FOQHAT DOT FlIPS PflLanoIO 





*$ OPTS(Cf).k0C4.PPPN%64(60),rPPn -x(6I). () OnLOuOqF0
 
no1-f[tk3[,pll FIPLts (441AI).VETVX(1eypi R010011000C ClAON/6T/[OT(II.j9),[GFpp PO10012Gr1t7 rd.soAJ /-h/MASK 19) P103
00'" rc.,- Of, /I ti/LtI I r PnL00140
 




Isf I ~ frA- T 0 PnflL 00
 
ArOFIO'P = O P01020
 
4o1~7 T')Tvrp=0 PDL60240 
not- TCIJVFC=0 PO100260 
r P01002700
 
Co. PPTLAC SETS [PT=t.0CAT0 UJPON FINDING TYPE" CHANGE POLOaOM 
C t*CITF(6.C9S0) PL09 S0Qq~m0 F0OPMArc' FNTER PPTLACI) P01L003n0 
RDL0O310 
C RDL00320 
00?0 4FAaII(LtNIT.pn, Il-lAn OP100330
 
'012001 Fn" 'AT(?flA4) O0L003140
 
0"?IF(1-F&(I .F0.It~fl0 110 TO IS0 POLOO03SO
 
np/1 IFc~crl I .EO.:QI0IT) RAKPC LUI 
 P01.00370 0024









C. Alf -1 9PDLn0420 
00.17 130 11 [NF=FLOINF(I)/I0) ROLOIJASO 
nn020 IPEIILIr'F(110004650
 
00? TI(LI r.l.l.OR.ILINW.6T11) 5O 
TO 160 R01004700010 IF(JIPIIIL.LT.I.0R.TPTYFL.GT.IQ) 00 TO 160 POLOO400D








OOT TtPF CraiC 
Anil ~ QS, FI.."ATI IH .? ,I5.%XA1,IPTXLCTA NCT YEPLi19I0013 Ifl P0Lf0560
 




C** *FN) CAPI) PFbCHE0 P110050 
C. PRDL00610 
O03q 150 HklLION 00100610
 




no1 90'.' EqA4AT(I. LACIE NUNRFP OUT OF PANUFI) P0LO0640
 
0010 P)UR PALOf,66000..0[III)P0100670 
A.9 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 9 (PPTLAC)
 
The new subprogram PPTLAC will read and decode the LACIE formatted
 
field (dot) cards. This is the same program as FLDLAC except it
 








1. a dot (field) description (first return)
 
2. transfer to dot file writing (second turn)
 




PPTLAC will interface with other routines through a calling
 






SUBROUTINE PPTLAC (FIELDS, STAMNT, $, $, $, IPT, VERTEX)
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out 	 Description
 
FIELDS (4,250) Out Category name and dot type
 
for dot I stored in FIELDS
 
(1,I) and FIELDS (4,1).
 
STAMNT 1 In/Out 	 Initially set equal to 1,
 
switch to indicate dots
 




$ Returns to DOTS.
 
$ Returns to DOTS.
 
$ Returns to DOTS.
 
PIT 1 In/Out 	 Initially set equal to 1,
 




Parameter Dimension In/Out Description
 




In addition, PPTLAC stores the FLDINF vector in common block
 














The subroutine reads of dot cards of the form
 
DOT (TYPE) (CATEGORY NAME) ({LACIE NUMBERSI), i.e.,
 
DOT 1 W 2 5 10 29 
 32 54 110
 
"TYPE" cards are used to prefix a set of dots. This will remain as
 
the default option. The association between LACIE numbers and
 
training field coordinates is as follows.
 
SAMPLE NUMBER 
10 20 30 190 
10 1 2 3 19 






110 191 NUMBERS 209 
A-a
 
it is intended that two expansions of the LACIE card format be 
aitcorporatcd. These are 
1. 	free-field locations of all information cards, cols 1-72, 
data items separated by at least one blank, with the 
restriction that DOT identifiers tart in col 1, and the dot 
type appear in coumln 5. 
2. 	In order to cover pixels not included in the LACIE numbering
 




N = 	L*I08 + S*I104 + LACIE 
where
 
LI = #lines to be incremented (up or down) from the line
 




LI negative to increment up
 
LI positive to increment down
 
LI zero to avoid incrementation
 
SI = 'rsamples to be incremented (righl or left)
 
SI negative to increment left
 
SI positive to increment right
 
SI zero to avoid incrementation.
 
For example, LI=2, SI= -3, LACIE = 38 yields
 
N = 2*108 -3*104 + 38 = 199970038
 
would correspond to the pixel at (187,22), ie, the pixel at
 
sample number 187 and line number 22.
 
Letting LI= SI=0, LACIE = 38, obtain
 
N = 38, correspond to the pixel at (190,20).
 
A­





N1 = INI/10 (truncated to integer)
 
if INI-N, *10 >107 set N1 = N1+1
 
LI = N1* sign (N)
 
IN2 I= N-L*0 
8
 
N IN2 4/(truncated to integer)
 
if, IN2 -N3*104%I03 set N3 = N3+1
 




LR = LACIE ROW# = (LACIE/19+l) *10
 
LS = LACIE COL# = (LACIE-((LR-I)*l9)/l0) *10
 




L = LR+LI line number corresponding to N
 
S = LS+SI sample (column) number corresponding to N
 
In the scheme to follow, each dot will be considered to be a
 
field. All type 1 dots will occur prior to type 2 dots; i.e.,
 
the input cards cannot be scrambled with respect to dot type.
 




The function of the various parameters is as follows.
 
IPT index number for dot (field) vertex information
 




SWCHG number of times dot type has changed. This must be
 
no greater-than 1 or an input error will have occurred.
 
SWITCH flags a dot type change. The second return will be
 
taken for subsequent writing of a dot field. (internal)
 
STAMNT 	 if = 1, a new dot card has been ready if = 2, dots are
 
being processed from a previously read card.
 
TYPE 	 dot type being processed (common block DOTVEC)
 
The calling sequence of PPTLAC is the same as that for FLDTYP,
 
and the meaning of FIELDS and VERTEX remains the same.
 
IF (STAMNT.EQ.2) G T 30
 
IF (.NOT.SWITCH) G4 Tt 20
 
10 	 READ A CARD, extract TYPES from column 5
 
If (TYPE.EQ.TYPES) Go T 20
 








NDCARD # dots on this card
 
NDOTS(I), I=l,NDCARD dots on this card
 












30 	 If (ICNT.LT.NDCARD) GO TO 100 
STAMNT = 1 
ICNT = 0 
READ A dARD, extract first 4 characters and store in IDUM, 
extract TYPES
 
If (IDUM.EQ.ENDBCD) RETURN 5-







If (SWCHG.GT.1) error exit
 






100 	 INCNT = ICNT+1 
NOFLD2 = NOFLD2+1 





FIELDS (1,NOFLD2) = CATNM
 
FIELDS (4,NOFLD2) = 2
 
FLDINF (1) = L
 
FLDINF (2) = L
 




rectangular bodering field 
FLDINF (4) = S
 FLDINF (5) = S
 FLDINF (6) = 1 
VERTEX (IPT) = S
 
VERTEX (I-PT+l) = L
 
VERTEX (IPT+2) = S
 








Regarding the extraction of dot numbers NDOTS(I), 1=1, NDCARD,
 
a new routine, NUMBR, similar to existing function NUMBER will
 
be provided. .The differences will be
 
1. NUMBR will recognize blanks instead of commas as delimiters
 







































































































































21 PPTLAC DATE = 74003 16/S5/32 PAGF 0001 
FIFLOS - CATEGOY NAMr ANOTIOT TYPE FOR OOT I STORED IN PPTonoo 
FIF(0I.II AND FIFID4,1) PPT00020 
STA"NT - IFNTALLY SET TO 1. SWTTHCFA TO INIVICATF DOTS REING PPTOA03O
 
T'FIN FWOJ CIRRFNTIY PFO CARD. 
 PPTOO040 
IPT - INITIALLY SI-T TO I.TNEX NIIMHRN FOP FIELD VERTEX INFOPMATIONPPTO0O0O
 
VE-Tfx - VFPTl X I$FOPMATION FOR FACH DOT. 
PPTLiC(FIFLOS.STAMNT.*,-,oIPT.VFRTEXI





L,, IrAI S.ITCV 
OATA S ITrI.TPIIF ./.SWCH6/0/.ENDHCD/ 'TEN-/, 




Tr..IF CIAI14It CL'F c,.-'1n 
aCQM)%UNItpoANO)ts?,NOStIR?.NI)FE1,VAPS??.TDTVT2NOFLD?. 
o AVA.,DOVARPCLSI0.SUHNGt SURDS2.FI.DSV2.VERTX2, 
FFTVC?3),SJPVC?(T79S)%IHPTd(75),CLSVC2(6O).
XFPHTS(A)l. JOCPPC,PNAM(60.GRPEX(61), 










F Al(LiJf1T.1I0 (ACAPD(J), T=1.90) 
PO.VAT1)A))n
,.ITF( 0.1 '1 (ACA"'(I 1,I=100) 









IF(TYRF).;TYOFS )(,0TO 21 

rFi O)r TO 40 





C,1I = n 

C&TI,. = NxCrHQtCAPD.COL)
IF NFXT CAp IS NOT A CAT. NAME, CORRECT COL COUNT TO READ NUm 

IF(CATM,.GT.0)60 TO 21 
IF(CArN'4.Fo.CATNNIIGO TO 23 
NOCAT=OCAT * I 
CATNfa'(ROC4T)=CATN 
CATNMI = CATNM 
Cf, TO )3

Cal ±COL - I 
NDCAPO=0 
CAI L NlIMIQNOOTS.NDCARACARD.COL) 
IF(OC&PI.FO.0)6O TO 10 
ICrJT = 0 
STAWNT = 2 
'WITCH = TRUE. 
SO TO100 

TEST FOR END OF DOTS TO RE PROCFSSED ON 
IF(ICNT.LT.NOC&PD)G0 TO 10O 

READ NFKT CARD 
%TA NT = I 
















































































































































04Q REPITNO 30 
 PPT00770
A 	 PEAD(30.10i0 )IOTYPFS.CARD PPTn076O
 
C W.ITF(6h99q8) 1D0ENDPCD 	 PPT00790
AnL 	 PFWIND 30 
 PPTOOR0O
nlfl IF(T0.F(J.Eh)$pC0 TO 333 	 PPT0810fnn, TF(TYYF.EQo.TYPES)G0 TO 20 	 PPTO0RO
 
0n' 
 SdTCN = .FALSE. 	 PPTOnA30 
nns, 	 q.rr. s rHG . I PPTnOO40
An0S IF(%*CI-..CT.I)G TO 40 	 PPT0OAS0
 
nq-' 	 TYPF = TYPFS PPT00860
IPT = n 	 PPT00870
C....CH..IrIen 4I)NF 28 1978 PPTOORA0
 




O0-Q Inn TC'-T = TCNT . I 	 PPTooqpn0060 NOFLA2 = NOFLA2 - I PPT00930
 
C PPTnlq4o





onO1 NN = %ROTs(ICNT) PPT0IQ70

nO'P NT =IAR.S(NN) / 100000000 PPTO09R0
A LI = IhRS(NN) - NI - 100000000 PPTOnO9O
00-4 IFILI.GE.In0o00000)NI = NI *1 PPT01000
 
c TF F PPTA1010
C CO4PU SAMPL INCOEMFNT PPTOInOP 
C PPT01030
0nq-	 K =) 
 PPTO004
00 TF(KN'J.LT.0)KK=-I 	 PPTO 1090
fnl7 	 LI = t.1 KI PPT01060
 
qn' N7 = N - LT - 10000O00 PPTOIn7O
 
no, .	 N3 = JA'S( NI/I1OO PPTO 0P0fl7n 	 SI = I-.(tt]-J3 o 10nno PPT01090A"I 	 IF(SI.r|.Innq)N 3 = N43 - I PPT01100
no?, 	 KK=I OPTOI111
ASTI 	 1F(\2.Lr.0)KK=-1 PPT0I1120no,. l = N1 -KK PPTO1130
 
no,; LACT N? - I . 10000 PPTn1140
 
qn7A L = -ACIJ-/g PPTOIIS0
 
n17 L0 = L+, * 10 PPT01160
AlLS = 	Lo 1 
 PProl170
<i 	 LS = ItS/10 PPTO1180
no~n .L5 = 10 - (LACI - LS-19)) 	 FIPT01190
An'1 	 I = Lu -LT PPT0100 








noC1 	 FTFLOS[1.,FI02) = CATNM PPTOI?50 
A04& 	 FYELt) c [4.NFL n?) = 2 PPT01260 nn. 	 FInTNFII= L PPT01270

n0-A FLnTVF I?) = L PPTOI1Sn
 
00-?A	 FL'3IYI3)1 = I PPT0 1290004 	 FL'INF1)4 = S PPT01300 
nn.-	 FLnTNF(S) = S PPT01310
 
SFLINFC = IPPTO1320
0c TF(TPT.n 	 PPT01330
.f)60 TO 3 

.0'.' IPT = -3 
 PPT01340

n''I 3S IPT = IPT - 4 PPTO]350






nfv, PFTUII4 1 PPT0400
 
fnc,q 4n W3TTF(6.PO0) PPT01410

nj1n 2000 FOQ1"AT(//',X-F.nQP HAS OCCURRED IN READING LACIE FORMATTED DOT CAPPPTOI420
 
11S - 5i]4 ITINE PPTLAC - FXIT TAKENII 	 PPTO 
01? SWTTC.=.T41F. PPTA1450
n1i0 	 SCH( =0 PPT014600104 	 C6T-JMI=$WLANK PPTO1470
 





B.l SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 1 (SPPTA)
 
Subroutine SPPTA reads the input cards and sets option switches
 




SPPTA is called by the program MPPTA and uses data initialized
 






SPPTA interfaces with MPPTA through a calling sequence and
 






Calling sequence:- Subr. SPPTA (D, T, ISGZ, NT, E, CATREC, 'C, NI, N2)
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
D 1 Out No. of channel 
T 1 Out No. of classes 
ISGZ 26 Out No. of pixels of acertain 
NT 1 Out Total no. of samples 
category 
E 1 Out Error Tolerance 
C (10110) Out Cost Matrix 
CATREC 26 Out An array use to indicate 
which categories are being 
used. 
N1 1 Out A number that determines­
certain array sizes 
66
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description
 






See PPTBLK for information about the comm6n blocks.
 








2. D,T, 415 	 D- no. channels
 






















N- input an input format
 


















Variables Format Function 
9. (Use if IDEF=N) 
(FEATVC(I), 
t-I,D) 
3012 The feature index vector. 
B.1.4 Outputs
 








SPPTA is the input subroutine for all except the pixel data.
 
if default options are not used this subroutine inputs the
 



























































C PAA-TFO *IIIIJ?5,?.TIl03 
c -'I x-P 4AqF ONs 7q CNANJNELS 
C DT-M'S!IIIS CarIECFO IN THIS SU-w1)INE 
&TA NtS~ 
fllo r1 CS1NC10.O 
fl1t4"LF P'Ff1S ON E 
C g)r(TPO-T*II01)
plt tC.4( .Ispprall 
4 rfQ 
T~nF tO tIOpp 




c A1JA( INPOT qA5
PFtI~f~ki,p.1d) PFLAG 
11 FtC>'AfT3!-I 
SIT F' 'AT(//.10t. 'PFLAC.=1..r ) 
-. JTTcVtPty.,f) hUNTT.WOIdT 
2" FOV*AT//.1(Xl,USJJT=,15* X,IWUN1T=,1I 
COt)T.))I.j lT 
2! F(W T'~(4r5) 
...dTr(PT.fll 0.1 
?P FnIaT(//.10Z.fNO. OF CHfNNFLS=A,I9,/l,1OXq-NO. OF CLASSFS=-, I ) 
l).r6.rO0) kPTTEII.PTJ.il nn 
IF(T.61T.TT) RHITFINgPPT.lfn?I IT 
101 FO)tTI//.InX.1 FRPOR :: THE NO. OF CtIANNFLS FXCEEDS -.TS) 




































































CI.TFt 4 WTi9l 
2 fJAA10S? 
woftr(NPNT351 
Ff - 1 ( / 1O . HTOS I4ATI-f 1)' 140r ~11,7
WPTF~(NPOP.?6) (C(TEJflT 

















FOOTOAN IV , LEVEL 41 SPPTA DATE = 79003 16/56/31 PAGE 0002 
FTLE COPTA 
C UFA) TN NO. OF DATA POINTS PER PIXEL 
qnO7 PFA0 (-QDPI,?]) NOATA 
on06 444 FIP-AT(//.IAX.N0IATA=..I5)
C OFAD IN THE FnVkAT FO THF FEATUPF VECTOQfnlAq P'rafrPOR1.45f) t1F$T(Il.1=1.20) 
(70 40 F.v51T(044)
0071 ,O7 CCAITItIF 
nfl?' W4TE(.lPrW.,4,) NOATS 
Pf073 vfTF(P$T.4Sq) 
4q74 WIT1F(N.'T.4S1I TFMI 
4n7qAS FOwAT(//.1.tFFATUPF VECTOR FO MAT Ii 
A-7A 4S1 FOPIAAT(//lqv.2lA41
a077 WEAr4.~ea E 
o7 IFWIhFF.E.Y) SO TO Snq
C oFA TN THF FFATII;-F TNDFX VECTOR 
nlA7. PFAA(OTw.LSP) (FFATvC(T),TOPfl)
0000 4qp FVW-.hTf3-1II 
s7onSAG ,Tr.', 
tn-? wCT~:2~.4)(I.EKTVCCI).11.Il 
noun 4q3 F T/FAT INDEX VECTOR *,d/.IOX3013)
n.1.4 300 1=1 .1) 
on.F.CTVTflX.IS.O ,Q1FtNRPT,30I)
nTF(FFPTVC(f).LF. STOP 
N0147 Inn CO'"T I I c 
4n) Fi vs T(/.A 0 4.rFp-- FFATUPE VFCTO FORMAT OR 
I, I n 
APQ ,h0414j(C0Ii)/?
fnun flP=N).N*N, flPPO AN~WTTP(-UJNT qi) Ni.N,q? 
33o FOJ& /.0.*%~ 1.f~'?tI2'PP01060 
0' tiIF('i*~3.II1 ' .ITF (NPRT *l10U NNlI 
1Fe4I '?.tr. NkPI tIITF INPT, 104) NtI2 
m~SIF eJ?.GT.NN?) 61? NN 
O A'4 IF (rCI.rT .'.I1 TCIP 11! FIN?.flT. -I?3 STOP 
noql4 rALL SCTTPm(1D)0
noq103 FflOmATU//.Inr.. FPr4OR -- I FXCEFOS -,!10)
C10n4 FOIRMT(//.1fyl, ERF1OP N2 YEIS'10 
0100 104 FOH"AT(//,IPX,l N;, REPLACE RY 1,110)
Ai OFTUP*,







































B.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (PPTA)
 
Subroutine PPTA is the main computational subroutine of the
 
processor MPTTA. Input from SPPTA is passed to PPTA. PPTA
 
with the aid of other subroutines calculates the loss vector
 




Subroutine PPTA is called by MPPTA and is passed information
 




PPTA interfaces with other routines through a calling sequence
 










Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
D 1 In No. of channels 
T 1 In No. of classes 
ISGZ 26 In No. of pixels of a certain 
category 
NT 1 In Total no, of samples 
N1 1 In Dimension for some arrays 
N2 1 In Dimension for some arrays 
PNI N2, In PN inverse 
P Ni In Phi function vector 
Q (Nl,T) In Class phi sum matrix 
R Ni In PNI*P 
S (NI,T) In Working storage 
J4
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
A (NI,T) Out The loss vector matrix 
E 1 In Error' Tolerance 
CATREC 26 In Records categories used. 
C (10,10) In Cost matrix 
X D In The feature vector 
Common Blocks:
 




The loss vector-matrix is printed out and written to unit
 








PPTA uses the input of SPPTA and READIT as principle input to
 
compute the loss vector matrix and writes it to unit WUNIT.
 
The method for computing the inverse of matrices in this
 














c APAPTFD Ay C W AHLERS PPTOOIO 
" T.r4PATTFNO4-PITT-THA)ANT ALrOPITH. PPTOOO?0 
C T.F FI AtI 1O95 VFCTOP 4ATRIX A T9 OUTPUT TO UNIT WUNIT. PPTO0030 
C TPrTIJNG, - PP10004D 
r P(W1)-...."NI FlCTIOiN VFrCT R PPTOOOS 
C (j*T). CLAS PHI SUM MATAIX. PPTO0060 
r -(,o)....,i:T 11Ff) PPT0OO7 
" PMt (m ... P11 INVFPSF MATRTI. PPTOOOMO 
" rAToI(j ... A PFCOHI) OF CATFGOQY SYPROLS PPTOn0D9O 
" T96712-)....' rrUNT VECTOR FOP C&TFCONIFS PPTO10O 
no4t 'ATIF PPTAIPT, ISG7NT.NJIN?.PNI.P.O#RHSYA.E, PPT0OI!O 
r1TLFC.C.YI I PPT0O01O 
000n' TiTFI-F- 0.T,CAI. TUNTT.WUNTT PPT0130 
n00 1-,IFVWO CATAFC ?(,) PPTOnI4O 
nlor- !dfl.C. hL Out PPTOOISo 
nAA IITFS,'u 5, F.rTr k PPTOO160&T*AICAT 
nfrl (0hrAOp .1 PPTO0170 
A0A7 rImmC /I T/LFTTFQf?6) PPTOoI8O 
On"4 I. TV r"V~ A, PPTOO19O 
Ann; I.TF(FO TfAPS PPTO0n200 
A00tA I TFI.PP TYPF PPTOOIO 
Anil rt rMY./fllIJ/NTIfM PPTOO220 
001' C("4'(y'. /T.3t/T9,AMS(6l1 PPTOOPSO0 
n01 nr2 tF,-44(o, I-FAIhf?f) PPTonR40 
n14. rVI', -01 TCq7'(P6) PPTOOS0
 
00J4 CflOAOI. /$F/PFLAC PPTOO?60 
41l2,1-miF PPECISION PNI(NIhPNI).Q(NI.TI,R(NI),S(NI.T PPT0Ot70 
n01 bllIPF P-EC'I)IN ACNIT) ALPHAI,TRACE PPTO0?80 
no).r IfFIJ,10h YIVCG(41 PPTOO?9O 
nna It-1"L0F PEtlcION C(I1),0).X(D) PPTOn300 
nn;pf fl-.IF PPFCtSION EvOET PPTon310 
(pn6TA TPLP</f *, PPTo3?o 
n07 4TA Ii.'t I/ PPT00330 
C 04TT-(',T A.RR) PPTOI340 
MO1 FrlOP*4T(1 PF7003'50AH IPPTA-) 

r w7 ;ti PPT*qqO) 0.T.NT.PI)NIT.vUiJlTrNIN2,EC PPT00360 
An?, F nCT(//.fl.7ls.F10..7 I0/IflF3.2)) PPTO0n37O 
C I [Tf1L7W PN[.P.Q0.P, PPT003AO 
.n?, Or IT I3 1.N? PPTO9I0 
nl PY(1')0D.P000 PPT0400 
rnpi3 C.0jTrUF PPT00410 
A0?. ('U T 111N1 PPT0O42O 




Anil tIT=o.9 PPTOO04 
o') Sf.j)fl.000 PPTOO460 
A031 4 CoN T'=',F PPT10470 
nt'G r-cI3T 11.?6 PPT00480 
A' IrS7fI)=0 PPT00490 
Anil. V O PPT00500)(NTI=I'Nh 

Cn TPFI2IT, 66 CATPFC PPTOOI0
 
0037 660 F0P$AT(H **CATFECt9?h13) PPTOS?0 
ni. 10XX=T PPTO0S30 
c T=nn PPT00540 
403GF m=6 PPT00550 
C CoPt Fr10NO. OF PH-IFUNCTIONS. PPT0060
 
n0q) no 1Tq I IPPT00570
 




n04? UP ,i Il=NI PPT00600 
no41 Pcr)=0.on0 PP100620 
0n44 P(IH=1*.OoO PPTOA620 
nq4 CITI4IJE PPT00630 
flfl.D.r pttJ PPFF00640 
0047 I1I14T0n PPT00650 
014-1 IFIFIA MA.F.1) WPITE(NORT371 PPT00660 
AW) 97 FONMAT(//.IOX.ITHE INPUT DATA,//I PPT00670
3 

140111ONTh . PPT00680 
AnI7A7 CONTrNIJF FF100690 
00'-) 00 464 I = 1.2 PPT00700 
0043 IEAO(AROP2,462) IHEAD PP 10 07 1 
0044 IF~lfOI.OILh GO TO 10 FF100720 
'2546? F0oAT1( ?A41 PPT00730 0054 4;,IT F(uJPT.461) IEAO PPT00740 
0041 463 FORmAT(//.IOX,26lA4) P91T00750 
0fl50 464 c ONTI'UF PPTOO76O 
'-i'.. I',,. 11" t el 	 FPTA nATF = 79003 16/S7/10 PAGE 0002 
FTL5 PPT4
 
nnq I I CONTINIJF 	 PPT0n770
 
I .ITF( tTgH. Ifl ) KORINT PPT0n780
 
flflWl FlO(-AT ( X, III(NT AX( (110) PPT00790
 
" lPIrl . Q ) 1) 1 PPTOOROO

~lk- qO FfltAT IIV .- n = 1, T' PPTOOSIO
 
no,? CAIL PV iAIT(LINrSANPLFGTCATAICATTYPFXfr)CMNT.IAVEG PPTOIOR2O

' 
flnfl IF(LIcw.FO.O) GO TO 7n7 	 PPT00IO3
 
flOn~IJT.CUNT-1 	 PPT00840 
' " W, n TEj(4TQI7Pq) 	 PPToO8O
 
nn c 7Q FPC4AT(IH *'IUT OF QFAOIT) PPTOAR6O
 
" p Il D
TFf('T4'4.qPR) 	 PPT0ORT

n'.. 	 iF(PFLt..1 ,49TFINFFT.A??) IXII),11,0) PPTOOSPRO 
nnAT 812 Frp.AT(IN *HpZUt,2x.11F6.1) 	 PPT0OQA0 
nn -q IF(OFLA3.GF.1) wPITr(NPPT.an12 LTNESAMPLE.GTCAT.AICATTYPF,TCNT.PPT0900
 
' (1AIV',(T) .1=I.41 PPTOOqIO
 
"41 Cn"VAT I.) .SX. ?r4.1q.) Xr .A)tIX.A.y3XAlll PPT0O92O
 
nf7nlr 	 TT=Lp1Af(rrCAT) PPT00930
 
A"71 	 IF (GTCr.FO.IK) IINCGT=IjNGT*I PPT 940 
anl7' 	 1) ITCIT.Ffnl.K) 60 TO 11 PPT0950 
0f,71 	 IF(IS:7 (ICAT).F'.OI) I11JMk IIIl'U+ I PPT00960
 
IF(T.-T.IYX) PITE(N PT. MI) (,TCAT PPTq970
 
r F(T.CT.Il t) \IlTE(I.PRT.10O1)1 KOUNT PPT00980
 
[ PPTO099O
rF (TTIT7Yv) STId. 
0Q76 	 T,%7(T. ,T)=rS-7(TCA)1 PPTQI(OO
ADIS 	 CAT=.:TOFC4TCAT) PPT01010
 
7 TF (CAT.Fo.u;) dIR(TF NPfRT.5r,1 TCAT 	 PPT10200C IF(C&T.F.,0) wa4TEr(NPRT. n ICAT.T,tSGZCATFC 	 PPTO 030 
nrO?7 1I Fi4JATf//.IflW.'CATtGOY *.A}. WAA NOT ALLOwFJD FOR-) PPT01050 
rInTA IF lC4T.F.f.l) GO Ti It PPTO 1060
 
C COMPUT Pi-T FUhCTlOti VFCTOQ. PPTDI070
 
057q 12 	 C%I L'-~ IA.Pf.N) 9100 
n-l IF(PFLAG.Gr.?) WRITF(NPRTP02 !P(1).T=1.N) PPT4i1090
 
nnl 0A2 Ffl-4AT/If.'PHI VECTOPI./.tIX.3D20.1)) PPTA0160
 
CIIPneTt .' SI, ),ATHIX Q. 	 PPTOI1O
 
pq,? 	 O" 13 [=I." PPT01120

on'-3 A( .CAT)=A(T.CAT)+P(I) PPTO1130
 




Atl,& n( 14 1=1,11 PPT01160
 
OC'7 	 "'3 14 J=).T PPT01170 
A-i K=V~l 	 PPTO10 80
 
NTVKO=P()*P(J)q * PNT(K) PPTI i9o
 
W00' 1, rO'bT lalF PPT01200
 
On-I I ={'KOI.lT/C,) S PPTO1210
 




floc t CC'TT'.r 

'ol.6 	 PPT01230 
in 	 PPT01240

naI -'TT('J T.III KOis 	 PPTOI?50 
OFlflt Ill FVtIT(/l.I)IX.ITHF NO. OF SAMPLES = '.IR) 	 PPT01260 




nfl-A IF (JrOP.,E.0) WRiTFI("RT.APO7 PPT1290 
 4
$0047 FA&T(/J/.10x,PN TS NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE') 	 PP7n13DO
 
oj08 %?fF.t~l 	 PPI01310
nln ( 	 nr, y) r=I,T TOP PP 01320 
AIp0 110 50 J=IT PPT01330 /,'
41,11 00 70n v=1.t4P034 fln4 	 S(K.I)=S(KTI) * C(TJ)*A(K.J) PPT013-0 4 ,' 
,lfis 7n1r'NTINUF 	 PPT 1360
 
gn 6 n 	CONxT ,1."1E PPT01370 ' -Vr ,,
A91 	 137
01)7 " 0j'fTrIIF PPTo 138O
 
Aln ?In Wi ?3 T=I.T PPTO)3qO

n0o 01) ?4 J=1., PPT01400
 
A)ln r, p I PPT01410
=p..
 
O611 	 tI-"tLil (3.K.M) PPT01420 
4111, 	 TF (K.(;T..J) F=NLOW(K*j0M) PPI01430 
AlW 011.1) ±01.1,11+Ph1 TIF A[K.) PPT01440
 
A)14 ?5 COTTIIF PPT01450
 
11 74 CO rtuIF PPT01460
 
A1'' VA CO'd "I 11 PPTn147D
 
Al 7 101 	CitITI'I'F PPT014A 
r w4I TF (hPRT. )PTtq
 PPT01490CN.41)0114 241 FII AAT( / /.lX. THE MATIX,//) 	 PPT01500 
C O 240 1=11 	 10
p0 -I'M7015 

c Wfl(TEfMPRT.23R) (0(1..1)),Ji[,T) 	 PPT01S2O
 
FnOTOA, Iv 0 L(VFL 21 PPTA DATE - 79003 if,/57/19 PAGE 0003 
CILF OPTA 
?, CnT I NuF PPTO1S30
 
C rOIPIJTF A. PPTO40
 
nlPQ 2A n3 ?A =1.T PPTOIS5O
 
r1O I)() ?Q K=],M PPT01560 
nl1l Alr,T)=O.OnO PPTO1I570
 
01l 11 30 d=Il PPTOI SA
 
01 '1 A (K. I)=A (KI).C(.J)O(K.J) PPro1590
 
nllf-30 COt.TI t PPT01600
h 







n0I7 T -rFl.ql)n PPTO 1630
 
nlj) Or. An K=1.1 PPT01640 
nlA.) 00Q3 l=. PPT0165O 
n1i0 TPACF=TqACF - f(!,K)*S(IK) PPTO 1660 
01 AA T rif PPTO1680OP '11 
3' T-- CE=(T.iCFKOUT) PPT01690
 
" w"ITF "OtT. LOS VECTOQ fATPTX A TO WUNTT. PPTO1700
 
C F- 'FILF "JtltT PPT0710
 
r1l, PFa PJ n).'JI T PPTO1720
 
'4 I~.Trc,~p4T.4I f) PPT01730
 
fl1u 41A F ln.A//.br.lCOTFGORY OCCtIPAflCES-) PPT01740
 
All- IPtrT F(Ii.FO.O) G0 TO 411 PPT01760
 
A14 WwTTF(,wT.A4?) LFTTF'1).ISG7(!) PPTOI1770
 
01.A 41? FAIJ!ATU$ IO tA,~.~ PPT0I7SOP1.l 411 CO.TT'UlP PPT01790 
nlI4 t.T( P'T.413) 1~r461 0 PPTOIR0O q01. 411 Ffl'4%Tt//.lO),1S.' TXEIS WITHOUT 44OUN0 TPRUTH') PPT11S11
 
11l w4TFl IP"T.414) 1UNU PPTOIA20 
AI.q 414 r tNIilSFn TRUTH SYMROIOS) PPT01830FO"'-AT(/.ln(K.T' rPOUN)nl,4 1, TF(Wt/"IT.31) nT PPT018140W O 
91.7 it rol.,(3111 pplli ,O

nit"jf.11F(./'J'IT.4II) (CATDFC(T).!:1.6) PPTOIA60 
017- $OITr ( .TT.311) PPTOITO1 (TFP9q(I) T=I eNI) 
c TF(FLt,.GF.]) W PITF (NPPT.3!3) PPTOI890
11-1
nl >31 F(,'&T(//.0x..ITHF.TFbu KFY FOR THF PHI FUNCTION') PPTOIQOOyILr (PFIAG.Gr.1) wRITFCHPCT.32) (TFRS(I,11 N) PPT01410
 
n114 312 90ILu6T(I$ .1P5fI) T01920
-. 1 ) 1430|u, 1I l F=lL ',AT ( ]PPT0I,-T_( J It ( T} ~ ':
) ,J) MI 
 PPT |
 
1I-7 TF(PFLAG.GF.11 WP1ITE(N 0RT.?,37) PPT0 1950
 
1" P37 FOOVAT(//,IqlN.y PN INVFqSE-,//) PPT01960
 
''T/I ='r-l- I PPTn 1970 
01" 1=1? PPT019R0 
01.40F(FIA(7.FF.)PNI(T)9I=lsNINV) WPITk(NPRT9?38) PPT19qO
n3-I 24" Fn,k T(l- .. P2O.IO) PPT2000 
n] l VI TF (14PWT.Q') PPTn0O
 
flj-I FnIT(ja41,3pI IT(OlYJ) .. FrlTT I .41'./ PlITO'0310njIA 3? POY(?0.I0, PPTO03O
 
I 3 F')" TpTII .jfl1o ) PP OP040
 
FPiFIIF IJNlT P 0?0l60 
TPAINI'C OVI ?. PPO7OTOC CIAS FICATION PI O(RAM WILL RFAD LOSS VECTOR MATRIX A PPT?41RA0
 
C rr'PO' PPTO?090
tIN IT wW* IT* 

UlA~A wwITF(Iwtr.3"3l wUrTT PPT?2100
 
nlq 33 FOPvAT1(,t.ITPAINING OVER'/, PPTOI10
 
f )IXtLOSS VFCTOR HATRIX RESIOES ON UNIT 6.18/) PPT02120
 
0170 1 WPTTF(NP4T.j4) li.f.T PPTI1300171 14 FOP4AT(/IX,-V0.T'.3Tq/) PPTOP140
 
17, . WpITF(4P'T,IIOn)TACF PT02150
 
1173 F6r. TI/IXtUlPP ROIJNIl PPTnl60
0 ON RAYES RISK',6X,I20.I0/)

4174 pTIlh PPT02170 
PPTO2180
 
B.3 SOFTWARE PROGRAM NO. 3 (READIT)
 
Subroutine READIT reads in a vector of data about a pixel, using
 
the input format IFMT, and stores it in the feature vector
 








READIT interfaces with PPTA and PPTC through a calling sequence
 
and PPTBLK through the common blocks UN, PF, and FV. READIT
 


























Out Line number 
Out Sample number 
Out Ground Truth 
Out Category Label 
A.I. Category Label 
Out Type 
Out The feature vector. 
In The number of channels. 
Out 'AI Comment 
Out- Vegetation indicators 
COMMON/FV/FEATVC(30,IFMT(20);NDATA
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
FEATVC 30 In The feature index vector 
IFMT 2 In The data input format 
NDATA 1 In Number of data points per 
pixel 
See PPTBLK for information on the other common blocks.
 
















READIT reads in a vector data (length NDATA) about a pixel
 
using the input format IFMT and stores it in the feature vector
 
































c AnAPT~r PY C W4SHIERS PEAGOOI SUItPOIJTINF RFh0JT(LlNF.S;AMPtFGTCAT.A1CATTYPF,XNfl,ICMNT,1A1VEr) REAQOD2O
C T4H%; StRDOOTI1F OFAnlS DATA FOP SU1PER PAT-PIT-WHAr. PFAOOO1O 
flfl'Pt.EP4aFCTSTOtj XQ(l) .XX(3fl) PFAD0O4O 
COMA*0N /TI@/NT~M PEAO')050 
Ol-ADFNSTON TIVECt43 E006 
TA.ITFSFP PUMTT.WIJ'IT PEADO070 
INT5F.FIP S4MPLF.IrTCAT,AICAT PFAOOOBO 
rO"MON IIJfl/t4PD)RI .PrIrP2,NPPT.RIJNT.WUNTT PFAO090 INTFGFq 0 F[AAI3010 COMUON /,IF/PFLAC, PEA00IIO 
ITFc.EO TYPP PFAonIPO 
IKTFCFO FFATVC(3A) 'FAO0130 
Copmfl* /FV/FFATVC.eFMTC3O),N)STA REA00140 
C P'T~ctT hi.C*) PrA0oi5o 
999 FOO%AT(WN .,WFnh.T) PFA00160 
PFAD IFPW?.1r~r) LIKE9SAMLF.6TCAT.AICAT.TYPV,CIAtVEGtI),1.14), RFA 0017O( 
TC'J.flI 1NOATA) PEADOISO 
TF(PFL&'.FO.1) ,uR!TF(NRT.3) REAOnI9G 
I PFA00200 
1q7F(PFLAG.&O.I3 QIrTF(NDPPT.Z) (XX(Ihrf=),NDATA) PFA00210 
2 fl)IAT(1H ,PX.IlXX*)F61 PEAoqflO 
" W.;TTF(';T,7??T) tW0 PFAOIQJO 
777 FCIPMAT(WF .­fl = 1.1'1 PFA0O240 
TF thA.LT.I.0P.tf.GT.3O) STOP PFAO0Q 
00i I T=1.ofl PrAan?60 
I XCTIU=CYFFATV(r)) QFA00770 
". '4'TF(.IriW't9qQ) PFA0020 
PllRFTUptq REAOO290 
'Ftn REA00300 
B.4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 4 (PHI) I
 
















Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
X D In The feature vector. 
P NP Out The phi function vector. 
D 1 In Number of channels. 
NP 1 In Number of terms in the 




Parameter Dimension In/Out 	 Description
 
TERMS 300 In 	 Indicates terms of the
 












PHI computes the quadratic function vector. This vector consists
 

















































21 PHI DATE = 79003 16/57/58 
01)0 ~ WP0UTJFHI(XP.DJPI 8100030q S 00JTTI4V CH(f0 'PIP)~TH E~~ THE OUADPIC XT*A4X * T-X - C.PI-100020 
n., (XI..?. Xuoxd, xy. 1). PH100030 
flOIIHLV PHECICTON P019) P4-l100040 Cn00A, /TtJbISTt PHI 00050 
TNTCCrF0 fl.TlfP S PH100060 (JflOn LF PP'ECIS!ON xCI)) PKI 00070 
/fITRTASIfl61) P141000*0 
fPITF(JIPT-.0Q) PI[OOO0f
FIl'AT(IH ,-51,4V P-i00100 
1INIFX=n P141 0 
n*141/7P000 
Do 1n IJ=I.L PH4100130
 








fil ?A 1110 PHI&D190 
Il:TJ+L PHIO(1200




CC ITT11IIE PHI100240 
IL=L-fl.1 P8100250 

FT~Flfl.'(LL).EO). 1) IN0)ExIN0EX*I PH1OO260 
!V(WPSASC LLI.FO. I1 P(INfEX=1.6Dt P1410270 
P1-TURN 08100280 






B.5 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM 5 NO. (NP)
 




















Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
I 1 In First rectangular 
coordinate 
J In Second rectangular 
coordinate 
M 1 In The size of the PN matrix 












Function NP determines the pointer NP (the function value) to an
 














FUNCTTON NP([.J.M)C THIS SIt PPn0PAM OFTFPMTNFS THF POINTFP NPC TO AN IJPPE4 TPIANGULAR APQ6Y USING PFCTANGIILAH 
C CAOOnR'TTFS T,.. 













TF(I! .GT. .JJ) GO TO I 


















Fhb NP 00150 NP 00160 
B.6 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 6 (PPTBLK)
 










PPTBLK interfaces with the subprograms in this system through
 
















PPTBLK is a block data subprogram which initializes the common
 






Parameter Dimension Description 
FEATVC 30 The feature index vector. 
IFMT 20 The input format for the input 
data (see READIT) 
rOPTPA' TV C, LFVFL 21 AILK DATA DATS 79003 16/5A/24 PAGE 0001 
FTLV *0 TPI)C
 
nnl4tOCK DATA PPTOOC 10
 
innp 1iTFCrFQ FCATVC PPT00O20
 
fnll INTV6FP OLINITWW'IIT PPT00O3O
 
ratACO-M/FVJF&TVC (3n).IFrTI 3D) .IJATA PPT011040

~mMOip CO /LTJLFTTFR(?A) PPT00050
 
florA VATA I TE/A.4.*S***.**lI I.~~KL.M, PPTnOO60
 
I q,*i 0,R.II TU,*,,*l ' yeI PPTOOO7O
 






*1.I ' -*I1)0)1 CCAt40j /tI,h/t4nr.NPn~k?.NJPrT.RIpJTT.wuNIT PPTOO13O
 




011 OATA LACOO/Pl/ PPT00160
 
n11)4 CI)'"4O01 /CC'IC<.JCK PPTnn I70
 
flOiq DATA ICK/0/,JCK/O/ PPTOOIAO
 




n,-DATA iUJIT/3/.WtINITfT/ PPTOO2I 0
 











NDATA 1 The number of data points per pixel.
 




NRDL - Card reader for the setup cards or the terminal.
 
NRDR2 - Card reader for the pixel data.
 
NPRT - Line printer (or output) unit number.
 
RUNIT - Utility data set unit number.
 
WUNIT - Utility data set unit number. (The loss vector is
 






LETTER 26 	 The letters of the alphabet.
 










B.7 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 7 (SETTRM)
 






SETTRM is called by SPPTA and calls the LARSYS functions
 




SETTRM interfaces with SPPTA through the callings sequence and
 
common blocks TRM and UN. 
B.7.3 Inputs 
Calling sequence: Subr. SETTRM(D)
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description
 
D 1 In No. of channels
 
Input cards (unit NRDRl):
 
Keyword Parameter & default values Function 
ALL 
























Keyword Parameter & default values Function
 














































Parameter Dimension In/Out 	 Description
 
TERMS 300 Out 	 Indicates terms of the
 









Subroutine SETTRM reads LARSYS type input cards which specify
 
which terms of the phi function are to be used. This information
 













FnPIPAH IV G LEVFL 21 	 SFTTRM DATE = 79003 16/5R/41 PAGE 0001 
Fill SFT74'
 
C W#ITTTPN fY C W AHLEQR SFT000IO 
C SFTTQ- kEAnq CARDS TO PPOOUCF A VFCTOP INDICATING THE SFTOO0PO 
c TF'S 1'I IMF PHI rIJNCTION THAT APE HFING UWn SFT00030 
no1 SI]UOUTTIJE qFTTmcMru SFTOO040
 
Ann> T-PlICIT aItTFrFR (A-7) SFT0050
 
n0o AIuFNTON rnOE(I0).CARO(i2).FOUCtI3).ACARO(20) SFT00060
 
0604 CI)4 ON /TUN/NTPI SET00070
 
nofl nrl-INqrols W0i(IO) SET0008O
 
oneO nmFNSTON CIASH!) SFTrOO90
 
0o7 PATA SIA5H /1I1/4/ SETOQIOC
 
Anna VATS r0nF/tLINFO..oIJAO.-TNTF.. SF700110
 
fAQ4 OATS FnjCn1/7,,=e,e,/ SFT00130
 
p01 O)ATA Y/1Yt/.RLNK/' */.LL/ ILtA/SAI/,S/4St/.NN/INI/ SFTQnO4

nell nATS TIt/UI/ SFTOOIcO
 
n017 CG"MON /Tp..qTr"aSjtc) SF1001160
 
Pn03 COmMON /II%/fJPI.I, DPfPRNPQTvUINTTtVUNIT RFT0O170 
r .TTFiIITI.Q) 	 SFTOOIRO 
0014 qqq FCm4&T(IN ,ISFTT-'I 	 SF10n019 







c 	 5FT0024 
0o0t WTII"QT1,l0) 	 S0T002406
 








on?1 PPLIIT 34 SFTo0300
 




C PUT CARD IN RIIFFFR FT00330
C 	 SFT00340 
0n0? i09 RFAO(NR0 Ih.103(AC&R(I).T=i.20) SET0030S
 
AP04 103 FO0l&T(?0A4) SFT00360
 
10 ,T ' ". Zt(JNTT103) (ACAPO().TIl.?I SFT00370
 
PAPA ofEIn RI NIT 	 SFT00380 
r 	 SFT00390 









Ann0 1ln Fn0AT(A4.A!.6?Al SFTO0450
 
An) 3o 1= 1 .PlT SFT01460
7' if tCOOtFI.FO.CODF(I) G TO (150.10,210,330,370. 	 SETP0470
* 	 390,420),T SET0480 
001% 130 CONTT41JF 	 SFT00440 0046 IS WI41TF(',-OT.140) SFTOO00
 
n147 14n FOGIMT( I INVALID CONTROL CARD - IGNORED *) SFT00510
 
6AA TO 1 SET00520
r0 
C SFT0030 
r L!NFA4 CARD SFT004S0 
r ETOiseO
 




104l IF II.FO.LLI GO TO I55 SFT00580
 
004? IF IMoFO.A) 60 TO 156 SET00990
 
C IF 1i4.FQ."L) GO TO 109 SET0O600
 
0n43 IS? tRTTF(NPP1T.Sfl SET00610
00.4 153 FOPPAT(' EPPOR ON LINFAR CARD-) SFT00620
 
0045 60 TO 1 SFT00630
 










q0DM v;7 CON TINUE SET00690
 
0n,? 60 TO 101 SET00700
 
l;kIJ FIAJDJ?(APO.COL.OICOMf 	 SPT00710
q
nn4 IF W *NJF,?) 0 TO 152 FT00720
 
nR NOLAR = tlIHFR(CARI)COLWORK$NOLAR) SFT0730
10074
















GO TO 105 SETO0790SF700800 





RO M = NXTCH(CAQDCOL)
NOIAR=a 











IF (touta) GO TO q9
IF (M.ISr) GO TO pOo
1R WNTTF( ORT.lA7) 
JA7 FOPWATC. FPROq ON SOUARFO CAPO')
cO To 10s 
tOO COJTI.'1JF 















CONTI"4F ('Orm. = COL - I 











PO J FIrtjfI?(Cknf.COL.E'1JCO) 
IF C J .,E. P ) GO TO 1R 
NnL&R = NItIMF~LlCAqf,COL.w0*I4KNflt&H)
































14 14 = NXrC"-'(CA'4D.CtIL) 
N'-OL&H=O 
IF (mI k~). INK $30OTO 
IF (".F).A) G0 T) ?34 










nr.. 1?0 FV-tAItl 7-POQ 04 INTERACTION CAOD*)
nO.;; GO (1 105 
-06 pin CONTTIF 
DO ?3 1=1-100 ~CALL 01n0 IF(I.IhI ) 31 
0100 T PwS(IIIA rl 2it roNTIMJIlF 
n1'? 1-n TO p14 
nl-1 240 J = FI')I2(CaRP.COI .FnIICOM)
nljf IF (4 .IF. ?I GO TO ?15 
l)nf N0I AtP= N1IIFP(CAN0,COLWORK,NOL A) 
Alf' IF(NOLtd.GT.?) GO TO 2I9 























30 10 241 SFT01330SFT01340 
SFT013S0 








Ct = COL - I 














330 M = NXTCHR(CAROCI)L)
IF (M .F(0. RLNK V G T 
IF (4.PI).NN) GO 1h 341 












335 FOPMAT(I ERROR ON CONSTANT CARD*I 














rO TO 109 
ITM=L-)It
TFPflR(TRM)=O 

























OWFUI T O SET01660SfT01670 
-]is 
PI'00 

















Oil 3qp [:11.12 
TrQMS(fI)=




















B.8 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 8 (NTRM)
 
Subroutine NTRM computes rectangular coordinates for a location
 












Calling sequence: Subr. NTRM (D, IJ, I, J)
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
D 1 In Dimension of the matrix 
IJ 1 In Upper triangulai pointer. 
I 1 Out First rectangular 
coordinate. 






Program Size = 544 
B.8.6 	 Description
 
NTRM computes rectangular coordinates from a pointer indicating
 






















21 NTPM DATE = 79003 I6/5A/IS PAGF 0001 
lPITTFN fY C AHLFRSTHIS SUkPnUTIF CnMPUTES PFCTANGULhR COORnINATES FORTN IIPPFR TRIAbJG6I AR 4ATPIX. 
C~U~lflR1OIITTNF NTflJ(O.t[ J)NPItTF4FS I, 
T =0 
L=IL?=n 
no0 10 K=.n 
I =y j























B.9 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 9 (ALPHA)
 
The function ALPHA returns the number indicating the place in
 












Calling sequence:' Function ALPHA(S)
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description
 












For an input letter ALPHA returns the number that indicates its
 
















*QITTFN AV C W ALFPS 
ALPHA kETIJQNS AN OD(FR
FIICTT-O ALPHA(S)
I'Ie'LICIT INTFGFP (&-7) 








nn n) InI -1.2A 
ALHA=T 
# N N t P 
nnnq 
t°LOI ~ IT ; D t V t 
IFALPnOOIOO 
I ~ m t ~ I O ALPOOCQO 
ALPOO 100 












Ff.AT(IH qS.'TIF SYMPOC ',A],,
PFTURN 












C.1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (SPPTC)
 










SPPTC interfaces with MPPTA through a calling sequence and
 






Subr. SPPTC (UNIT, M, D, T, ISGZ, NT, CATREC, NP)
 
Parameter Dimension If/Out Description 
UNIT 1 Out Unit number for the loss 
vector matrix data set 
M 1 Out First dimension of the loss 
vector matrix 
D 1 Out Number of channels 
T 1 Out Number of classes 
ISGZ 10 Out Number of classified into 
the different classes 
NT 1 Out Total number of pixels 
CATREC 26 Out Array recording occurance 
of categories 
Ni 1 Out Array size used in PPTC 




See PPTBLK for information about the common blocks.
 




1. 	 PFLAG 15 

2. 	 IDEF Al 





4. 	 (use if IDEF=N) 20A4 
(IFMT(I), 1=1,20) 
5. 	 IDEF Al 

6. 	 (use if IDEF=N) 3012 

(FEATVC (I), I=l, D) 
C.l.4 Outputs
 









0- for short printout
 
1- for long printout
 




N- input an input format
 










The feature index vector
 
SPPTC is the input subroutine for all except the pixel data.
 
If default options are not used this subroutine inputs the format
 








VO9TPAJ TV '3LEVEL 21 SPPTC DATE = 79003 16/56/?0 PAOF 0001 
FlI' SPPTC 
C AOSPTFD MlYC W AHLFRS SPPOOOIO 
nqjSIJ4P0U114F SPPTCIUNIT.14,O,T.ISGZ,NT,CATRPC.NI.NPI SIPPOOO2O





nnn4 INTFOFfl TFOP sppooOso





0107t CI'Ai hSTON TqCg7(IO) SPPConoli
 
on'. IITrnU OtJYqTWiIT SPPO00QO

0000 C0U4(PI /II'4/ jRflR1 ,NROP?.NJRT.RUNrTWIJNIT SPPOOI 00
 
ni ThTF(FP- PFLCG SPPOOIIO
 
poll COM flN ts-FiPgt&C, SPPOO 120
 
nnl! !'TFWO FF&TVr.TT,OOD SP0O0130
 
n013 COMMON /FV/FFPTVC(30).IFMT(30).NOATA 9PP00140 
c PtPAArE'N1PCTl0fPh3 SPPOO ISO
 
C flImflSIONS Cifl'EO It, THIS SURWOIOrINE SPPOOI6O 













nnfiq q0 IA% 1.?6 SIPP00230
 




C PFA) 1-POT 04TA. SPPOq?60
(017? PF~fltNP0l)1,1O1 PFLAO SPP00270 









qW. pi I~4T(1 SPP00330




00A,!IWPITE('IL'T. t76) A PP00360 (
n0~p 37,l *151)=I=AU.fZU SPP00370
 
Ani p3 (t'-4T.") W SPPOOISO
"'F 





00n'. yFfr).r,r.n) eRTF(NPRT,Il) AD) 5PPU'IA10 
Aln1A !F(TAt7.TT QlTTVIN(PAT.102) TT SPPOOA?0
 
107 1"1 EOnflhT(//,yOX.1 FOpOR - THE-NO. OF CHANNELS EXCFFOS *.1-51 SPOn43O
 
pna' in, FO'C'ATt//.IAX.' FPROA - TNF No. OF CLASSES EXCEEDS '.15,) CPP00440l An" I F I(q.GT 001 Stop qDP0fl45 




An.,) FI-'AOQPIITYUI IC11E(I 1=,2)50400 $'0 
0043 lit F()UWaTIkcirl) SPP00490t 
0044 414Trc0 PlT.eI? ) 500010500
 
At;61? Fq4T(//.s .CATEGRY . ,%.?1NFXt) 5000050 oAo
 
pp'.? !F(CAT1FC(T).FO.0) Fn0 TO 610SPA53
 A',WeITFe,.'aT.elfl LrTIEP1I)-CA7gECII) SPH 4
400-), 6 (nAUTll.15.OX I sit 50 
flfl l 4iITY%11TI ScObn a 
0A'4 313 FOkmAT(//,1qCITHF TFqM %(FY FOR THE PHI FUNCTION') SPOCfl6OO 
0055q WPTFUJPrT.312) ITFR'4(I),1i ,NI) S'P0O6l0c,; 
00-A 31? FOQMAT(IH .10.51I1 500020
 
00'-? 32 FAOmA(t'I?,I (CIJ1Jh)lT SPP00640 
1300 u.OITF(NI3PT,qSI SPPUOGSO
 
n0/") 35 F(Iu4AT(f/,IqX0TfW COST MthiRIXl) Sf'000660
 
00')I On ISO 11I.T SPPAA67O
 
00'? WFTTrLPNT,?5) (C(1.J),J1I.T) R0000400o
 
la"fl~ COr'E'I' SPPOOA90 
0'4 )5; EAI.ATC//.IflXIOFS.?) SPPOOTOO 
flo , QFAfl(IuPfI,fl) 111fF SP00710
 
m066 Sn06 gORVATflil SPPOO720
 
001.7 [FfYOFF.EQ. TY) On TO 507 SP000730 
f00.a OF60U~*flPI.!) NPATA 90P00740
 
0060 444 I,!(I*IO~~I 5 SPP4 750
00
C kFAl) IN TRFfFOPAT FOP THE FEATURE VECTOR SPP00760 







FOP- AT( 39)A41 




fl7" WikTF.{h J,44 IJ)ATA 
P01 F PfIFPT.4513) 
1n17% '4WI TFVJP 1. 4 4) [F14T 
A17, &M FOLMAT//,.InX..FFATUF VFCTOR FORMAT 
0077 4Si4 FAOA4T //.POl.84A4 
0n7AFAIf(NOa 01. 116) IIFF 





FFAYTIPF WFF% VFCTOR 
nIO4fl T P.A)a,49.23) (FEATVC(.(,=If) 
on'. 4S? FIlfl~hT (3A7?)
00.. .,19 C'UTT' 'IF 












00n4A 4q3 F ,.VAT//.lf..rTHF
In"4n r=1 0 FFATUiF 










qn 01TTtI- rpa16 
*lqn1 FtI-.'AT(//7flnI*LtR -- FFATUNF VECTOR FORMAT 
-1 FFTJ.'F 1.1F$ VfrTOR iS WO'NGOI 
'TF I-"Tq) '1 
3,.1P r'T(/. A nw..N=FqI) 
101).TA RjI)f4TFCNOWITlfli) Noi1 
JF (IJ .',T.,I1l) STOP 
1,13 Fiv,~iTI/.O, FP$.Oq -- P11 EXCVFOS '.110) 
"F. [NO0 J04? 
PFTUR' 
FAD 












C.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (PPTC)
 
Subroutine PPTC is the main computational subroutine of the
 
processor MPPTC. Input from SPPTC is passed to PPTC. PPTC
 
with the aid of other subroutines calculates the classification
 




Subroutine PPTC is called by MPPTC and is passed information
 
from SPPTC. PPTC calls subroutines READIT, PHI, PPTSUM,
 




PPTC interfaces with other routines through a calling sequence
 






Subr. PPTC(M, D, T, ISGZ, NT, UNIT, NI, A, L, P, CATREC, X, NP)
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description , 
M 1 In First dimension of the loss 
vector matrix 
D 1 In Number of channels 
T 1 In Number of classes 
ISGZ 10 In Number of pixels classified 
into the different classes. 
NT 1 In Total number of pixels 
UNIT 1 In Unit number for the loss 
vector matrix data set 
Ni 1 In Array size for A and P 
A (Nl,T) In The loss vector matrix. 
C
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
L T The losses for each class 
P N1 The phi function vector 
CATREC 26 In Array recording occurance 
categories 
X D The feature vector 
NP 1 In Same as NT 
Common blocks:
 












PPTC takes the interproduct of a loss vector and a phi vector
 
to determine a class loss for a particular feature vector. The
 
minimum of these is used as the classification for a particular
 









Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
L T The losses for each class 
P Ni The phi function vector 
CATREC 26 In Array recording occurance 
categories 
X D The feature vector 
NP 1 In Same as NT 
Common blocks:
 












PPTC takes the interproduct of a loss vector and a phi vector
 
to determine a class loss for a particular feature vector. The
 
minimum of these is used as the classification for a particular
 








F0OTQAAE TV G LFVFL ?I PTC DATE = 79003 16/r,6/43 PAGF 0001 
FILF PPTr 




THIS POGOAM CLASIFIES THF TFST PATTerN X. 
PPT00020 
PPTO00O 






SUOnOUTINE PPTC( M.n.T. TSG,.NTUNTTdlAL.P.CATRFC.XNP 


























































rATA ILtrpK/ I/ 
INT9FnP ALPHA 
nllFN5lN InOT(,110) 










COMO9 /(RF/PFLAC PPTQ031 




PFAA tL)S VFCTOPS OF APPROPRTATF UNIT. 










f PFAO LOSS VECTOQ MATRIXWITr(,.PPT.?77) PFItl 
777 FOnIT(//,IX.IPFLAG='. 1))FMt(tIT1It} J(A(IJ).J=1,T).I=.M) 
1(19 F A'T1O?50.1if)
NPITF(NPFT.704) ((A(tJ),j=1.T).1=IN)




















































n004 DO 896 1=1,10 POT00600 
0047Pn4R 896 TsGZ(1=ooNn0 io=1,11 PPT00610PPT006O20 
no0 00 RSO J=1,19 PPTOO63O 
00') DO 551 Clj.3
OI A0CTLARIJtK)=RLANK PPTOO64O PPT006SO 






























FnOIRIA IV ( LFVF 21 PPTC DATE = 79003 16/56/43 PAGE 0002 
PLF 'PTr 
(13 KOINT=O PPT(n770 
C PEOEN LOOP PPTO0780 
n044 707 CONTINUE PPT00790 

















































C'O 10 J1I.T 
(' 0.0no 









L() = LUJ) - A(7.J)*1(I)
20 C0,TetIJE 
In'10~llrO$4 F 
ORTEOMINF MNINIJU LOSq AND CATFGORY. 









[1 30 T=IT 
IF(L(fl .1F. 
in IN=L(II 
CAT = I 

















IC,1=CATu4C 1rGTTIFrIGr .E .. O.O.GTCAT.NE.RLAWKI IUNU=IUI4U 
IF (GTCAT.FO.PLANK) IUNRT=IUNCT+1 
I9(7(CATIIS6?(CAT)+1 


































TF(CTCAT.EO.RLANK) 60 TO 70( 
K=1 
n1'pTLAR{Ir.j.K1=GTCAT

































1FIIAA.FO.O) 60 TO ?2O 
P.WPAP(IAA.CATI=PRoRAPCIAA.CTI4I.OO0

















WPITE CL&SSIFICATION PF9t1RT.IF1PFL6.GF.l) URITFINPRT,3 (X(1).11.I) 
F 4ATIIH .?X.IX*.2X,15F6.l) 
IAR=TPFTA(rATCATPFC)







0113 444 FORMAT(IH IOX.4OOT CO0OOINATES OUT OF HOUNDS') PPT01520 












EF(PFLAG.GF.)i WRITF(NPRT.44) TYPE 
44 FURVATI1H :*IX'.CTYPF = *.12)
4 FOPMATIIH 0fXLINF*.1,t0 SAMPLE=,I,4,/1nfx- G. T. LABEL = t 
ftlJ.10W.
A. 1. LA;FL = *.AI./.IOX,i P. P. T. LA'L = *.Al)
IF(PFI *G.tF.1) W[TE('P'RT.4444) lC.NT.(IAIVEG(!).T1.,41
4444 FOPI'CT(IMI OX,'A. 1. CAm"FNT = *.A4,/.IOXVFGFTATION * '.41))
!FOPFLAG.6F.I) wRITENPRT.') 
, FOuMAT(|II .6x.' cl sS LnSS *I 
IF(PFLG,.FO.O) (.U TO q55
50 =1,T 
pP'=TrFTAIT.CATRFC)





















91 FW'-AT(IH .IOX.AI.sx.npa. o.)
IF(OIUA.rF.*) wg1TFtIJPRT,02) (0(Tl.r=l)
A"? FaO4IT(/1.1iPA. 
TFIPFLhV.tF.1T tRITF(ITRT.)6) KOuNT 
q6 PnRFrt T (IH , 1.IKCIT = 1.19) = IF(FIAG.Cr.1) W0tTV(NPPT.I.S 
S' FnlflT(/ V)
C .1Iflf.)ft! 
(n TO I 









































F".T/.ou i NO. OF S;AMPLES = 'i08I 
-FdTI/J IFT.00) 
0co i11 44T1/I%.-...OV'QALL CLASSIFICATION RESULTS.../ / 
nn C 1 P 11I.T 
= I11I-Tt(ICftTPFC)
W~tTFi'PilT.Cflfl TS',7(II .Jp'
'Inba//l*.S P IXFLS;CLASS!FIFO) AS *.AI)
-51 n CQCJTI.)1 F 
TF(TIAT.N.n) W4ITF(NPrLT.511l TIINGT 
011 T('i.X.S' PIXELS WTOUT 1PflUNI TROTH')
1Ff tJNIrFan) W T!TF (tit) TvI?) IIINIJ 
q)? FOPAT(/,IOIX.I,.' IiNIISE GROIND TRUjTH SYNROLS') 
IlqF(tlZTyw.t F.O) .,LTTF (PiRTS 131 flZTYP 
M11 FOUAT(/.IXn.14. 7FO TYPP NLi9FJ4S FOUND-)
IFGPFL-,.t.O.) QTTF(NOPT.710)
71q FPOT(///.IfXeSIJM4APY TAALF FOR (,T VS. PPT*) 
TFTGPFL,.FO.l) ral-t PPTSIII(P4ORfP.T.CATdtC)
IF(!APFLr.FO.I) WaTTFC.IUPT.?f) 
F(tJAT (///.I it,CS44. AAQY TAKIF FOP &I VS. PPT))
TF(IAPflA.F0.I) CAI.L IlPTSJM(P fRAPTCATRiC)
IUF Fi.r.I #A.ITF(NPRJ.730) 
710 FOi4'AT(//d*l9Xv.jtuIMMAQy Tt'LF FOP GT VS. AI)
!F(IGaFLG.rO.1) CAIL.PTSI11(PPORGAT.CATRFC)
IF(IqjFL(a.FQ.lI WHTTFNTT.171()
7710 011fT(///.foX.lIp()ARII TY TARLI- FOR rT VS. PPT'I 
F j( QLb.Fl. ALL PR~qTIIPQgRGPT.CATREC)
QIMLG.FQ.I1 VWTFI tPPTO?060 






























































FORMIAT(I///IOX.CPOAARLITY TABLE FOR GT VS. All)
IFIIGAFLG.F .I CALL PRRSUMIPRDRGA.T,CATREC)




WRITE lNPkT.QqA6I NWPF4I 
FORMAT//.IAX..NWPFMI=l.I.1
CALL FSEFL INWPU.NWkRFMNI1TAT)
IFCISIAT.NF.O) WRITF(NPRT:691) ISTAT 
FOPMAT(//,IOX.ISTAT = I.I)
lOnn0p
[F(TOOO.F.Oo) 60 T0 666 
































P*O. l0 oTtI.J)=nOTLMAliI .fl) PPT02320
9 1 




c FknFILF NMb) FF10 ?3'-0
 $01 tWT.A?0) PPT02360
WQTF(I 

0?)? AZO FflP.JT(jH)I./,)tiX.0ft~ DOT LABFLS*l) PPT02370 
O?1l CALL POTOTL(OOTLAR,NSYM,?l) PP702380 
A?14 630 !)1=.1t PPTD?31)0
 
fll DO0 610 J1I.I9 PPTO?400
 




.pl.' N oF-q=NworIl F1 0P430
 
0210 CAl L , F.'F1(NbuIji,NuttJIqSThT) PPT02440
 
0220 IF(rSTbV.'tr.nl .4ITUMPPT.6S1) ISTAT PP102450
 
0n') W.ITrr-4-~u.A44) PIIE PPTO?460
 
0?'? 4%44 Fn 4~T(# SKT9 = *.e4. TYVPF = AT 1) PPT02470 




n7P4 RAI) P = TYF= PPT 1) PPTO?00OFIIP.,TF .44.. 

npA IrF(Xr$'FLflFOI CoLL OO0TTTA'H 1.3.007(8) PTS2
 







C.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (IBETA)
 










IBETA interfaces with other routines through a calling sequence
 




Calling sequence: Function IBETA (CAT, CATREC)
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
CAT 1 In Category index. 
CATREC 26 In Array loader with index 
numbers corresponding 
to the letters of the 
alphabet. 
Common block: 
COMMON /LT/LETTER (26) 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description
 
LETTER 26 In An array containing the
 






C.3.5 	 Storage 
Program size = 430 
C-71V~
 
C.3.6 - Description 






















p1t1t1 tn nr rI* 04cw,Fq44. (W CATPCOIS lFnpA' r ]E03AN 4)Pp9V4 N4O. A41I 1*I .I.A t*IT'If" FCn 14 I.E') 46
'1It IN? 1101tA trNT~rAtpr) IRPI090 tt 1ii1 I'llI1I1t tA.lI TRIatO
I"'IIt'Ol (I ,IIt" td 11150"t.0
'LU.N ~ hnin. (,AItt 
racFOO,30coln .*run TREIIAPll! 

C.4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 4 (PPTSUM)
 










PRBSUM interfaces other routines through calling sequences and
 




Calling sequence: Subr. PPTSUM (PROBT, T, CATREC)
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
PROB (11,11) In A matrix of joint counts. 
T 1 In The no. of categories. 
CATREC 26 In An array indicating the 
category index that 
,corresponds to a category. 
C.4.4 Outputs
 



































































?I PPTSIM PlATE =79003 
WPIrTFN fly C Ws AH4LFRS 























nC, 710 J1I.T 



































































C.5 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 5 (PRBSUM)
 








PRBSUM interfaces with other routines through calling sequences
 




Calling sequence: Subr. PRBSUM (PROBT, T, CATREC)
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
PROB (11,11) In A matrix of joint 
probabilities. 
T 1 In The no. of categories. 
CATREC 26 In An array indicating the 
category index that 
corresponds to a category. 
C.5.4 Outputs
 



















FOQTQAJ IV C~ LEVEL 21 PARSLM DATE =79003 16/119/02 PAGE 0001 
C 15P ppnkqski 
C WDITTEN QY C W A4iLQ9 PRROOOIO
 
C PkqtM PRINTS JOINT1 PROHARILATIVS TABLES PPRonO2o
 
n00! SIJOPOIITINF PkPit1m(PROA.T,CATRE PRPOOO30
P00? IrTEfF CP~i4FC(?A) PPP00040
 
0001 flI-FNS!0l LAPELI10) PR90005
 
A004 00'iflLF PREct"s0N PPRACI.eII PPROOO06O
 
nn 00"'.LE PRlECISION PCC PRflIOOO7O
 
AAA,; uItECFP T.TPI PRROO0O0
 
0007 INTFrFR IVNTTWUNIT P48010090
 
011,14 COMMON .IijN/Nnlhl .PAP?,NPRT.PUNIT.wUNIT P4800100
 
0009 n0 1300 11.T PP800110
 
A014 1300 LAREL(lI=IpRFl{1,CAT0FC) PRPD0120
 
ni,] oCc'=O.0oa PPP00130 
001? TP 1 - ~PPRnQ40

0011i TF(PPCIW(TPI.TPI).EO..000) RETURN PRPOO15O
 
0014 flO Amo -1.TPI P48001160
 
onr- nr In J=IJPI PPF0OI7O
 
flniL IP4( I PRAOI8
L!." PP("4(I,J) /Pqflf(TPI,TPI)

0017 1F!I .F'hJ)1 PCC=PC*PROR(I.1) PPPOO 190
 






An?1 720 FflD-tT(//I 4400030
 
pn?? WRTTFUL-PT.72l) (ILAPFL(I 11.TI PR2002'40
0023 721 F(IPMATI(IM A.RE10'..AI)/ *P015 




Anp on CO"TT''I)F PQR00?R0
 





0010 W4IrEe:P r.Rn') PCC PPR00320
 
Anil 403 F0*'ht(//.10ZX.'THF FS;TfMATE OF IMP PROBABILITY@. PRR00330
 









FnRTRAN IV 6 LEVEL 21 PqRSilM 



























SYMPOL LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATION SYMBOL. LOCATION 
sCALAP MAP
SYm"OL LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATION SYMBOL
prC CA I LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATION
0 
 T 04 TPI DJ 
 DC
 
Sy 0Aft SPROLARRAY MAP
OCATON 

$Yn0OL LOCATION SYMIOL LOCATION SYMBOL 
 LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATION 
 SYMBOL LOCATION
CATI*C F, LAAFL EA PROR IOC
 
FORMAT STATFMENT MAP




n 7?1  A01 123 $02 131 
 803 138
 
T IOI,I N FFFFCT* IO.F'4CnICOI )CENOLISTOECKNOLOAOtMAP
*OPTTO,W IN FFFECT* NA F = PROSUM * LTNFCNT = AO*CTATIcTICSO NSOIPCF STATFFNTS = 33PROGRAM SIZE = 1220
*CT&T1STICS NO flAGNOSTICS 6VNEATEO
 
C.6 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 6 (PPTDTL)
 
Subroutine PPTDTL counts the number of categories in a specified
 








PPTDTL interfaces with other routines through a calling sequence
 






Subr. PPTDTL(DMTX, NSYM, 1)
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out 	 Description
 














K In 	 An index indicating which
 











Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
TRNSI 256 - Not used 
TRNS2 26 - Category symbols are 
stored in this vector 
TRNS3 26 Out This vector is a compressed 
version of TRNS2 











PPTDTL stores category Labels in TRNS3 and records the number
 


























































'I )ITITI x h0 66/6PAGE 0001 
WQITTEN C W AHIFPS 
CIVf-I A "ATqTI' OF LFTTE'OS THIS HOUTINE LOAnS TQNS3 
WTH THE LETTf4S,FOUlND & COUHTS THF NU'4HER OF DIFFERtENT 
LFTTVPS FOUND (NSYm) 
CtJOOITI@V PPrI)TL(pAMTX.NSYM.IcI
IMPLttII TrTFGFO (A-7) 
CMAt/IT45ite)TPNSZIP6),TPNS3(26).TYIII.19) 
(IOTA R/t I/ -
TMFPJSTON flTX(11.lQ.3) 




1)1' 10 7=1.11 
111 njO=1.10 
C5Y =rVTx (IjK
rSy%". ) Go TO 10 
Nt4=ALPMdA (MM) 




10 100 T=IP$ 
IF(T4Ng j l NF.CI) NSYM=NS~YM*1 
!(T~l.,(I.NA)TPNS3(NSYM)=TOJSPlI) 
CONTIN-IF 




































C.7 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 7 (PPTTAB)
 








PPTTAB interfaces with other routines through a calling sequence
 






Subr. PPTTAB(Il, 12, DOTLAB)
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out 

II 1 In 

12 1 In 















A matrix containing three
 






























COMMON/UN/NRDRI, NRDR2, NPRT, RtUNIT, WUNIT
 
Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
NRDRI 1 not used 
NRDR2 1 - not used 
NPRT 1 - Printer unit number 
RUNIT 1 - not used 
WUNIT 1 - not used 
C.7.4 Outputs
 
Joint label tables are written to the line printer. These tables
 
indicate such thingsas the ground truth label for a dot vs the
 








Joint label tables are written by PPTTAB to the line printer for
 










FnQTPAJ IV 6 trUFL 21 PPTTAR OATE = 79003 16/S0/14 PAGE 0001 
VTIF PPTTAR
 
C WRITTEN 4Y C W AHLFPS PPT0010 
C THIS SORIPUTtNF PRINTS LARFL TAPFLq PPTOOo3o 
c fOTLhR(ItJ,1) OPOI)Nn TPtJTH LARELS PPTOO030 
C L H PA. L cFLq P 005
~ l T .LARFLS P T 040c DOTLAR( .J.2) OOILEU~ .:ij~:VrtFL PPTOOOSO
 
nn UqqnTINF PPTTARfTI.T?.OOTLAqI PPTO006O
 
nn' IMPLICIT IJTCFCV (4-71 PPT00070
 
pnB! OATA SLASH//'/,RLANK/- *, PPT0I/80






007 OTm'ESiON DOTLAf(I1.19,3) PPTOD|ZO
 









noj In FlPMAT(IHI) PPTOO017
 
00!? EF(I.E0i.AI.2. -WRITEINPRT,1?O) PPTGOIRO 
0,11 IPO FlPMAT(//.q0XtGlnUN TRUTH VS A. 1. LAriELS') PPTO019O
 
n014(.FO.l.ANO.ra.Fo,3) WQTTFCNPP7I130) PPTOq200
nnIg 110 FTRT(//.aX.t(.fl)NO TRUTH VS CLASSIFIFO LARELS0) PPT00210
 




0017 230 FnVPAT(//,C0X.-A. I. LARFIS VS CLASSIFWEO LARELSfl 
RAIR W1TFI1"PHT.?0) TTYPE PPTO004O
 
nn2q 2q FOPAT//,C .TYPF *I.1.' DOT CLASSIFICATIONI) PPTOO290
 
0)n0 WRITE(lPRT.30) {(1.=mtO.19, 10 PPT02AO
 
n021 3n FOPUAT(//.I?v.1915) PPT027O
 
642? 00 ?on 1=1.11 PPTOO2RO 
P023 0o1.220 J=1.19 PPTOO 90 






no?, 10 COfTINIJr PPTO330 










* L!INF(LL.2) =SLASHI PPTOO3qO
 
(0013 220 CnNTINUF PP-00400
 )014 Ttn=I1*O PPTD0410
 
A ng WTTF(PRT.300)1I1O(LTNE(KK),KK1,57) PPTOO430
 
00V' 300 fO MATI//qX13.9(2X3A1)) PPT00430
 
0037 ?no CONTINUE PPTO0044 
0n3 In CnNTTfAjE PPT004SO
 




C.8 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 8 (NLOW)
 














Parameter Dimension In/Out Description 
I 1 In First rectangular 
coordinate 
J, 1 In Second rectangular 
coordinate 





0.8.5 	 Storage 
Program size = 490. 
C.8.6 	 Description
 
NLOW returns a pointer to a lower triangular matrix (size m by m)
 














OITF Y C AI-LES -
NLO. PPThh0ft A 'f>tT~fl TO A IOW I TRIANGULAR HIWi IM1fY II) 
llvr.k TO ercTANlhLAQ CqMpo cTS I i,. 
. o'wfl) 
No-rA 






























BRIET (i,j) = (B(i, j) - MEANB)/SDG 
where i = pixel (1-209)
 
j = index to acquisition number
 
B(i,j) = value extracted from 16 tape using the KAUTH transfor­
mation
 
SDB is calculated as described in Table 3-3
 
(BI0 = biostage from second Al header card Table 3-4)
 
MEANB is calculated as described in Table 3-3
 
GREEN (i,j) = (G(i,j)-MEANB)/SDG 
where i = pixel (1-209) 
j = index to acquisition number
 
p (i,j) = value extracted from 16-channel tape
 
SDG is calculated as described in Table 3-3
 
,(BIO = biostage from second Al header caid Table 3-4)
 
MEANG is calculated as described in Table 3-3
 

























CANKY(i,j) = 	0 if PCR(j) = first class response
 
5 if PCR(j) = second class response
 
10 if PCR(j) 	= any other response
 
PCR (j) = Pixel class responses (Table 3-4),
 
Class responses defihed in Table 3-2 are indexed by biostage
 
from header card (Table 3-4).
 
4 












E.1 SOrTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 1 (REDIF3)
 
Subrpogram REDIF3 reads and decodes all of the input control card
 
images (except for the MAPTAP card) when the DISPLAY processor
 






Subprogram REDIF3 is called from SETUP3 after SETUP3 has read the
 
MAPTAP control card and the first two records of the MAPTAP file.
 
REDIF3 calls subroutine CHIN, EOD-LARSYS utility routines FLTNUM,
 












Keyword Dimension In/Out Description 
TSTSAV (4,200) Out Test or Designated field 
information - class I-D,. 
# vertices per field 
TSTFLD (5,200) Out Test or Designated field 
surrounding rectangle line 
and sample numbers, pointer 
to field in TSTVER 
TSTVER (VDIM) Out field vertices from LAREAD 
VDIM 1 In Number of words of available 
storage in ARRAY buffer, 
computed in SETUP3 
LISTSW 1 Out Switch to indicate whether 
or not LIST processing has 
been selected 
3­
Keyword Dimension In/Out Description 
GTUNIT 1 Out Ground truth dot file unit 
number (LIST processing) 
GTFILE 1 Out Ground truth dot file 
relative file number (LIST 
processing) 
AIUNIT 1 Out AI dot file unit number 
(LIST) 
AIFILE 1 Out AI dot file relative file 
number (LIST) 
PPUNIT 1 Out PPTC classifier dot file 
unit number (LIST) 
PPFILE 1 Out PPTC classifier dot file 
relative file number (LIST) 
NAMECT 1 Out Name of selected category 
(LIST processing) 
ALP 2 Out Bias correction alpha values 
(LIST processing) 
E.1.4 	 Outputs 
N/A 






REDIF3 has been expanded to accept the new control cards described
 
in Section 3.2.8.3, in support of LIST processing. This extra
 
information is passed to SETUP3 and in turn to DSPLY2 by means of
 
an expnaded calling sequence. The variables LISTSW to ALP
 








F,RTQAN IV I LEVFL 71 kEnIFI OATt = 78338 4q/54/'? PAGV O000 
FI1 AFOIF3 
00f0l UAROIJTINE PFnIF3(TSTSAV.TSTFLO.TSTVFRVIM.
* LISTSAGTtIT,(GTFILF.AIUNTTAIFILEPPhIT.PPF ILE, REDOU00NFDOO02C 
nIo 
* NAFCTALP)|PPLICIT INTEGER IA-H.O-Z) 
C 











Ci PUPPOF.. PFADS ANM ANALYES SUKiRVISOR CONqTROL CARDS 












E'JtiJVaLENCE UiEOMI.IHIAfl411. (fATEMlIHAfl(? . 





C P.CLIDCLUDF COLIK6CiK] 0,L IST PFO-? 60RFDO00270 
n0O9 UMMN/GLORAL/HFAO(63) .'APTAP.r)ATAE.SAVTAPtoF1Lr MK~y,
-HISFILHI rQY.TFORM FRIFTP FNPXEyAPUNT.NOFILE,




, rqIUN.'IHSTFI .SCT ItfilI4PFIL 
OOTtI'JT ,AOTFILC CHPAS. TktjFL.IMTFLHISTPLPCHIUNT, QF00310 RFDOt13?0 




C0141S0/OISPL/CATR&,bC&Tim (I) ,Ct$NAVA hSUEINA"I6I),SIJANO(60),
SSiMrICAT (60) .CLSCLY (A.l) ,NOIIAP.TUTVT3NOSIJk3, 
*t PCFOKy TqTKf y. T1 dF Y.TrmlSKY ,STATKY EIPTRtvThRSVA, 
* PLT:IY.R$FL t3,.KC(Hk.FRMF AT CLIAT- (?), 
* FLrJSV?,FTFLODVFRTX .FLPSV3.FIEL 3,VERTX3,PCTIO3 
* Tu-FS (}hO) %YtIITX (6) ,llii(6) ,C'N(AO)










* *DFSKFV FSJNI .rlFI)Tt.C(1P * ACROP.IOThFRATOTAL RFO,1440 
n1007 U~16.AAL~)C A~ 
• t D0TKEYDn)T fR 
REAL HIGRH CHINh )RKENPPS(0P~g00450 
RFO0t1160 
RED00470 C 
A000A REAL ACHOP, AOTHFR.ATOTAL. X PFO0004A0 
0t30Q R AL THRES AFPOlnOo 
000 DIMENSION TSTSAV(4.200),TSTFL)(5,201f))TSTVER(VDIMl, 
O OPT(?O),COMVFC(?),INF(7),ACAPD)(20)
3.CODHC(fl) F'3JC0M(3).CAP0?(hl.CARO) (14l),.SLASH?)





o0l0i DATA OPT/'SY)t4 tSITET'IOPTIItTHPFIIANALI 




* **F0lt, *0FORt,* *C{op 'DOfF.v 
* *,TiIP
DATA OIT/sI?/3,FiDHcD/,FNDft/TIISCD/IT-hIn/.ANK/'
I COMI-A/.*/'.CODHC0/' * , *9' * , 'pt *'N **t. C* *IT'IF1









DATA t0/"1'//LI/' I'/.LF/'F o/LJ/'fl~/ 







O.rA SVyMM6tT/tl *7* *3l, 4 l5•,t t**79l l e4* 











S,*$*,S I/ kFOi00730 
RED00740 
RFDOrIT5O 
0070 LOGICA .I LM(4,),LCPOP(4) PFD010760 
FORTR IV t.VFL ?I fcFnlIFl DATE = 78338 09/64/qp PAGF 0001 
:
FItF FDTF3 




* NA-F(rT.ALP) 	 PFF00033
 




C*** CODE AOOEft TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING PFDnIOO6O 
C 0E0I)0070
 















rr 	 Ikrolbo 0
 lQOgOil1eo











0004 EQUIVALENCF (rEDII),HFA(4)I) (DATE(Ih.HsAf(l?2, REDO0?WO
 (HEt2(I EAD(301 ,(CO4EtT{1l HEA( 48) REIDO00? 
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------	 RFEOOIIMO 
C ICLIOE CIIMrn fFD0A?60 




na0s tMMfON/GLORUL/KFAOI631 , APTAP.bATAPE SAVTAP4FLF.IiMKFY. RDO0.?00
 
-*I SF ILh ISKF yTPFOR'1 FRI PIP.ERPKEY MAPUNTNOFILE. PFno0,)go
* DbdIMAD,0,.DIS.AGSI?,ATFIL.TA-ILASAV.ASAVFL 	 ,fo00d300
 
* .I-"qTIJNNNS7FI.4CTkilf.tiAPFIL 	 PF006310
 
* *OOT4T ,n(TFIL,iCHPAS.TPTl*FL,MTRFLHISTFLPCHiNT 	 RFVDfai3?D 




0006 CO,4MU.4/oISPL/CATFt G,CATI{4AM( 1) ,CL SNAM(61) SUNAM (61l) ISUBNO (60) 9 wFD003OS
 
o SIJCAT (60)qCLqd (L6) ,NOMAP.TUTVT3NOSIJ(H3 PEDOO3bO 
* PCFKYTSTKFY.TP IKFY.T t tS$Y.STATKY.E Pff6.tTHRSVA, kJtOOs3T0 






* , 4Tt)(A0 .FjOCATFILTE4P PF'-T 	 PED4O430 
* .DF~1FWY .FSUNJ .DFSllTmCR0P ,ACROP,AOThFRATOTAL RFnfld440 
O ,Sffl(6f).AI4LYS() C4M(ld),CiPKEY*t\EPPTS(60) I-nOfO0SO 
O0TKEY.DnTEPP 	 RFnn0460
 
007 REAL 1IGHCHIN T 	 REDO470
 
000A REAL ACROP. AOTHFP,ATOTALX 	 PFOOi)04B
C 	 PFOOOA9O
 
000q REAL T-HES 	 RFDOOSOO
 
0010 DIMENSION TSTSAV(4. On),TSTFLD(5,20u),TSTVER(VDIM). RFDOQ'I0

* OPTPMCOrVFCI?).ltIl) ACAPDt?) 	 kEO0,i5?O 
q.CO01C0(jo).,rquC~v3),CA~rn2(?),9CAHI ((0I SLAS!H*2 FD001130
 




(0 DATA PT/1'YH'4*, -IIF '.iOPtI#,fTHPF, *,ANALI, PfuOnSlho
 
. ,r'a. I.tHFDI '. 'HEL:,I0OAT.'PROCCIACrFt . REI)0J70 
* **oFlI , *NFUfi' **fROP , *fOfF' PF001'80 O 
S **,TIP i A -&t. N -IFI.	 PFI0)590tPPU'I - ALPM/ 

001? DATA OTNlj/Il/.FIDHOCD/*,FN'/,TIlSFRCf/#TH,451/.LANK/ '1 OoDeh0O
 I COMMA/1.l/,C(DHCO/8 ** *S,.,O, * ** ,*Ce,,T,,tVI' R DO~bIO 
2,EQIC0t/2 =-, ,',/.CDitVEC/I.*t,'/ SLASH/I.tI// PF.)0(6?O 
C 	 HE6OO030 
013 DATA L0/'0t/.LII /,LF/'tP/LD/*U*/ 	 REDODU,40
 
0014 DATA LL/*L'/.LS/ S'/,LT/IT'/.LC/'CI/,LN/IN/0THER/IOTHE/, PFDO0650

-UNIE N IU14()-/PEDnO66o
DWI5 0IfENSTDN Sy'T(6h)9FIJIIVFC (?) 	 WFOI1b7O
 
00i6 DATA SYMT/. P * * *3% 4 .6 *D 7 ,f *t9I * A*tH. *C*, te l5Flk&DfU6h0
 
1I1'' *1 *41, *N*t I Y N RFDOT,6Q0
*,M9 	 / 

3 *...re*., tt m4t*,ttI i9,e.t $ t t *.l~tl.tttl)St( t. YEDOOTIUt
• 

4*&C.*),*t,•t. ,lttt%,,t,.* / FD)T0072O
 
0627 DATA TNSY.4,TST1Ty11I)UPSy'4T1'1SYt,,t,,..,9,1,, Cl *DOn3O
 
oOs DATA DFSSYI4/'u/.EOUVEC/II,='/ R00740
 
0019 DATA CL/IC*'.L-/ RFOOItSO
 
oo0 LtIfCMAI LM(4),LCROPt4) PFOO760
 
- -
FOPTI I IV f,LEVEL PI PFnF3 OATE = 7fl3fH OQ/54/S2 PAGF 0002 
CTLF -ETFI
 
nnPI EOIIVAIENCF (CAPl)2(P.CAR0(lIfl.(M.LMI1))(LCOP1),KCROP) FI0f0770
 
An?;, 00 9 1=1.66 fWEl0010
 
21 S Y .YlATKtIIlSY'4MT(I) PEO007Q0 
C F 0 nOO
 
C -- ---- --- --- -- --- --- --- -- --- --- --- -- --- --- --- ---'Flbn 1 0" 
r

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -P1,0008"0
C kff0 *30 
C It,17 PEOOO40 
C PF OOM6 
C. P'EO00o70 
CQ.. COUF AODFO m'v 13. 1978 TO INCLUOF LVNT tPOCESSING FFOOCHOO 
C PF00090 
O?4 LISTSw = 0 wFnOqOO
o0?" FrTUT = PFI)OQI10 
0Vh12 rTFrIF = 0 RFOOii?0 
O0?7 tl%,'IT = A PFI0o.30 
Anpl = PFf00040IFIF 0
I

A00p PPU' IT 0 PEOOOqoO
 
0030 PPFII - 0 PF)011960 
003) tAMrFT LS RF0004970 
003? AL-(I' = 0. PFDlO0qm0 
no3 ALP(AI = 0. fF0qqo 
An 14 - (TFP Q Pff(101000
n'03 fOTWFY = 0 EAoDOO]O 
anl, TSITKFY '( pP1)01020

0037 TN'JMEY =1REflI 10303 
003' SftTKY = o PED01040 
0019 PCF[KY A .FI)0QIqO
no4o PLTIOY = WI-0d0jO 
0041 P-'FM1T AI HL01 070 
n04p NQ-API1 kFOO 100
 
l'143 F1 T= .0 PF1F01090 
On44 T.-'SA = ' PEtioQI10 
n04- F TAS 0 HF()0 1110 
flOf S (CrIT = 0 PE)I120 
nn47 TrKSf=) RFI0 130 
flr,.4, ST~flr = 01 HFI301140 
noco TWw = 0 QEnOII40Ao. 1 GNOTRD = 0 RED)OI19O

00=1 WdIIpEI= 0 REI1u)!1160 
00,? TV-'F=0 PEOOIIihO 
ql CdPKFY=O F)01 190
HF n( 
0055 I,FCKFYI,, F001210A 
(P4 nnli = 
nO;4 T',s'CT= DO 
li11T A RHM10)/2 
n0q7 LfrwT = o) RFO0 130 
ql- PCCL6Y = I REOOI?40 
nnn sy , ,x = 6A FO0I 5O 
no6[ 006 YIYMMAX PF-0n1?60 








C SET UP REPE40 BUFFER PEDO1350
 
r ------- ------ ------ ------- ------ ------ -------. . . . ------. .,F001330
 
r HFOfJi360 
OOA4 PROlIJT = D10 1FO70 
0065 CALL NEAAf)(RPUNf.80) REO013hO 
C REOOIWS)
 




0066 I0 CONTIIIF PFO01420
 
007 19 QLAIII?1,1NHA(LAPI(I,1fll3 hEI01430 
006hp 10 FO',AT(2OA41 nF1440 
owrrF {IF.fkqUT ) (ACA r RF4 01450T*i (l) T=1,?O)
0070 RF)IN p..ilirT AFOQ1460 
A07 PE&Cl(3A9,104)iJCA.D? kFD01470 
0f07? 104 FORMAT(A4.AX.6?AIS PED014'0 
A073 REwINO RflIRIT PF001440
 
n74 17 .IT (6,31 4) COOECARD2 RnDnlsuU
 
007% 104 FI)9MAT(T7,A4,6X,6- l) DOISIo
0
0076 19 COL = 0 PED01920 






On 20 11.?0 





C OFT SY--4,;LS 
C -----------------------------
C 
1n0l0  IF I SY 4CNT .Cf. SYHwaI I GOTO 10 
SY'4C,,I = SY"CNT.I 

















IF I F'. HEANK 1 60O TO 10 
IF ( - .FJ. COrtIA) bO TO0 100 
SY.,T' (SY'r'T) = CAPOtCOL)
110 M = YICHR(CA9U?,COL)
IP I .). 4LA(IK I GO TO 10 
















4 flI3O..'fl1)qTFFOIP-r(I zh,4) 
PFiNrI 4kU1ITT 
tI TO 10 









C.** HEAD 1,7 AI OR PP UNIT AN) FILE NUMBERS 





1% IlAT = .4 










214 K = NXTCHRCAHI?,COL) 
I'f)F (.SIALANK) Go TO 216 
IF (%NF.LU) 6O To 215 
F FDI?(CARO?,COL.FQUVFC) 
ItFW0fiF.?) M0 TO 216 
ISTAPT =0 
= I'hl Fk(CAHFI).COL.IPATTISTART) 









































m3=H F F (CAPOP.COL. IPATTTI STARTI 
bO TO'?h 
IFlV.f,F.LF) GO TO P1 
-4 FIN01?(CA'D?.CMI) F(IJVECI 
IF (.NF.2) GO TO 216 
ISTAkT = 0 
,4 = r't'AFP(CAW" .COL.IPATTTISTAPT)
-M=FINOI?ICAHO, COLFQIVEC) 
I{".NF.?i GO T 21 
tsraIT =(
H - cd'MBFR(CAFCO,COLyIPATTISTARI) 
0T TO 1]-
'4ITF(6;2T)OPTHIPAT)
FO. AT(I( EHrtO4 ON I.A4.l CONTROL CARD *) 
G0 T, 10 
IFiIPaT.NF.16) GO TA ?19 
TI' If = IWATT 
GTFIITf = IPATTT 
GO TO ??I 
IF(IPAT.NFI.) GO TO 220 
AlU"T" T AIAT 
AIFItE IPATTT 
GO TO 221 
PPIuIT = IPATT 
PPFILt = [PATTT 
LISTSw =I 


























C." SELECTED LIST CLASS NAMe REDOS6 
n3 230 NAMFCT = NJXTCHCADO)(027 
r113qIF (16AFCI.IF.ALA1NK) 60 TO 10 RE002280 





P141 235 FOdJAT($ NO NAMF APPFARS ON SFLECTEO CATEGORY CARD *) 

nl p NAMFCT = LS 

0143 GO TO 10 

C..* VALUFS F04 ALPhA IN RIAS CORRECTION 
A144 24n 14 = FLTNUM(CARnP.COLALP.2) 

Olki 	 IF ('.FJ.2) GO TO 10 
n14A 	 WpRTF(e.2451 
rl.7 245 FO-qm&(I FPHOR ON ALPHA CARO- DEFAULTING TO ZERO '3 

AL'P(1) = 0. 
"l4Q 	 ALPI?) = 0. 









nIl 900 M = NXTCtw(CAPO?.COL)
(ISD O 31n =I.q
IF(0.FO.CionCO(I)3o TO (10O340,360.3R0A,385,395. 
* 397,344.3Q).[ 

Ol164 310 CONTIMIiE 

rflSc 315, ITET6,315?) LOAF, CARD.? 
01S6 319? FOMAT(//// "A.* 0SPLAY/PEDIF3 --- ERROR IN tOPTION$t 
.1) .?// H.lA4.'6X,62AI.2Ht//X,** SCAN OF THIS CARD 0 ISPFDO?560 
?COITP.INE) --- POCEFOING TO NFxT CARD /1/) P*F**RPDO.570
 










n199 (O TO 346 PEoor6?0
 
C 	 --------- PEO0?630
 
PFOO'640 
l3O 360 T&'itEY = I kRoe O
C 












GO TO 340 
- .....-
C 
0166 3A5 NOGMAP=A 
r 
LCRFOeD7$0 











IF ( H ,LE. n I GO TO 10 
GU TO 300 




1,0 T) 390 
C- -- 'FT Th<eSHOLO KEYS FOR CHI SQUARE THIESHOLDING.TURN OTHERS OFF 










c- -- SFT TfHESHLO KEYS FOR 
0iT7 398 FrPTRS=O 
0179 Tb'tVA=3 
0)60 TOSY=3 
nT)1 GO TO 3qo
C- CFtCK FOR FISHFR OR FILTER 

-EII02770 
























































































,,IA? 39 C)L =COL+1 PFCO0050
 
q}1-4 IF(tftIr:LL Gu TO 3990 RV'O0tOT 
11- M-0:1-0OLSIGO T i 3991 RFD)03080
RFO03 0 9 0
 n l -C' ,.( to I ),1
€,-4 1496 Fit TtFfl 	 4AF0041110
" 

AliA fvG Tf) 340 	 PED)01110 
C-	 Rf'I)O31|20
 
n1,1,1 TF(dFtPT',(/J.VTN1OFe'T?)GO TO 399 	 ktOA1150
 
Al!", Ittl[y.' 9.111GO TO 3q,93 	 phl"03110
1,1.3 -II1TF I-,.3qQP) 	 ;Fnpfl170
 
A10~7 094 Fn(o* ATII ... *- FIHFR THAFqGH Ln QF015FITEO3-NOT PFPFI)D'.R~/.Rx. P0DO'210 
I.... 5,,. FOR qITe= |6 LEFSS THAN OR EOUALPFffnJ??WPLF 	 IS
I
2, MH'F fvlff F CHANN1ELS (= S =/PFOC11230 
'illq ]F (IX.=).l))o TO 3996" 	 RFOn)?so 
AnI( ," TO 140 PFEO'IVTO 
C- PF003280 
C- -- 9FT THRESHOLO KEYS FnP F I SHIE THREStIOLDINC vTURN O3rMER5 OFF RFOOn3?9O 
Gt'_3 9" F, OTq9=O 41001'300 





A?" Gil TO 3"q0 PEDU,1350 
C PE-D1360 
C 'Far IN THRESHOLDS FFO0"1370 
C kFOI13,190 
nPPA 40n C]N TP1( FI)034n0R'l 

1;07 T.= 5Y-N Ak-Th9CNT FI)0341O

n;POA T qg(1IT= THSCK'T+FLTNUHM(CARO)2COLTHRES(TH5CNT+I1,[| FF D1420
 







Apln 100 f,)(301,16 IANALYS 

" n~lI 1,01 FI ATOOX1,9A4 ) 	 RFOn 34QO 
OP17 OfWI1,11 0RUNIT 	 RfD~i5l 
n?|'1 (11 I) 11) 	 PFDDt3'10 
c ro-Et T 	 PeEODI330 
014/ 710 ,FAO ("10.,qqq6I COMENT 	 PED01560
 
A'PI; qqk F'"-'AT f(,y,|9A4) 	 pF"1)01%70
 
D2)17 GO TO 1%1 p[poO ]90 
C P)Ft)}1600 
c HED! 	 knq lost"0 
fl?]iR 7?0 PE~t (f qqqJ HEDI 	 RE[W03640 
n?7O GOTO 14 	 RUMb3Sho 
r 	 PFDl I67M
'




f" 	 PCI D 3700 
fl??I 730 PLAO (3n09q9A) HE02 	 E 0 710(
 
n? .F -IN.' R,4UN1 	 PfF ){37?0 
n??3 ,UT(J If, 	 PFOD4 730 
c 1OATV.	 FREDO 7T
 
c -- - - - - - - - - - -	 PE)O 376,0
 
c2 IEDO .770 
0??4. 745 READ t~fn,9gq8) DATE PEDD1780 
0;PP9 REvlN, RRUNI T RED03790 
02?6 fiV TO 10 	 RFDD36DO 
--------------------- 






























0,3 IF(J.Fo., O) TO 773 
fPI I=FfNl(C[4PLCOL. UCO) 

j1~*l 1'TTF(6.77P)
q241 772 FOIJ"A1(* OEQW4H IN ACREAGE 
"?4? GO TO 1-1 




"47 ,0 1 7 
¢* 

C INTFWqTVE STUDY C.QP NAME 
C 







































































? 9* UbIT 








IF1IC.GT.4)cO TO 10 

.=tgTC4 (CAROP.COL) 
IF(".F I.BLANK)6O 1010 





M IFILF S USFR ASSIGNED UNIT ANn/OR FILE -- DFFAULI UNIT=8aOEFAVLTRlF0431O
 







1FuN4)Ar.FII.0) GO T0 7q4 
I)OTKEY=I 
M=NxTCHd(CtAO?,COLI
1F(r4,F 1dLNK) GO TO 794 















GO 71) 10 
IFu4.NF.LII 60 TO 7A
M=FI'NO)2(CARD?.COLSLASH) 



























































































































FP1T0' TV C, LFVEL ?I 	 REnIF3 DATE = 78338 09/54/52 PAGE 0007 
Fit 'f-nF3 
np p IFW.Q.LF) 6O TO 790 REDO4570
 
PI) IF(".F'1.LU) GO TO 786 RFOO5RO
 
fAP 	 60 TO 794 HFO0Q*90 
n. 709 IF(fl.IF.LF) 60 TO 794 	 kF0O0600 
.. 70 M=INOI 2 tICAPCOaL,EO0VFC) PED04610
 




t.j7 (CA rl) .COL ,OOTFIL.ISTART)'-I.WNF 	 RFO04$40 
n ;pqr 	 PO TF [L=TFIL= -FIL 	 PEfl0h"
 
I. MFMI 2(CAP07?.COLsEIjVECI 	 OFO04660
 




0?0 M1t)4.1r1(Ct.P .COL.oorUJNT, [START) 	 PFOO46QO6A TO 10 	 FO0.700 




. TF(e.4An ) Pr0.730
 4lT000 F0),'AT(//,Y,* ERHOR ON OOTFIL CAPOII REI'OvrA 




p'99 A00 	CONT 1I'JE RFf)fl7nO
C. 	 RED4 O
 
CO EmIO. 64n OF CONTROL CAPDS - NOA FIND CHI-SQUARE THRESHOLDS, PFf)04i00
C. T$FN GEM) IN TFST FIFLDS IFDOI0
 
P300 IF (THSCNT PO. 0) GO TO AIDi RF.ffll4ROP 





30 P'IFGR = NOFFT2 	 PEO04450 
030 , 	 IF (r"JFLG .GT. 0) NI)FrP = AMCOHB PFOOuitbO 
C-	 PF0'.AOT C- RYpASS IF IQT FOUAL TO I OR P. 	 FnRPO 
C- 0RHFO4h90
 




ntl[ 416H(') = I. - THPFS(MZ) RF1104930
 
n1"7 T,-FS(A) = CHINtHIGH(/),NOFGR,FLAGI PE.04940
 
0OAq IF (FLAG.E0.I} LOTU h26 PF00450
 
n30g ('0 TO A25 REUO4qbO

0110 02f6 W tITEIA,?PT) ZTHIvs(.Z) FFO04910
 
Aill q27 FOl'WMAT(// 1 -* A THRESHOLD VAL1IF IS OUTSIDE THE ALLOWABLE RANE OF4004980
I,- Tr"EHFFORF*/' NO THRESHOLOING AS BEEN DONE IN THIS RUN RF)04990
 
3*,,, .TI FIq.5//) PF0",000
 
Ail? lr- SY PFDI.,010
 
1lt (,0 TO "30 PFD0020

r114 A25 	COtTP(ID05030
nlJC -10 	C0JTI'IIS.0PEI)nh040 
C. 	 REI)0,070





0117 	 tiOFI.(21 RFOO090 
031$ 	 r'T=I RFIoI 00 
119 R40 IC(IKLAFAD(TSTAV(INOFLD3).TSTVEP(IPT)fINFNV) PpOolIo
 
030n IF(!CFQ.-3)G0 TO w69 RF00it20
 
pll IF(ICK.4-.-?)GO To 89O PFI00l30
 
plP? IFIICa.Fi).-I)O Tv (460 PEt)OsI 40 
0"33 lW(IC.E. 0)GO TI ar0 PEOn,15003t4 TSTSAV (PNOFLO3 CLSTN PFBOF'I60
 
nlps TTSAV C3,TOFLO3) =SU= INO RPDO 170
 
n3"I T'STSAV (4,tOFLf1) =NV fF)O51 O
3??7 TTF L (1|,N('FI.0I3) =ItF(I) RFIOIqO

nl TSTFLI (?.NnFIl n)=IhFl) PFD?00
 
03 P TSTFUl (3I.'II}Ia eDO'?I u
 
O"l" 	 TSTFL'(f4NnFL13)=INF (S) PFOOD,??0 
rll 	 TSTFLD NOFLn3)=IPT PF)O0?30 
03? 	 IPT=I$T * ?08V PEO0,P40 




n331 ,I TO $40 	 IEOOS1T0 
C. SUiCVLASS t.AVF 	 REOOP2o
C. 	 FIEOO ?90
4336 A51) RFAO(3o085I)NAME 	 RE S?90 
REOOS3000337 	 REWIND RRUNIT 




















































































IIUNA"F.EQ.SUINAI"tIIGO TO 854 




q13 F(04ATj' *FQUCR ON SUBCLASS NAME CARD -'.A4. 








C* C_ASSIAHE CARD 
06O kFAf)(I3n.,INAME




IF(tfAW.F,,.CLSNAM(I))GO TO 863 
-61 CONT1N'IE 
W-TF(6,6PI0AMF
qA? FULh-PT(' *FPOH ON CLASSNAHF CARD -'A4.' DOES NOT MATCH A CLASS NRFDOSS6O 













065 RFAD(10, 8I)TEST 
R11 02"N ITt~dt~f 












C" THIS CODE ADDED AUG 31.1978 TO ALLOW CLASSNAME TO APPEAR 
C.. U11OFSIGNATEO CARD THIS FORCES RECLASSIFICATION OF 

C.* GFSGATEn PIXELS INTO THF FIRST SUBCLASS ASSIGNED 

















IF (TEST.EO.OTHFR.OR.TEST.EO.UNIPErJI (O TO 8340DO0 66 1 = 1,160
IF MTT.hE.CLSNAM(M)) GO TO 866 







F04'IAT(t DESIGNATED FIFlD OF CLASSNAME' 
MATC4 A CI ASSMAMF ON MAPTAP---UFFAULTINb T fi TIO,Rao 

ODi hfn. 1 =l,0

IF (II.NF.CLSSURt )) 60 TO 8568 

SUHIlD = 0 






FOOATII DFSIGNATFD FIFLO'A4,1CANNOT 
OEFULTINt, TO UNIOFNTIFIABLF')
0 TkI n4Il 
C. SEO1U - EN!) OF TEST OR OESIGNATF) FIELDS 
C* 





C* NEITHER TEST NOR TRAINING FIELDS ARE ALLOWED.WITH 






































































































FOPTRA' TV G LFVEL 21 RFDIF3 nATE = 78338 09/54/S2 PAGF 0009 
C* DOT DATA CLASSIFICATION PFRFORMANCE SUMMARIES PF006090
 
C. RfoohXoo 
03' t IF i 4OiTEY .GT. 0 .0R. DO1ERR GT. 0 1 TSTKEY 0 PEDO6h1ORtDOb 20
r 

C... CODE ADDED tiOV 13,1978 TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING PEDOhI30' 
C kED06140 
0".? IF (LISTSw.FO.) GO TO 900 WED061'O0 
013 TSTKFY = 0 WFDO60
 
0104 nOvFY = 6 PEDOhI70
 
ni T4tFY = 0 PFnOhI o
 
o1'A 1Or = 0 PFDD I90
 
037 9n0 COi.TItJE 14F1101200
 
n394 tF(TYISF.EO.? .ANO0. NOFL(O3.(,T.fl1flFSKEY=1 PFI)Ot,?0
 
C SET T"RRgEOLO AND OUTLINF SYHMBf)LS PFI)OA?30 
S;Yml x rw)SjUr1) =T1-$SYm PF)06?SO
 
040A SvtoTx (Nt)SIJ..3t I =TPNSY4 RFAON?6O
 
04n) SY2MTX% hI3.)= STSYM PEVGO6pT 
n401 SYAwT (t(,t, 3.4=ESY RFOO'?9o 
0401y4T (NMSI 3*S =UESSY' WFD0k30 
r HFD0310 





0409 i4ETUIt, PFOo.3S 
c PFOO,360
C E.PO'i qOtr r tS RF0O0170
 




0406 1400 W ITF(".14000) REDO(,400





MOM 1500 qiTTE (6,11f102) CODE. CAPD2 PEDOo430 
0464 15002 FOq1A7(/X.A4,6Xtb2A/* INVALID CONTROL CARD-CHECK SPELLING OF KEYkF(106440
* .OPO, PEDOfP5S
 





E.2 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 2 (SETUP3)
 
Subprogram SETUP3, in conjunction with REDIF3, co-ordinates the
 
initialization function for the DISPLAY processor. In particular,
 
it reads the MAPTAP control card, reads header information from
 
the MAPTAP file (classification map), 'and reads the dot data file
 




SETUP3 is called by subroutine DSPLAY, the driver for the DISPLAY
 
processor. It calls REDIF3, EOD-LARSYS utility routines CMERR,
 












Keyword Dimension In/Out Description 
ARRAY TOP In/Out blank common storage for 
use in buffering and data 
transfer 
TOP 1 In Limit of ARRAY size, currently 
set = 10600 in EOD-LARSYS. 
LISTSW 1 In See description of these LIST 
processing variables in 
subsection E.2.3 
GTUNIT 1 In 
GTFILE 1 In 
AIUNIT 1 In 
AIFILE 1 In 
3
 
Keyword Dimension In/Out Description 
PPUNIT 1 In 
PPFILE 1 In 
NAMECT 1 In 












Subroutine SETUP3 has been expanded to incorporate the LIST
 
processing option. If the LIST switch LISTSW has been turned
 
on in REDIF3, all other dot-related 2l switches are turned off.
 
The P1 dot file is not read. The calling sequence has been
 
expanded in order to pass LIST information to DSPLY2 upon return
 








F-4IAN IV t. LtVIL ;-I %FTtlpl DATE = 78338 09/53/5I PAGE 0001 
FIl F lFTUr3 
n0l0 	 StjBeOIITINE SETUP3(ARRAY.TOPLISTSWTUNITGTFILE, SETO0010
 
* AIWItT.AtF1LtEPUNITPPFILENA fCT, ALP) 	 SFTODO?0
 








00f3 REAL ALPIP) SFTOO70
 
0004 LnIIChL ll AY SFTOAO0O
 
C INrLtlilF CO4K(.L!ST SF T00090
 
C ItCLIDIF C?'4ln10L!ST 	 SE T00100 
IsFi IKFY.TOFFOOtEnIPTPEHPKEYtAPUNTNUFILE.T FI 	 SFTOIlO
 
ft nl4lr.f, S.AC,S?.rDATFIL.STArIL.ASAVASAVFt. 	 SFTOc,130 
* N"S1Ur-.4sIrI.s.CTPlJM."AF!L 	 SF100140
 
o *,lJTIINT ,TF Ii .1C.PAS TINSFLHMTkFLlHISTFLPCHUNT. SFTn I5O 
o rni TPQjTtujwT, lD ]0 SrTOQlO
 
non c(jMMO,/f)SpI/rAT L(,.Tr4Amt6,llCLSNAMt(I).SURNAM(61),SURNO(60) SFTOvIlO
 
* 	 SJIUCoT (hq) ,LSSII$(60) ,'OltAP1-1TVT3dsU83, SfT0fnlO 
f 	 PCFOKyTSTKEY.TPNKFYTHRKYbTATKYFMPTRSThRSVA SETO190 
PLThEY.hrPLGflMCOMltrMFFAT CATF(?). SFTOII/00
* 	 FLh.SV?.FtFL5PVF4T".FLSV3FIFLI)3VFTX3.PCTI03. SFTOI'21
~~TP F,,160) ;Y-TXlh}fiA I ItOIlhf 	 'FTo O O 
o .FL06$F Y,~ IFLnl?.,IFLfl3,.'4IFETtEtTVC?(30I SETO;?3o
.,,)St1,4.t'OTPFu.TorVTUuCLSI 	 SFIOfl40 
*KATNO(l).-NOCATFIL!F,4fMPFmT 	 eTOI5?SO 
*I.iFSrEyOFSIIIJI.Dn'S(ITH.ChP *ACROPAOTHeRATOTAL SFTOP60 
* SITE (6),&.lLLYS('dCA,lr~S,ClRlFY.lKEPPTS(6O) SFTnfl?70 




0007 DATA A/*A'/E./ /l$l	 SF1O03IO
 
nooA OITA flLAtv/' I/ 	 SE TO(I'O 
CT ----------------------------------------------------------- 75F0"TO,l33o





C! PURPOSV.. LOCATFS FILE ON I APTAPI AND COORDINATFS TSFTO,I3O
 










C 	 SETOU4?O 
00q IE'FNSION NUIJVEC(30),FTLVEC(2) 	 SFf00430 
0010 DIMENSION CAO(62JAPRAY(I) 	 SFTO44 0 
CO 	 SFIO0 14
 








n0f3 DATA Y8CD/ yO /, N CO/ IN- / FILVEC/ 1 I IF' / 	 SFT00500
 
C. 	 qFT0(l'iO 
n04 OTMENSION FJIVEC(?) 	 SFTO52O
 
ACIR OATA ORUM/opQII / 	 SETO530 
note DOTA lJFC0/#U*/,FdCD/,lGtIRC0/l'4/.EQUVEC/1,h=l/ 	 SF10640
 
An17 hiMF',SiU' SLASHIr) 	 SFrnS,O
 
nOI1 OATA SLASVI.-// 	 SFTO1'96O
 
C' 	 SFTOWb7O 
c ---Z-------------------------r--------------------------------------SrFTOon0O
 
.. . . . . . . . . . . ..C . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SFTOnCO0











C 	 SFTOIIA6O 
00)9 PEAD(CRDUNT.I) CARD 	 SFTO0670
 
4o1 I FORAT(1O,62AI) SETOi6$0
 
O0?I NFiLF = I SFTOfhQO
 
042? COL = 0 SFTOq070

0023 J = NXTCHR(CARDCOL) SET00710
 
0O24 IF IJ.EQ.HLANK) GO TO 6 SE fOo7?0
 
n002 IF (,j.N.UCDJ bO TO 3 	 SF T0(730

076 J = F[N012(CAROCOLEOUVECI 	 SFT00740
 
0027 IF J.NE. 560TO 6 	 SET007SO 
102A ISTAT = n 	 SET00760
 











IF (J.'IF.PI 60 T0 6 
114T= 1) 
= t.UtAllF4rAr,CL.NFILF.IST4T1)('.i 1,- 10SFOii2 











IF GO~P.l6To f, 
= ",TC4,3CC4R0.COL)
IF tJ.E,..F.'Cu) bo TO 










(Ji.i,F.FLCi) 60 Tn 6 
FD,O1?C1F1.c0L.F0IvEr)







J = -b..IFk(CAWD~,COL.14F ILF.TST4ART)
J Flj(AD.O.OVC









.1 = .'J,,.(CA4I.COLMAPTAP. ISTAHT)
',I Tfl 10 
.PITF(6,7)
FOa'%tT - EPPUR ON4.44TA9 CADOl)CONIII.JF 















41 PE4IWO1 4W1T&P 
IF HFfLE .FO. 
F -.FILF - I 








IFlTrsrATrQ. 0) Gi1 TO Y)o 
(U CA(, 41) tiC, 191AT 
Fi,4NA7(///t 5yq**,I O...fSPLAY/SETJP3 ... ERROR CONDITION ON 
IF'!TO POSI TI 'ihtTAP )VFP'.10,3X,'FILFS'// Ax. 





















ON0FtO2, NOSlUP?,NIOFETI, TOT1VT2,NUCAT, vA4912, 
( FFJVC?(I),11l,-OFEf?J 

















FTiFIO=VE4TX, * T07V1?4? 







0074 'JV=TUTVT2*?SFO1000-0 =K*L)244SFT01410 9 











C*6 FDCNRLCARUS M ll lEST FIELOS S;F101490 
AA2FLOSV3=TOP1 srronlsOo 
nofAq FIFLD3= FLPSV3 - h,00 SF701S;20 
FDQT4A Iv LEVCL 21 	 SETJP3 DATE = 7833A 09/93/51 PAGE 0003 
C PFSIVF WOOM FOR 100 TEXT FIELDS SFT0530
 
nn 4 Vtorfl=rlzi n3 * loon S;FTO'1 '4
 
non-; Vf T = Tf. - VFOTX3 SETOISSO
 




* N&S1CCT.ALA) 	 qETOISRO
nO-7 TGP?=4RT3. T(tTV13*2 0	 SFT1l590 00[a IF V"OFt 11i.LF.0) TOr?=Tn 1 SFTt!600
 
C* .4tTF OUT s&VF) TkAINING FfFLDS AND TEST FIFLDS CFT81610
 











'04 IF(THqS, .(. 32) GO TO 46 	 FT01 70
 
noop IFrtTh SV,- *FO. 31 bO TO aQ511' 
C- TFPr F19 FIS*ER 	 CETOITIG 




40YT44S = -	 SET01740 
3oj0C0P41UE S TOI 7q0
 






004A Rn FopspT(Tls..YOI HAVE SELECTED THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:1 / SET01790 

C. 	 S&TOIMO0 












ni0o 	 A01 Fti4AiT( Tl, 'PROCESS ThE CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FROM APTAP I * .SFTAI'70
 
UIT , I;. * , FILE- 1*I I STIAI$R
a46. - )

'1103 ' IF (uWTojs 	 *F11.4) 61FTTE('.P03) ST O 
n)11. IF (Tfr..45r 	 .htJ. 1) kTTE(h,M(04) SFIODO 
'n1 IF(FPTRI4 !F. P) wrITF(6,$0S) 	 %FTO1910 




C- TEST FO4 FISHER %1:TOQ40
 







C* IF 0)r DATA PPOCESS[Nr WAS PFtUESTED, THE DOT DATA FILEUNIT ;FT01gg0













i&I OOTKEY .LF. 0 1 60 TO Rl SFTOeQ6O
 
SC. CALL tAPL (DOFtDNIT.0TAeF SFTO070)

Alin IITAPE = OOIU-1T SFTO 080
 
Ati IPAT = VOTFIL - I 	 STOPIO0
 
0112 w.ITEt6rI2S) OTUNTIPATDTAPE 	 SFTOPIO
C. c;ETOI20
 












l; IF Tk'jKEY.EU.I.AND.OTKFY.LF.O) .HITE (6006) SFTolgO
 
0116 IF I T;Tiy .Q. 1 ) wfrrF(n8o0) 5ETOeeOO
 
pily IF f 'TATKY .FO. I ) WkTTF{.Ali)) SeTOpi0











"0123 IF(CP'EY.F.I}.RITE(6.824)CROP 	 SFT0??70
 














































































G LFVFL ?1 	 bFTUPl DATE = 7833A 09/53/91 PAGE 0004 




IF (LTSTS..EU.0) GO TO 82 SET02310
 
W £I6F.68??) 	 SFTO320
 
w.TrI, (.R.ph) 	 SFT023106

wTPIIH( ,3yI rTUNTT.(OTFILEAIUNITAIfILF,PPUNIT.PPFILE SFTO340
 




8?? FOUI4AT('f LIST PtUCU9SIr, UPTION SLLECTLO '1 Sf10Te37
 $pi ERkrAT///.SA,. riPAHF4N OF 6$OUND TRUTH , AT. AND SETO?380 
* 	 fIISCS 'I@&TR UtITS A64 FIt.S A f AS FOLLOWS ) SF10239o
 
'.44) SF1O410
FOII=AT(///.SXt SiFCTFI) CATE(,0PY NAME FOR LIST IS
'30 	 .2F1O.6) SF4TO?240
 $31 FOAAT(///.SA,' -31I COf)FCTION ALMAS AHE 

A03 F(.9ATTI.-APPLY r.0 q 0tiOll'.') ) SFTn 430
 04 F(I'4AT(TIOA'_Y C11 S1tUAtF THdwSHIDS. StTO9440
 
8n0 F'VAPTITIO.'APPLY F$P!PlrAL TfPESHOLIS1) 	 SETO?450
 
AC4 FS-4ATITIIi'()UTLI,,F THP TOAT*IINr FItLUS-) SFTO 46O
 
P1480q F.-,4ATITV).UUTLIjF THF TFT FIELDS-) SETI?47o
 
ClItFUkATlT1O0.PPINT OUT THF STATISTICS$) SET02460
 










A18F0Q04TCTIt, 'APPLY tIS9R INJPIT THRESHOL VALUES') SFTl?b40
 
, 'UA I/ 	 SETOSOO0FtRrTIT|ntDO NOT DISPLAY A CLASSIFICATION MAP- I 	 SFT0560
 





A?? O04AT1T1IU=PFRFOR" SPATIAL FILTF1IN6 SFTOP590
 




R84 FUr'AT(TIIW.URINT THF INTFNSIVE TEST SITE SUMkAPY RFPORT FOR A0)ET6R1O
 
82q FUa'AT (TI0.PPINT DOT DATA PERFOPMANCE SU.MARIFS FOR DOT DATA FROSETO?630
 
14 FOHTMAN UNIT' ,14' eFILF NO. 0.13, 1 (TAPE (UP FLEl *. 	 A4) SETO?640 
C. 	 SFTO'6b0 
026 FOMAT( TIn. 'OUTLINE THF DOTS ON THE CLASSIFICATION MAP- I SFTO1660 
C 	 SFTO; 6O 02 CONTINUF 	 SET0 660 
C 	 SFT02700 
C 	 SFT02710 
CALL WPTFLR)(ARRAY IFLOSV?) ARRAY (VERTX2) NOFLO2, 1CLSNAMSUBNAMI S TO?720
 




IFLDESKFY*FOIRIK=3 	 9FTD?750 r
CALL WRT LD(AAY(FLnS)V3ARRY(VERTX1.NOFLO32IKCLSAMtSUBNAMI SE1 07iO
 
AS COUTINUE 	 SFT02770 
SFTO780
 
CC A COMPARISON OF CATEGORY NAMES FROM MAPTAP AND PODOTS WILL BE SFT09790 
 7y 
C. PFRFOR"CO IF DOTKEY = I 	 SFTOA800 
C SETOHIO
 




IF tLISISI.NF.D) 30 70 87SF1TO940 
C' 	 SETOA0O Co 




C' MAKE SVACE AVAILABLE IN ARRAY FOR DOT DATA INFORMATION. SF1028b0
 
Co INCLUOIN6 I000 SCRATCH LOCATIONS FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE OF DOT SFTO9qO

C. DATA RETUPNED FROM SUSRa RODOTS. 	 SFT02900 
C. SFTO1910
 
C* VOVE THE TEST/MESIb STORA6F I TSTSAVTSTFLDTSTVER I TO OVERLAY SETO920
 
SETOP930










87 CONTINUF SF1 298O
 
NISAV = FIFLD3 - FLDSV3 SETO900
 
NTFLD VEPTX3 - FIEL03 SET03000 
NTVFR TOTVT3 *2 	 SE103010
 
NMOVE NTSAV * NTFLO * NTVER SE03020
 
FRMOMA = FLDSV3 SETO4030
 
DO 90 I=INOVE SFT03040
 




(11Q 11 = I 

0170 A8RAY(1) = ARRAY(FROHAO)









117? FLOSV3 = 1 

A171 I FiFLO3 = FLOSV3 * NTSAV 

S01174 VFPTX3 = FTFLO3 NTFLD 





C-** COF tOnED NOV 13.147R TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING 

0176 IF (lITS4.Eu.O) GO TO 88 
n177 FLDSV? = TOP! 

ni7A FIEL)? = TOP]

ni7 VFRTX? = TOPI 

a|PO TOP2 = VERTX2 

01'- NOFLu = 209 

AIM? roTRFD = 209 














C: SFT TiE HAS AfODFSS IN ARRAY FOR THE DOT STRAINING FIELDS,





C. REGIN T4NSOv 

01-6 FLOV? = rOPi 

C* REGIN TNFLO 
n1W " FIFLO?=FLI5V2 + 1000
C* PFGIN TU".qFR 

PIRO VE Tx2= FTFLt'2 + 1250 

C EGI CATC$H AREA FOR 0OT(4,NDOTS)

A)I I TOP? = VERTX? + O0o 
P19(0 01FF = TOP - TAP2 

a191 IF (1IFF.LT.IO00) GO TO 508 
pl9 TYPSWT 2 
A193 0o 41 1.=I? 
P('14 DUICAT(1) = BLANK 
0)99 q COrT IN.II
CA
C* TO P00OT : TYVSWT = P 
C. 

C* RFCEIVFD FROM RDDOTS/OOTFILE

C* () OOTS(4,N(TS). PLACED IN ARRAY(TOP?) TO ARRAY(TOP2? 

C. D0TS4.r)=OOT CATEGORY NO. 

C- (M) 417FS = 4 , (3) TDTVT? = TOTAL NO. OF DOTS IN THE DOT FILE , 
C* (4) NOCAT = NO. OF DOT CATFGORIES IN THE OT FILE .C' A\, (5 OOTCAT(1), ... OOTCAT(NFCAT) = DOT CATEGORY NAMES 
Co 






0196 S17FS = 0 






Cot iuM-WY .IiMmy )S1E03630
CO, 

r. TFST FOR THE MAX NO. OF 0OTS 




-0099 IF ( TnTVT, .rT. 290 1 GO TO 1OI 

0'00 NOFtD? = TOTVT2 
C. 





C. TANSAV(1.I) = ARRAY(FLOSV2)

C* TP'IVEA(I.I) = APRAY(VFPTX?) 
C* TANFLO(lI) = ARRAY(FIEL)?) 
r-- ­
. S2U)JOUTINE OTCHK kILL COMPAPE THE CATEGORY NAMES. IF EACH DOT 
C. CATECOPY NAPF MATChF9 WITH A CATF'.ORY NAVE FROM MAPTAP, THE POTS 
Co 4ILL rF OjfFIFDP RY ASCENDING LiNE NUMAfR. AN) ASCENOING SAMPLES 








































































































































FnRTPAN IV Gi LEVEL 21 	 SETUe3 DATt = 78348 09/53/1I PAGE 0006 
FILF CFTIP3 
C. FOR EACH LINE NIMCIER 	 SFT03810
 
C. 	 S TS13820
 
c. ThE DOTS IlIGOTFILE hKFD TO SE CLASSIFIED UY CATEGORY SFTO3$330
 











C. TtSAV(4,tN4OT) *hEGTNNING AT ARRAY(FLDSV2) S To00
 
C- WITM TI ISAVCI,I) = UNUSFD (SCkATC AREA) I SCTOSIO
 
C. T'8SAVII) = DOT CATFrGPY N). 	 SFTO 1920
 
C. TANSAV03.) = DOT TYPE I =1 ON =2 	 SET03Q3
C. TlSAV(4,II = I 	 SET03940 
r. 	 SFT0 i4b 
C. 	 SFT03460
 
C. IHNVFkb?,NDOTS) , AEGIANING AT ARRAY(VERTX2) SErO Q70 
r- WITH Tq4VF-t(.r) = DOT SANPLF NO. qSFT0390 








n20? IF( FIC&T .LE. 0 I GO TO i10 SFTO030
 
0203 60 TO 500 	 SI-T04040
 




C.; WILL PCTA FIT IN ARRAY Sl TO4oPO 
420 PCTS7 = NGFLO? 	 SET04090
 
SfT104100








0704 IFITSTFY.FO.I)NO1RF=NOFLO3 	 SFT04150 
0210 PCTSZ=I0TJFlI-KOSUA? 	 SFr0416O
 
AtI IF ( PCTS4 . F. I TOP-TOP?) GO TO 106 	 SFTII170O 
C. MOVF TIST FRILA INFO So NO GAPS APE IN ARRAY (IF STORAGE IS NFVEBIFT5E41AI
 
n;12 IFITS1FY.F.0) 0TO 10S 








4 1, iF4*s )FLI'l 9HT04?40I
n?17 TfvF=', 	 SETO4?SO
 
99 1,0 101 =1.,F 	 51>104260 
'110101 ARPAY(IAD+II=ARRAYCI9fI) 	 SF) 04270
 
npo IFfTI"F.GT.)O TO f12 	 SFT04280
 
n??l IAn=lnnNF 	 SFT04290 




8224A pP TtMF=TTMEIGO TO 94 SET04130
F 32  
PP)4 1OP IF(TIFFs.?IGG TO 103 	 SETD*340 
Snpl fA*)IA0*NF
023A IkIt=VEPTX3-1 	 SF T0460 
1J?, 	 SF1 4170NF=TOTVT3? 

Pp40 TI"f=EIlM jE 	 sEr043bo
 
023l GO TI(,q9 SET0390
 
23?y 103 CO-iTIIJE SFT04400
 
0233 FLIOSVI=TOPI 	 SFTOA410 
0P1 IF(T~lEY.FO.0)FLI)SV3= 	 SET442O 
0235 FIFLI,3=FLOSV3 . 4-NOFL3 	 SFT0430 
n- VE%TXFIFLOl3 + 5-NOFL03 	 SFT04440 
0737 TOP? = VERTX3 * ?-TOTVT3 	 SET04450 
C -	 SFTO044O 
023 105 IF I PCTSI .GT. C TOP-TOP?) I GO TO SOB 	 SFT04470 
C* SLIA 4460
 
n?39 106 PCTIOI = TOP2 SFT044 0
 
C: SET UP FIELD ARRAY FOR TRAINING FIELDS 	 SET04SUO SFTO4SI0
 
.0?40 DOTERR dGT. 0 I .ST04520
IF( 	 RETURN 
l*-- I- -I -	 SE704530 
0241 107 IFiTSTKE.EO.O.OR.TRNKEY.EQ.I)GO TO 400 SET04540
 




FOnTPA'i IV 6.LEVFL ?I 	 SFTUP3 DATE = 733M 09/53/SI PAGE 0007 
rVIIF CrTIIfl 
r. S9T FLOEY SFT04570 
C. FT04tbO 
C. SET04S90 
ro IF lOTKEY=IEITKFY WILL Nor BE CALLFO ANf THF PFSETTItG OF THF SFT04600 




qP43 1FI I,(.TKEY .GT. 0 1 (o TO 201 SFT04630
 




A025it 03 I' inl.tUFLri3 0 SF184660
 
q?4 = Ft-)S3-1 3 fl-) 4 SFT04670
 
AI f (tA tY( STOjfl301 320 SF 1046A0
 
P"44 31 ('17 [-O'F SF? 0469
 
AppO ('( T(I, PO 	 SFT04700 OPSI 340 'TFY1l SFT04710
 
npiijr 3'i ,1 .a)1,JFLr]2 SF104720
0 4 	 SF104730
ppal N, xt )ISfl-1-3U1l-]1

AP,4 1IANPLY4'sh.EQ.0)GO TO 320 	 SF104740 
AP 9. V, 0 (tU)ITI NIIF. 	 5,ET04750)
P Ttj~t 	 SF10)760 
q".7 320 FL'FY=0 	 SET0w770 
nl Pon TUi 	 FT4780 
P0) 2AIt (ITtFy = NOCAT SETO.790
 
n2fl FL,6FY = SFTO4SO0
 
np l RF TUrTfl$?o
 









02h3 %044 F0(aT (1/1/1"".*7"" AYSPLAY/SFTUP3 - CORE OFRFLOw (TOP-TOP2) SFT041RO
 
I ,yri.T",t-- EXCUTION TPMNATED *o* /1H1) FT104890
 
fl64 CtIL CYFV& 	 SFT0490 
076 I08 *.riTF f',.l09I 	 SFT04910 
n?66 Iq Ft)PMAT(/////5..** ClAS;IFICATION BY CATECORY (ON MAPTAP ) IS SF7049po
 
I FQIJTPFD JM ORPEN TO PiiUCFS THF DiT DATA ... / 5A, -*- DOT PFFT04430
 
PPFON'INCE qlM'4 4, rS WILL NUT HE OUTPUT .. I// ) SF1T04940
 
C* 	 SET049"0 
11267 (,0 TO 112 	 SF104060 
'C. 	 SFTOA'.70 
C- F0.l PFTiJH,, - lAX NO. OF OATS EACE(IED 	 F049 0 
np11 w11 1F41 .lJ9?) TOTVT? 	 qtIOo00C. FTOIOIO
 
0219 1oq? FO.MATI////qX'iO*** OSPLAY/DSPLY2 **** NO. OF COTS =1.16.1 --- SFT05020
 
THMAX. 5X, COT SU'iSFTO' 
*MAIJA S 4IiL hOT RE ViOIICfi) Ot** // ) SET0040 - E$CEF'1;IS F ALLOfI F (?90)-* s*# PERFORMANCE 030 C. 	 FTO 01,0
 




1P271 Ci10 V.ITE(A.,I) DCAST 	 ST T10l80 C. 	 s T"1140 
'17 .111 //Tl)P3Q* 	 FWOH DOTFILF. ThE NO. OF 001 CATEC'FTO SIO 
*tli1FS *'.I', /I,,x ** (OT PFRFOIANCF SUIMMfWIFS WILL NOT 1F PNOVTSIT10jI{ 
00OI, /////I 	 20 
C. 	 Sf1051 30 
AND --	 105C. E.ROR IN OOTFILF - .ESFT IOTKEY TRNKFY TURN ON DOTEAR 140 
C. 3E70,1SO
 
0273 112 QOTKFY = 0 SFTO0160
 
0'74 T-4,FY:O SFTO,170




CO 	 SF10O200 
C. 	 SF104210
 
C* 	 SFTO,?30 
(0 	 SFTO',240




n7TR IP=i 	 FTOPFO
 
pTq IPT=I SFTOS 90
 
n7) 00) 0 =,IOFLD? SETOb30I
 
?kl SA'SrP =IO0000 SFT0310
 
n2? ', FxiI = It 	 'ET05320 







































1t in.flhon 	 SP T05130 
L lf*h U SF! DS1340 
S= FLOS?..4 4 *("130

.11A A-4 "I .y(I SET 05160 
'5 FE )',~(3j*F T05,370 
-1-a; ) SI:pATO',3Hi1
 
IrT=WT. ,V-;? 	 SF V0,390
 
!I. '4I SFT05400 
(11, 0 3=-.FSFT 05410 
N = v T~l 4T4,420 
SA ,'SIF = MTf4"Stk. AP'AY (N;) I)FT,3
9; IE'f 4 Qh,,AAY 	 V~1"440%Sl,54 (NSI) 
t.J'ST.'iII (L 	 IN T .,AN.qY(N0S I STO',460 




A.-A~yj0S;zt Y.1. S-10,'O 
=FTPL )134( 	 SF.T05530 
t-CAY I ;)*-"' ' SFTO-'560 
1-=I *1 S5105570 
fl4	Col TI' 1 F 10,90 
3v TO 4(11 svT OAb9O 
~I0"640 
C. I',TFdaSCL "OUTINF TO CHrCC THE CATEUOHY NAAES; AND TO ORIIER THE D0T SST0,660 
('. IF THF CATFGOIky NA"ES HATCH cf TflQ,TO0 
C. 	 StT1f'f'80
 
500 C04T11JF 	 q ~6 
to SETO-TOO 
C* SF10'?I0 
C. C(IPMITU1L TO FI(Alw? OUTI Hfr4 MANIYLINE% hRE NFFI)FD TO WRITE OUiT S;FTOY?0 
C* TN- D0T CATFCORY NAM4FS AN THE CATk(60HY NAMES FROM NAPTAP1 SETO'?30 
ro SI-T01740 
f- FICAT = 10. UF CLASSIFICATION (MAPTAP) CATEGORIES SETO-450 
C- NDC&T = 10. Of 1101 FIl- CATE(,014fS 	 SF10176 
C. 	 I SE rO77o
 
NOIITSIJOFI1 0? 	 S.EJ0,?8
NCSTI.I)CAT S;FT05Th90 
NriJIN -((f-'OCATO7tIll4I I SET"014(1NPI 	 INl I (NCrA1*)/119) I1 FT0"A' 1 
tiSF TAIJSAV(1.1) AS SCRAlTCHi AREA 	 SF Tr,136 
C. 	 SETO5040 
= ,nT SwF 105840; 
C. CATEG(HY 1'ES CHECK 	 SE 105920 
C.T~W 	 SFT1,931 
C. 	 PUNT? OUT DnT FILE INFORmATION SFI0 '0 
C. 	 ShTP-q6AD 
WRITE(A,9,,q(I0tC6TND00TS, DO1CATI,I 11,NDCAT) SF10"70 
C* SFTO'9i0 
'j1l00.VtUP.AT (//////hII?X. lOOT FILF INFOMATTO, :1 112X. S'N0. QOT CATEGOPSF ro,qgo 
IrFS' 1-/ ?X. *17TALNO. OF D)OTS =9 , 16/ ?X, 'DOT CATEGORY NAMFSFTO9000 
-S 	:1 /1( 4AO I ISCF 106tO00
 
H.ITF(h.yOOI) SFT06030 
iw P04 KK=I .f,uJTS 'FTD"040 





('4 	 SETOhOSO 
#0ZfljkN IV G'LFVFL 21 	 ',FTUPl DAT 7833RI 09/113/11 PAGE 0009 
3?. 
*t UJE, . (40, u1YeF' , T44. ;CAII-(udY' % * -- T21 *SF10610 
----- - * 1. -- --- 741,~ *----~ I 14$ ------ * / SFTOIIo 
r.771001 FOteIAT rj/ w, SOOjT IIECOHURD Ii T0, S101 'APE TI..12SF106090 
-

H A 	 ,tr,,IAI40

nl3 Nit SI') 1=101fiCnT SFTO',150 
A13 DO '.20 jI.NrAT S;F106160
1,F IVOICAT (t).FQ.CATNA 4IJ)CIO0 TO It SrT',y7O 
,133 520o CfIT IN~ II- SrTOSIF 
,1 IF ( - .Nh. fo0CAT I OxAY = .FALSP. 	 SFT100 
tIV. 	 CC, To '101 SF-TOt?00 
5F106 1011 

C. SF7TI ',G 1-IF 	 I 0.4k- Il 1O CkTFC,0LY Nt,g IFI To TI-F 'PAPTAP'S CATFCOIPY SFTfl'?30 
C. NO .F. TrIll cO)HptPN'O 10 THF 001 0 CAIFGOkiY N'AME 	 SFTOI,?40
C. 	 It 106250 
OiDO 110 511 'FT=Il .r('IrS SFTnhbo 
4041A 16 TofC-I.A+(PS,;T.j)-4 SF106270 
0114 NJ5'. =li 
','4A 1Ff JI'V(S.) .F.)iYIS)JSTOI,?qOl 
.11SI5 Ci)zT!-'iF SF10',100 
0130 Cr'T'.i 	 SF106h3l0 
C. 	 SFT0,3?0 
004 0 	 SLTOU330no Inn1.5,10T31 
-1144 1111 = tlV-++II* SF106340 
Cr =Aa4AY (PcI SETO0"35;0 
CiFIF fC *.v< I 2 O T0160l SFTOu3.0 
-147 	 NS T0PZ-144.(l-f l4 SF106,370 
'165 FLO V?-1t1+(I-1)*4 SFTOA3RAO 0
 
A14As.I'AY ( *)=6 0y (1395) SFTO'-390 
0"0~f Ina u Iqtti; SF10640)
C*Sri On'.10 
CQ FII*U!6'3 Tr.P -AX AN0 MIN I Tr4F 14U.4FltlS 5F1 054210 
0151 21fi1 IP-(.I-JOT.Or'tYI,( TO I? 	 srFTo.".ao 
r S&10r440 
IN- AI- AY(1 1i-- ?) SFT06450 
DO, 10A0 	 510,705 NSFT±I.ll)UTS 
= rewP2. I. (5FT-I *4 SFTO'-460 
IF (AllUaYiNS).l T.LI4)'ANIN=AqPAY(NS) AETO-'.qn 
SF10500 
1000Ino I' 'I S ETOhS1O0 ,7r(A3 I4I,S).or.MLrr,TXN=AIRAYfirSICIT 

01I .4141 IN,1.I1 I .4 1. .1 F. 0 *ip. .LF. 0 	 Sf-106620 
o 0,- *1~ (6, .(,T. MALIN KAY - *FALSE. 5FT06500 
0160 II- (.50T.0OVI)G .1) r,405.i Sri 06540 
N-.C: 	 CNFCK TO SFF -'NAT KI('O OF COP"FSPINOLNCE EXISTS BETWEEN THE TWO S167 
C. S;ETS OF CATF.0RJY I4A"FS 	 SF106580 
C.SfIfltO59fl 
(,0 T 13h SET0610 
t AMEIS F0I' 	 1t)~FFTHF CA1Fk'1NY 0UTIILE 	 FTO'n,40
P1.52 KI 	 SF1yne#bn 
1166 =17 SET 0"(160 
A3-7 00OP6 T=I,NFLIN SF r0670 
016 IF(..C,~ti CAT) m1'JICAT 	 SFTONh6fi 
IrTE 6.2?7)(00TCT(NOI.NO<,4) 	 SF106690n
 
mi/0 P7 FUGIA1(,jXj7( ,44) SFTOft700 
4111t K9m4I SE106710 
ftlip SFTOA72Opl
1173 Pf$ rfmiY 1-1Fl SFTO06730 
A174 'wRITE (6,3(0 S;FTOh740 
(Ill' IR F()$Ml I AND THE CATEGORY NAMES FROM MAPTAP ') SFT0olbO 
037f. 	 K1I 41106760 
('377 m=17 SrT06'77o 
0l A DO0 ?I% J,NMLIN SrTA67A0 
0179 IF (M.6T.NCAT) 14=NCAT SF1067Q0 
o3"o wRIT (6,27) (CAThAM(N4),NM±K.M) SFTOh6SO
 





0 343 28 CONTINUIE 
114IF (NT.EO.l) 60 TO 21 	 SF106840 
F.qf,44N IV a LIV-L S1 	 SFTUP3 IATt = 76338 09/bl/uS PAGE 0010 
11.9 	 IF (NT.EO.?) GO TO 1 SETO6MO
 
A11trj TO ?]. SFTOnI6O0
 
11'-7 13 -,rITE (6.14) A 	 SETOt,'70 
- 'T= 	 SFTD,Ro 
r.i TO ?9 	 SFT0#h.9O 
SFT069J00
 
CO (ibF.JING T F DOT DATA 	 S1T06410 
C. 	 SETOn420 
?I Cf.TP = 0 SFT093TO
 
hO 37 I=%LIN,MXLIN S TO,940
 
Pic? -, = CrfTR - I S'TO690O
(t3'j 01) 3? I=1,1,POTS qFTO69f 0
 
nl14 ST I P+ (J-l)*4 SFTO97O
 
n3,.1 F(A.-nY(.).N r. GW TO 31 	 CIToQA$0 
1.6(-'iR Ci * I ',klfl"99(
 
n" ? ',I = VFqlA'-j.2f LNTR-])t? $)TOIOro

,n30a A.4AYp-S):T ;F rniflio
 
n3lq 'i = FIjDS'VP-I-.4(CNTk-1)*4 SFT67O?0
 
n4no ARAY (1,5) SFT0703u
 
A..11 mb = VSFi[?-7l~nfCrTk-1)O? 	 bVTN7A4O 
fn'4 f *SS;= rOP?+(.1f)-4 lETO100
 
.4A11 A iP4Y(6i) = A0 "~Y(NlsS) Sf-TOIO60
 
q4f,4 NS = PL0 ,9?.+(CNTP-1)4 	 9FT0/070 
n4n- A.'AY(S J4=RPAY(,%S ) 	 SETO/t'00
A47 'S = FLlV?+I.(C'lT0-1)*4 	 'CT07 00

0411t( .4SS Ti'?-1+4.(j-1)*4 SFTO/tin
 
n4Aq A,.AY (I S)=0QAY(NSS) SE TollO
 
4 31 r{ TINIr 	 FTfl 310 
CO 	 SFTO/ISO

A41? 37 CONTI',t'F 	 STT07lfl 
C. 	 ST 107170
 
e4ll GO TO 04 SFTOIAO
 
n414 IP .knTF (6.24) 4 SLTOI7QO

n4j' 25 FOUY'T (IHI//qx,-*** nOT DATA PFUFORMANCF SUMIARIFS WILL NOT OF 5&TOIPOO
 
1 -'.-0.IijEI) T"E NAMFS AND 4ATCSFTn??10
- CATE6O4Y FROM IAPTAP DOTFILE 00 NOT 
?M'/A,.LTF.ONY NAMES F&O DOTFIlE APF -9) 	 SITOf??0 
0416 Nr=? 	 SEtO??30
 
0417 60l) 1( ;9 	 SF{Tf7?40 
C. 	 SFT07?5O
 
nlh 940 -'ITF(6,4,)NLIN.mXLIN 	 SFT07?60
 
C. 	 SFT07?70 
'q41q 41 FOQ4.AT(//////rx.'**** SFTIJP3/0TCHK --- FROM DOTFILE. THF MIN. LTSFT07?RO 
*NP NO. =40,'0 .MAX. LINE NO.='.I6/ 9;X et* DOT PERFORMANCF SUSET07?90 
oM4R1 1S 5fT0*1S O7300vILL NOT hE PRODUCED /////








C04P? DOTER,=l SETO F340
 







E.3 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 3 (DSPLY2)
 
Subprogram DSPLY2 performs the bulk of the summary information
 
for the DISPLAY processor. It proceeds on a field-by-field
 
basis, using MAPTAP machine classification information. It writes
 




Subprogram DSPLY2 is called by the DISPLAY processor driver
 
DSPLAY. It calls LISTSM, MAPHD, DESIG, PCT, FLDBOR, and PRTSUM,
 












Keyword Dimension In/Out Description 
TRNSAV (4, NOFLD2) In Generally, used for 
dot storage in P1 
runs, not used except 
for extraction of 
machine classification 
information in LIST 
processing. 
TRNFLD (5, NOFLD2) In 
TRNVER (2, TOTVT2) In 
TSTSAV (4, NOFLD3) In In LIST processing DO/DU 
field information 
(otherwise, TEST or DO/DU 
field information). 
TSTFLD (5, NOFLD3) In 
Keyword Dimension In/Out Description 
TSTVER (2, TOTVT3) In 
PCTAB (NOTRFD, 1) Out Subclass number of 
machine classification 
for 209 dots 
LISTSW 1 In For description of 
these LIST variables, 
see subsection E.2.3 
GTUNIT 1 In 
GTFILE 1 In 
AIUNIT 1 In 
AIFILE 1 In 
PPUNIT 1 In 
PPFILE 1 In 
NAMECT 1 In 
ALP 2 In 
E.3.4 	Outputs
 










Subprogram DSPLY2 has been expanded to accomodate LIST processing.
 
If LISTSW is on, an extraction is made of the machine classification
 
results for the entire 209 dot grid. This extraction is done
 
after modification of classification results by DO/DU input fields
 
and/or threshoIding both regular options of EOD-LARSYS. Machine
 
3- 7t 
classification results are stored in PCTAB. Within the
 
major field loop, a call is made to LISTSM for CCIT
 
report generation and proportion estimation using Type 2
 











FnRTPAN IV 5 LEVEL 21 	 DOPLY? DATE = 78338 09/57/49 
FTLF AgPLY?
 
0001 SUIOUTINE f)SPLY?(TfNSAV.TRtIFLO.TRNVER.TSTSAVTSTFLD, DSPOqOIO









 CoIE A00c NOV 13,1979 TO INCLUDE LIST PROCESSING 	 DSPO0060 
r 	 nSPOOOTO
 





- Cl 	 yTSPOIII 0o
Cl DSPI Y> CkN PFA4FOrM SPATIAL FILTERING ON rdF CLASSIFIED DATA. l)SPOs1?O 
CD (1.F. - Ti-F FOUR rNFAPEST JEmNHSrRS OF EACH PIXFL ARE DSP0n030 
CI TESEII FOP ISAAFNFSS,. IF TH FOUl" NFI(HfHGRS ARE DSPOI40O 
INOqISO
CI WAS ClASSIFIED Ac A [IFFEPFFNT TYPE THE CLASSIFICATION SPOD)160 CI CILASs[IF!' PS OWF TYPE ArID THE PIXL ], J ESTION , 

CI 	 IS CHANGED TO THE SAME AS THE NEIGHBORS.) DSPOOITOCI E X aR": OSPnEAPoO, 
CI LINt N - C - OSPOligO
CI 	 N-I - CXC - X IS CHANGED TO C DSPOd200(C| N.? - C 	 DSPO0210I 
Cl OSPLYP ALSO PFRF(1M5 THRFSHOIUING, PRINTS TIF CLASSIFICATION NPOnP3O 
CE MAP. AND CALLS THE APPPOPFATF ROUTI'ES TO UUILD ANT THEN PRINT OsPOOPAO 
CI T4F CLASSIFICATION PEPFORMANCE TAtLES. ,OSPOO?50r. 	 DSPOO?AO
 
C. THE DOT DATA PERFORMANCE SUIJPARIFS ARE PROVIDED FROM THE INTERNAL OSPO'WT0 

C. SURgOUT I.E ,OOTSUM 	 O'Poo 

C. 




CT 	 !OSPOII33 
CI . ..--------------------------------------------------------------------- IPn0340 
C- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- I)SPO03SO
C 0SP00360 
C DSP0031R0o4 WFAL CON 	 OSPOO3WO 
I'11EN910O






,R(IO0O.3) ,VR(4IOO).OulrO(OAO),ILINE(3) .RUF(I0,20) DSPOO042? 
JSTAT(20).PCTA (NTRFD, SJHD3)P00430
P. 	 CLTOT(AI) , OOTLLAI.2).PIINC(nl} DSPO'440 
, LAHCLS(A,AI), LbLTOTiI1), TOTLJL(60), PCORR(61) ASPO 450
4 ALP'40A(6O,6O). TOTTHMR6O),DOTORAC(61.2) 	 OPn04bO 
C Tt.CLIJI)F LNNK) t0LIT 	 DSP00470
 
C IuCLiI)F COHkIk6 	 O)NP9048G
 
- rIO0j COMMIJ/GLORiL/HFAO(63).WAPTAPiflATAPFSAVTAP.HMFILF*RIKEY, OSPoO490 
Oi HISF IL.FISKFY.TRFONM FRIPTP.FNPKEY.MAPUNT ,NOFILE. ISPOO10 
4 hDIIADAP,PnJSPAG6 17,FiATFIL, STAFIL ,ASAVASAVFL 	 DSPOOST O 
* .NHSTIJIJN STFI,SCTPIIt4,MAPFTL 	 DOPOI(,20 
.OO1II1Tr)OTF IL, NCHPAS.TRNSFL, RMTRFLHISTFL ,PCHUNT, 	 OSPQ0O30 
00CROINT ,IPWTUNT,PNOIO 	 DSPOOS4O0007 -OMONO SPt/CATFL6i.CATNAM (el).CLNAHLI ),SIJ iNAHiA(f1l.SUBNO(60). 95Pfl0l9O 
* SflHCAT(U .h4)CLSStt$(A) tNOIAP' TOTVT 4,NO9UR3, DSP00ISAO 
* PCFDlY,TT1%FYTRk'KFY THStKYSTA TKY.EMPIHS.THRSVA, OSPnO570 
* PLT(EYvh'AFL. HMCONHHMFATCOATF(?) * 	 flSPO'iitoF PSV?.F I VFLIVeRTX?FLDSVJFI-LP3VFRTA3,PCTID39 
 DSPO0590
 
THHFSI(6O)S Y 	 rTX(U)Mt1I(,H(60) CO"6(bO) D9P0060 SFLnAFY,4OFI 	 02:tOFL13.tj(OFFTPFFTVC?430) OSPOIIAIo 
* . NOSI0?. iOT F0 TOTTVTP,(4CLS? 	 DSPOo6?O 
* .KAT.0160) ,tIICAT.FILTEPMAPFMT 	 ['SPOOl,30 
* .OESKEY,OF"II .f)iSOTHCWP , ACROP.AI)THER.,ATOTAL DSPOi,64O 
S 	 - ,SITE6) ,ANALYSI,).CA4(IS),CP(EFlYIhEPPTS(6O) DSPOOASO 
,OOTK G'YOATERR DPn00660 
C 	END OSPOubT0
 0008 LOGICAL START.FIILL 	 OSPOIJ1bo
noOq DATA AT/to**os/ D1POf0Q9
 
0010 OATA THRESH/#THPF'/.RLANK/ '/ DSP00700
 
O011 EQUIVALENCE (IL)INF(l). LINST). IFLI)INF(21,LINEND), DS900710

I (FLOINF(3,LINIC) , (FLDINF(4)., SAMSTR), D)SP00720 
p (FLOINFIS)ISA'4ENO)),F(LDINF(6),SAMINC), D9POO730 
3 (C(tIL,S'AT) , (!R,4UF 	 D9PO074O
C-------------------------------------------------------------05900750
 






FlIPTOA'- IV G LFVEL P1 0SPLY? DATE = T83R 09/97/49 PAGE 0002 
FIL; I CPl Y? 
C SUI'OUTTNE OOTSU DSP00770 
n1 EiIIYVALENCF (CLTOVInI(,I))(PLNCIII .1N462i)). OSP00780
0(fP0TL 1L I.I ,!jI~24,M • OSPO079O 
4 I PCQ(.C , 1R1246.l) * 1 TO1L.L4II , I,(307.1) I , DSPOOnoo
 
o 4 IOIVT-PAI) I 1HV367.l , f LHLIOTII) , IR(4271) I I OSPUORiO
 
* flTwnI.l1) I lTf40A.) ) nSPORO 
n03 PEAL A.PHAPCoRPWeitIC OSP01,30 
Ah IPFNqIUN FATIfl93,FJT,(?4).FMT3($IiFMTA(HIIFMTS(9).TFMP{.3) ASPCOSAG 
c c DTA F-ATI/*(TO.09y.1. .,i4--- %hiIIHC',.'AT~ l -t It' I1 1.1(?6q- ' l--.. ---- b'.IOPy,?SX. . ---I/T,',I)SPOOA---- flSM ,1160 
n C * i--.7I.IX)) i/ IP10670 
IOATA F T2/*IT?,I', *.*4 ,if4G~i*,LA9EIILpf II CLA',ISIFInOfl)pd
* I IiI 'i•I'JC',I *It.lhIT I?. **t4 1** 7r-1I....-* *II--?.,IPo(far4

* *4----------l .... Il .I9 9/ OSPO0A90| 

"hil arai "t4/' (IT' * b, * **4 H *,,, r.. H, *) *4lii* *) I*.l ll • */OSPfl?f 
C DTA F../ l *,4 .'i3 *ili ,,t,*13,I//T'0('.0(IH('?*.0S90130Xl. 82 

C * 14il/ OSP00940
 A),1 OVEDIS1rl OLINIS(4) DS0-009s0 
nolq IJATA ILr.S/- .11 ,1, 1., */ 0sPv.qfo 

























no,,- Tt 10OSUPI+1 115P01120 
nAPF TST'.U= 050wl-P Dspo 113 
C. IiCPAI140
 
c. SIT POItjrrRS FOR SY$80LS AHPAY ANSO TOTALS ARRAY 0S&O!I 0 
r. llfl6 
0027 DIJPNO 2 N(Nliq3.3 0*P01170 
01120 fl&SUNI= NOS'fr4.4 05)-ClIhG

00P9 OESOTN= NOSLI,3*S 0500 119
 
C* FLAG USED IN OUTPCT TO INITIALIZE PCTABO0 05001210 




C... C,'OC noUEO NOV 13,19713 TO INCLUDE LIST POOCESSING 0 PI2',I0e
 
poll FLDCNT = 0 I)SPC I 70
 
FbI?
11032 IF 4LISTSW -,- o) (1 TO 17 ipa0

N.)003 r i I = il.2o9 0001I200 
('014 R,,=(1-.11/'19 As?0 1300 
00j LRU = LI *110 ObP0(1316
"OW6 LS . lip - 1)1001320
0017 IS = 00(t P~q)(SPtU- 330 
nnAT"IVFJ(1,t) = LS OSroi 340 003Q 7 =Lki 350T'.tVFR(?,l) 0SI'0 

0040 16 COi IIJF DS)59I 30 
nn~1 6r'10 1~70TOr ?11PO 
004? 17 C(h'JTINLIF f1199013A
 
('043 IF I OIIISEY .CT. 0 .09. OOTERR *GT. 0 60 TO 11 nspn)3qo
('044 110 10 1=1,r0St1fl3 (.51,01400 
0045, DO i0 .J=lrOIPFn r)SPn]410
01146 10 PCtAt(i.[I = 0 LISPOL420 
CN 05901430 
0047 60 Ti) 20 [13901440
C. f)SH01450
a04A 11 IF( OOTERR *GT. 0 ) GO TO ?A 05001460 
N 05901470 
CC INMtALIZE TRNSAV FOR OUTLINING DOTS IN SUPR. FLDAOR 03901480 
C* DbsPn1490 
0049 DO I? I=1.NOFLDE 0500
 
0"50 12 TRNSAV(4,1? = 2 DSP01510 
C. 05901520
 
















Av ?D ktAO(MAPVAP)FLOINFPTS.LINES.FLOESC OSPOl "o
 
ap IF (PTS .GT. lOnO) WRITF(6,??) nSPO1600
 
Anac IF (PTS .GT. 1oo) STOP OSPOICIO
 
An'4 2? F','AT(l OTCPLAY ,'LL ACCEPT ONLY 1000 PTS/SCAN LINE') 0SP01620
 
nas 1STT=SA.,STP DSPOI30
na-6 IENn=q64 Nn OSPO1640
 
nqI7 IF (n TO 310 OPOI6SO
GPIS.io.fl 

n0o' -i)Fr = I PSPfiI660 
no" 1.'1 ?1 I=I,DESOTH DSP0]670 
notp TTOLCi)=o OSPOIbHo 
n06l 2% TOTALS(I)fl.O rISPole,4 
C 
 OSPO1700 






no1? 30 J = 0 nSP0174O
 0063 C ML T,41,( eAPn,68) DSP0 1750 
n IrNO--AP.t .) h U 85 (SP0P1760 
00.- v4TFG= OSfl1770 
0066 60 TO 376 (SPO178O 
nn67 31 &nTF,=l DSPOI70 
nnn (llTO qI0 DSPO 1OO 
no6q R5 C(tIT 1 liE lSPOldlO 
070 qPKNT=O ISPO I $20 
n071 CUtTg=-) OPO I GOA 
A172 rdIILN=O OSPO1A40 
n171 LAST=O DSPOIaS00174 STAWT=.FALqE. I)SPOI"60
OATS FULL =.FALSF. [SPOp170 
0076 T}=1 OSPOIRO 
0077 I?=? DSPOIqOo
0070 !3=3 DSP01900OnTn d=I nglrnlqlO 
no-0 AftFS=NU 'AD 05P01920 
n0nl 91 PPAn(4APTAP) TLINE(J).(IRII.J).I=Pr,TS),(VRcI).I=IPTS) DSPOIW30 
on ? IFILINE(J).FO.)GO0 TO 105 OSPOI94O 
C. 0sP01950 
CO IF OFSIGNATFO FIELOS HAVE OFEN INPUT, SET THE IN ARRAY FOR PIXELS 0500lg6

CO ), TOF FIFLOS. 5PO1170
 
00.3 IFIOESEY.FQ.1)CALL OFSIOII.TNE(J).IR(I.J).TSTSAVTSTFLDTSTVER, OSP0lOBO
NOFLO3SAMSTkSA4FNOSAMINC) fSRnIgqq
414 fl) 100 I=I.PTS 0SPOROO 
0o0' L = 1(I.J) ISPOOO
nf.A IF(L.F(J.0)OO TO 100 OSPOn?O 
0-7 IFIL.E).MOStU3)GO TO 9P QSP0?030
 
0k4FA IF (toCGTtNUH)NO TO q9 n9PP0O40 
C. 
 tSPO"050 
C. T-.SHOI DIr DSPOflh6P6C. OSPO.1)70
C. THF VALUE OF TF UIIADPATIC FORM MUST E FXTRACTEO FROM VR FOR THPFPAOO 
C* OSPOdlgco 4 = -2*VR - CON 0spoeIOo
 
C* OSPO)IO
C* OSPRPIW O 
409 IF(THNSKY.FVO0)GO TO Q9 ()SPoel3O
9oqO IFI4-?.*VN(I)-CON(L)).LT. THRES(L))GO TO 95 0SP0?14 
0041 9? CONTINUE DSP'0l90 
C* DSpOpi6O
C* TIOL = TOTAL PIXELS THRESHOLDED. BY SURCLASS I)SPO'1170 
C* OSPlPAO 
040? TTOL(L) = TTOL(L) I Osp0q0
noQ3 IP(IJ) = NOSUUl3 DSHOP200 
A04 L = N0SORJ USpOd2IO 
C-OSPO02?O
 
CO TOTALS = TOTAL NO. PIXFLS CLASSIFIED INTO EACH SUBCLASS, OSPO30 
C. INCLU)ING THWFShOLDfD ANO DFSIGNATED OTHFH , DESICNATED UNIOFNT O)SPOd?40
C* DSPO??5o 
no9 qr TOTALS(L) = TOTALSIL) + I DSPO??6O 
0096 100 CONTINUE DSPO!70 
C. DSPO2280 
FORTRAN IV h;LEVfL 21 	 OSPLY2 DATE =78330 09/57/49 PAGE 0004 
FILc fKgPLy?
 








on~q IF(Jo.LT.iCO0 TO 91 nSP02330
 
fnlon 1,IhT=.T"Uf .	 D9P0e34
 
OA0 rlU To 01 	 N/60SPO?15O 








nno lI&& IF 1,11-1.121 .NP. IR(T+I.1?]I rO T0 110 JnqP02410
 
01t14 lMl IQ ll1 ..F. IR 1,13)) GO TO 110 OSPa.424,
 
1411 lF11411.1lI .N . kI 11?IP) 6O TO 110 	 (PSP0/1430
 
nlA7 IF d I.! ) .F1. lI I.11))(io TO 110 	 ("PO2440
 
nInR IF(TP(Tf) .Fo. 140su 31ro TO 114 	 DSPOP4,1 




0113 T' 7ALS(ICA)=TOTAL (ICK)-I D)spopsO0
 
Ill. SH *NT= PKNT+l 1151'"510
 
011 I41I.12} = IR(I11)I IOSP05210
 
611A tin 1=1-I [DSPOP 30I
 
0117 TF4I.LwPTq-11OO TO 106 	 O POPS40
 
Ce Ospo?2550
C. GFT VFdF0N'44 CF FO LINE 11 Osp n ?.60 
C. DbP0;570 
C ();PORDe ee 




nJlA 115 IF ILISTSW.NE.0) RO-TO 1]6 DSP0261O
 
nliq If 1(OTEHR :FO} DSPO?620
0:)(0 70 114 

nia IF (GOTKEY ED 0O) UO TO 40 DSP02630
 
n|?] 116 CO-NTINLk 	 DSPO,1640 
C. TEST TO SEE IF THE CURRENT LINE CONTAINS ANY DOTS 	 IDSPo?660 
C. 	 DSPOPbO
 
0122 IF (ILINE(II).GT.TRNVER(2,NOFLD211 GO TO 114 	 DsPn?6FRn
 
nl?3 HCNT = 0 " 	 0PO,'6 0 
11 ?4 ECIJT = 0 D';PO?7O0
N29 DU 41 I=I*t'OFLn2 nSPOPT)O

Al? IF MIINE(I II)NEoTRNVFR(2,I]] 60 TO 42 O POP720
 
6127 Ir (hC'IT.EO.O) PCNT = I DqP0?730
 
A12- Gn TO 41 DSPO?74U
 
nlpp 4? If ( Tr.Fn.o) GO TO 41 OSPOd75O
 
0110 FC T - I -I SPO?760
 
pill CO TO 43 OSPOPT70

oil;, 41 COkTIN11F 	 OSPOeTRO 
A133 IF ,(ILINF(II}°NF.TRNVER(2.NOFLD2)I GO TO 114 	 OP0?790
 
A134 C FCT =JrOLD2 	 PO2IoDPo2O0
 
CA Fo} DOT DATA PAOrESSING. CALL THE INTERNAL SUBROUTINE DOTPCT TO OSPGO A20
 
C. BUILD THE CLASSIFICATION PFRFORMAN4CF TABLE (PCTAh) 	 D;PO,'A30 
nj1 43 on TO 43? 	 05PO?HIO
 

















0130 IF (LTSTil.N.o0} GO TO Mi D"POP950
 






C* OUTLINE TRAINING ANO/OR TEST FIELUS 	 Dspo2qgO

C. 	 DSP03000
01A1 IFITRNKEY.FO).])CALL FLIORHTPNNO, XLINE(Il)I~II ltX),NOFLO2, nSP0o0 o
TANFLD, TRNSAV. TNNVEN HIOSUH3 ,SANSTRISANEND, OSP030 0 
SAMINCLINTNrl OSP03030
 
P14? IF(TSTKEY=FQ.1)CALL FLnH(} (T TNO.ILINE(II).TR(I.Ti).NOFLO)3, DSP03040
 






C. SFT UP SYMROLS FOR THIS LINE. FIRST MAKE SURE 1/0 FkOM LAST LINE 

C' IS COMILFTFD. 
0143 117 CONTINUE 

144 DOU1?0 I=I.PTS 





014. 120 CONTINIIE 
C* 












pIPI IFIJLL)6 TO 124 





AISNI l;MLUNOUMl Nfl 









C* IS CLASSIFTCATION MAP TO FE OUTPUT IN UNIVERSAL OR LARSYS





01fh 135 If (MAPFMT .LF. 0) 00 TO 200 

C' CrECK TO SEF IF LAST 4RITE IS COMPLETED
C* 





Co *4ITE HEADER RECORD 

C. 
016? iqS N¢ = 
0163 LhFS = 0 

nlb4 FAT = I 

016S LSTLIN = 0 






C* WOTTE QATA RECORD 
C. 
olFq 160 LNFS = LNES * I 





0IT? 200 C04TINJF 

0173 IF(ILINECI3).EQ.O1G0 TO 201
C. 











0IT sO TO 911 
C*e
C LAST LINE IN THIS FIEL13 HAS BEEN READ. MAKE SURF LAST 2 LINES 



















0lf4 ?03 COrN I tI 

n08s Ip (MAf'FMT AT. 0) WRITF(6.??OOINOFILEFLESCCFORMATCI.MAPFMT),

4 I,3i*NFS 
01546 ??00 FOI'MAT(///TTIFILE NO. - * .I6,/Tb5,'FIELD NAME - *, A41/





















































































































































nj1& N T40S=1PTS/1 10 0SVOR390
 
nll !1 ( t,,I(fPTS11O).F.O)NWDTH9=NWOTHS.I nsP03900
 




01T r=n OSPA3930 
n(to 11lI To0 OSPO I940 
120) I Imr.4r= )SPO 3960 
071)? wrFG=2 1970?SPO 

02nl1 6') 1(, 310 DSPO3O| O
 
A 04 ??I PNTF(;=2 tlp?0 9go
02 (j6UTO ,1A rSI~f400U 
A 22 C.t['II 4iW (SPO4OI 0 02117 IF (I" ).wOTHS)LPTS=L4STRC 0SPQarl a 
a)kE%=qRJAD - AD 0SPO030
 
02(Q)3 ;1119 J=|,HtIFS 05P0.040
 
n 1n CALL IPEA(ADi)FSBUF(IJ),LPTSJSTAT(J)) f'PO)O0
 
SP)IT AIPFS=A0d'ESK(TS I sP0 4040 
n212 LINJC'JT=LTNCNT - I PSPO4Q7O
0213 201 (OhTILIE *P040RO 
q214 LIrlF= INSTO "SPf090 
n21 * ('1Fl flSY64100 
CA FINISHFD ,FAfING fSP0l4110
 
flI1 210 IF(JSTI(IUFI.FO.I)iO TO Pie OSk("120

n17 -A4IT-(6,,40)LINF. (AIF(IKIAUF).IK=I.LPTS) DSP04130 
0?" LI NF =LIF * LINIINC OSlA14D (?1q LIntCOT=LINCNT.1 OTPo .I 0a
 
nppn I-(I ItrNT .T. (VmNLN)G0 TO 215 DSP04160
 
qIC,I L 'RE0(AIf,S.UF(IRUF),LPTSJSTATIBUF)) DSPo170
 
t??I ? t U DSP0O4190
 
nPP4 IT .jIF.T.,.IJF)IRUF=I 0P04P00
 
np? IF(LINF.LE.I INEN')(,O TO 210 D0Po210U
 
0226i AD=A * LPTS DS*04?30
 
0?P7 Go TfI) DSFI423O 
q?" '20 CUNT INIJE 06P04?4O
 
0??q 240 FO(IPAT(' .l9.2X,IlOAI) n9e04290
 




021? 305 FOaMAT(/ THE CLASSIFICATION OF*,I7,t PIXELS WAS CHANGED AS A RFSUPSPO4?0
 
-LT OF SPATISL FILTERTNG/) SP042O 
4233 230 CONTIqIF 05P04100 
0"4 250 rUtITIN"1E DSPO4310 
CA PRINT CLA STICATION SI*JM4RY FOR-THIS FIELO DPSO4331) 
AI CALL 'iFTMNG(6.4,6 ) n5P430Oftpl CALL P TqIU-,TOTALS:TTOL.FIDEqC) D5P(143611
0?2T C F (LI TSV.NE0O) TO .. GO5 D0EP0437
 




C* OUTS IN THE DESIGNATED AREA OR NfT IN THE CLASSIFIED AREA WILL DiP04400
 








0;3Q 6sS CONTINUE D0?04450 
CA DSPn4460 
C 06P04470
opIn PTTF (6.5) 0)5Y04kRQ
 
A041 5 FORMAT (Im]) 09Pn04490
 
A24 DO0 7 CHPCT=I.NOFLD2 DSPO4500
 
n741 IF (PCTAh(CHPCT.I).LFNOSI3) GO TO 09P045110
 
AP44 wrITF (6.4) TRNVFH(ICHPCT).TRNTVER ( CHPCT) QSP04SO





n?4A PCFAR(CHPCTI) = 0 I51-04qso

0247 6' T0 7 D,D4-160
 
FnQTRAN IV 3 LEVEL 21 	 O)SPLY2 DATE 

p-Itr r.CpLYA 
nA. 8 IF (PCTAH(CHPCT,1I.GT.0) Ro TO T 
nfl4q UITE (6.2) IRFVFR(I,CHPCT).TNVER(2,CPTI
q?-f ? FUrMAT(//3X, 'OT I- , 14 * * 1 1 
.FIi A.FAt I 
n?-I 7 CONtiIIUE 
02*p 'ITF (6.5) 
C 

C.* OE AfOEll) NOV 13. 11)T1TO INCLUOE LIST PROCESSING 
C 
P-I 	 UI (LISTSW.FO.O) GO TO 600 
FLI)CNT = FLOCNT - I 









OP'6 SOO CONTINUE 
4,7 (0 TO ?0 
A2 4 3)0 rUNT! qtlE 
0pPq FPTUk" 
r 
C SEI.F-rONTAINFO SUBQOUTINE TO PRINT HADERS 
C- -------------------- ---------------------------------------------
C 




np? 3Q1 FOWMAT(I FISPLAY UE CLASSITIFO FIELO............*A4/ 

* CL SSIFIC4TION DATE..*....pA4)




nP0A CALL 'AP-G (NOCAT.SYM T, CATNAMKATNOCLSNAMSUHNO.9UBNAM 

* 	 CLSS~kM0CLS? 4OSI2,TNNSKY.THaES 
OA6 IF(OESrEY.FOI.lplf(6,410) SYMMTXWu&SI)
n"'7 410 FOQMAT(/X.O fFSTGltA TFn Fy LDS SY'AHOL IS *.AI/)
A?,. 390 F(l4PA(It,,Ct ASS1FICATIOh C'HANIFLS...t,1,2 LINLAX
-F C4-ANLS/q-W, 3qIl)
n4q 400 FOkdT(I ACI ASSIFICATION CHANNELS...t,1013) 
?7 GO TO (3i,?2),WHTFG 
co 
C. INTEWHAL ROUTINF TO PRINT COLUMN NUMtER5 
C. 
n27I 10 d=O 






nf77 IF(J.FP.IC)CO TO 60 
np7q 50 CONTI'NUE 
0?70 60 SA{%Mj1=II






































GO TO IPi.? ?I.PHTFG 

INTER'AL WHROUTINF OOTPCT 

























































































































 OSPO ,320 
Ff'4TPAs IV 
FIT F , W1lYP 
0, LEVEL 21 OSPLY2 DATE = 74f338 09/57/44 PAGE 0008 
Co 
C. 










IF (PrT6FY.F.O) GO TO 430 
10 431 1=.140FLD2
PCTA-3 (I . 1) =01 
PCT<tY = I 
DO 411 4=CT.FCNlT 
















,4-F = SA"OF * SAMST' 
= C-SLS - SMMSTP 
IF (CrSW'S.I.F.SANHF) 0 TO 
'CTAO(K.1) = l+HSAIPS.II 
(,0 T 411 













C INTE,'kAL SIR)qOUTINE I)OTSUM (,Spo'SO
C TO N A;CASROnSAO
C* PUqP0SE - TO COPPUTE 60TH UNCOPPFCTEB PROPORTIONSAND OIAS-C0RRECTFDDSP 5,90C* PP(Ir'O.IONS OF TiH ANALYST-LAPFLEf CATEGORIES IN THE CLASSIFIED DSPA:,600
C- * A F. ALS" COMPUTFS Tri ALPHA TAHI V AND OUTPUTS TwO CATFGOPY D,'S"610














































FaIIOQ FLAG FOP INVALID SUACI ASS 
N(,rO0=-',43?1
NII4PEH OF OOT LARLFD CATAQORIES 
f. CAT= OTKFY 
.U'ANL4 OF CLASSIFICATION DOT CATAGORIES 
tlCtSP770 
fu. OF CLASSIFIED CAT. - I FOP THRESHOLOED DOTS 
11CLCAT = NOCAT * I 
ON INPUT TO OOTSIJM. 
T4'lS4VI I.) = SCRATCH USgAGE
T.,SAVI T) = MAPTAP CATFGORY NO. CORRESPONDING TO THE DOTtS 
TaIiSAV(3, I = OTT TYPF =1 OR =aSP0"r40 
TPNSAV(4.TI = NO. OF VEWTICES FOR THE nOr =p 
IPNVt4(jI: 110 SAMPt NO. 
T(NVr.'(e.I) = tO LINF NO. 
((R I = I.?....... NO. OF nOTS 
610 7I=iNOFL02 
LAfLFO DOT CATAGORY 
T.NSAV (3.I) =TINqAV (2.I1
VEETEA SA,'PLF OF DOT 
TWNSAV( ,I)=TPNVF fllT)
LINE tKH'MP OF DOT 
TNlSAV (?.IITPNVHC2.I)
r,6 rI IJF 
nO 6bf' (=I.NCLCAT 
CLTOT(I)=0CONT11J0-
00 130 I=INIOCAT 
LnLTOT(I) = 0 
TUTLRL(I)=O 
TUTTHP(I)=O








































FORT,4&N IV G LEVEL 21 OSPLY2 DATE = 78338 09/57/49 PAGE 0009 









L6ACLS(I.J) = 0 
CONTIINUE 
CONT INUE 
CutmtITF TOTAL NUHBER OF PTXFLS CLASSIFIED 
ANFA W1IrOIJT THRESHOLOED PIXELS 















fOn 60p =I.NOSUR2 
PIXTOT=oIXTUT - TOTALS(I) 
CONTIqUF 
C. 














LPLT('T(CAT) LOLTOT(CAT) * TOTALSI1) 
C(O-TINUF 
































(;UJCL.LE.O.tR.SIJCL.GT.NOSUR3) GO TO 641 
CAThSUeCAT(S;UPCL)
CLTOT(CAT)=CLTOT4CAT) * I 
(,0 Tn 643COT ItJUf 
PCTA.(I.) = NOGOOD 
CONTI'UE 
CONT [Nut 



































IF(LHL.FO.DOTORD(K,2)) GO TO 49 rSPn(i510
660 CUN;TIN.)E D09906?5 0J=J+I Bg;Pc6930 
06TO41M.I ) CATNAMILBt! fSPOASSO 
OTORDI(J2) =LHL 0SP065O 
40 COT IWiE OSP06 
650 CONTINUEOSP070 
If I J rE. NOCAT I WRITE(6.30031 J* NOCAT OSPOhQ 
Co DSPnfO60Ou 3003 FO."4AT(//// 5), ,*000 DSPLYP/OTSUM -- DISCREPANCY IN DOTFILE INFODSP16IO 
*PlATIt *** I 27X.'NO. OF DOT CATEGORY LARFLS MATCHING APTAP OSPO66PO 









K - I 




































COUNPUT- UNCORRECTtD PROPORTIONS Of DOT CATEGORIES OVER THE TOTAL 
AREA CLASSIFIED 















































































































INITIALIZE TRNSAV(4.1),I=l.NOFLO2 (NO. OF DOTS) TO CONTAIN
CLASSIFICATION CATEGORY NUMBER OF DOT 1. 
00 680 1=1.NOFLOr2 
StUCL = tCT48(I.1I

IFISUCL.EO.NOGOD) CAT = NOGOOD 








TAfrLF OF TOTAL5 OF ANALYST-LABELED DOT CATEGORIES VERSUS
CIAS'IFIE fOT CATEGORIES. LASCLS(LASELED CAT.CLASSIFIEO CAT) 





If (CLS.EO.NOGOOD bO TO 616 
LP=TRt'SAV(3.J)






COMPUTF ALPHA TABLE FOR LABFLED VERSUS CASSIFIEO OOTS 

00 61 I=INOCAT 

00 1*6 .1=INnCATIF(CLTT(I).LF.O) GO TO 153 

ALPHA(1.J) = FLOAT(LARCLS(J,1I)i FLOAT(CLTOTI))

60 TO 154 



























































PI'NC(J)=PUNC(J) * 100.0 

DU 175 I=I.NOCAT 

ALPHA(T J) = ALPHA(1iJI * 100.0 






00 1901 1=1.NOFLO2 
IF ITHNSAV(3.I).FO.LBL) TOTLBL(J)=TOTLBL(J)hI
CONTINilECoNrINUE 














































































































D0 2SI I=INDCAT 
TOTrHR(I) = LARCLS(INCLCAT) 
CONTINUE 






























FnRTPA4 IVV0 LhVFL 21 DSPLY2 DATE = 78338 09/57/49 PAGE 0011
 
A4? 4 IF(N{)CAT.GT.30)NN=3O DSP0T610
 
A4,1 A00 F6.0D DSP076p0
)

n4?F 1000 FU IATIIHIT350aDOT DATA PERFORMANCE SUMMAHY' DSP07630
 
04?7 WxTF{"Po 0i) OSP07640
 
141- 1002 F(,.MAT4/ -4SI(UMMARY OF ANALYST LAHFLFD VERSUS CLASSIFIED CAT GnfOSP076"O
 
A&,.) w ITF(6.1A04) t t nlPO7b70
 
A410 W4A F,) MA T I//.TP, ANALYSTl.T]4,@TOTAL NUHSBFR tT3l.'PPCENT ,T46.INUMRFFOSPO76HO
 
.p,vT-i tjrCnPRECTEDIT76,'BTAS'9T929'DOT CLASSIFICATION SUMMARYI) DSP07690
 
A411 T]TF(4.IqO ) nSP07700
H L ) i) P O 
n lp 1005 F,,lRT T?.0L ELEWT .qNAL TT30,COVAECTLYIT43,'IHRlES O I D ,; 7710 
.-. T Q ICATc(),fl YT74,lr,)0 PECTE I .1 1 0,?. 1 (ALPHA) }IlSro 172u 
0431 ,,.fT= )P07730Dq1,P) 

0434 00 FN4AT (r49,,tjT e T]4 • LAdELED I)OTS ,T29, tCLASSIFIED= ,TSNi IPROPOkT If,;PO774O
 
] 't~ 'IT74,-CATF,,OWyt} OSH 0775O 
n4lF 001 AT(T2, ICATF(,(RY'.,onTi.10)IAT 211%6 T73i, PROPOHTIONIIX,3(9XA4)/T77,1%ln';PA7770' A~ 
*// I OSP07780 
0437 fa, Inin D=S.0P07790
 
n4Wt P(,C = (,rL)AT(LARCL9(I:I}}/ FIlIAT TOTLHL(I )) - 100.0 D%poImoo
 
06 iq 0,;TTF(4.?09l)no)TI ,L( I )T TL K~PCTTN()Pf~IgCR()DP/ 
3 7 

fl4020] 'uA(/ 4TlI,ITOF7o3.T45,14,T60"F7-3.TT4,FT"3.T C, n PnYR30 
. )/) [Q%P07A40 
ft441 CALL 414A(FPT3{31,1:K2} nSP0785O 
A44? "ITT( .F4T3) (ALPHAWJ 1) J=tlK)*K) nspo7860 
n443 1010 rW'TI, 'lF DSP 79T0 




n44A ;Iqn 4FITT ( 3nno) 0SPOT900
 
A447 3 00aFO4A 7( ilhT?.9ANALY T LAHFLFnl9T~o lDOT CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY-) OSP07910
 
641 30ql FO ATtTl,-1)T CATEGDRY-,T9Q.-(ALPHA})0 PSP09q30 
n4 O Kl K3 , I QSP0794n 
o4 1 K.,J = K3 - 4- 1 09P67950 
P41 2 IF(NKJAT.LF.KNNq)KNN=NOCAT 01,P07460 
44cql 4ITk(6.3{ fl }(CA71,AM(II*I=K3sKNN} 0D,007970 
(h3,0) (LAtCLS(1IJ),J=K3,KNN)P4 h fITf(I D)OTILL(11,]). nspo-iooo
 
04SR KN=KNN--(3 I fOspno020 
04" CALL Ht,14Al(FMT4(Jl I.KN) OSPC 030 
441n w }TF( .FMTA) ALPHA(J.111,J=K3,KNN) nl;PO 040 
... 1 4P00 CO^,71Ntit NP R 
04hi TF(Xtr,.LE.NOCAT)GU TO POSOSPOR060 DSP0 070n4 I 1=1(1414 
11464 GO To I al DPP~O~oO 
n466 IF(frI.GF..,.DAT) GO TO 4999 DSPP00 
04A67 WA=NWl .1 11SP0,1IO 
PA & IF(UNr,T.,lniCATl NNrNDC AT DSP0t0130 
4T1 4q99 IUPNA ( WOS103)zTHRFSH nSp mirto 
041? F(, = n r)%pp I ho 
n471 ,(ilT (6,5(101) DSPomITO 
FL74 5f001 FU0-44T ( IT39 *OUT DATA PERFORMANCE SUMMARyI) D'H0 lIB0 
P47c; W ITF(6.sb, 3) nSPn Ig0 




474 5O004 FO AT(T41.0DOT 10 = (SAMPLF9LINE),,/) OSPP?O
 
n4Hn N-ITP = r40FLD2/4 RPflg,40 
n4nl F nNF~ E DSPOL29O~TONRT=W 
A4H' D~O 70,00 1=19 4WRITE flspv ?60 
nl4 3 PC = .{ I 05K6P~270 
n444 SA-Pl SANP2 . I DSPOAPHO 
n4PS SP ?=qA H - 3 DSPOH29O 
04 6 IF ( SA-aPP obT. NUFLf)2) ';AMP;.= NOFLD? nspo0llo0 
A . N11AMP = SAMP? - SAMPI + I OSPAA310 
A kA CALL -N14AA(F-TI(3},l ,NS AMP) DSP6113?n 
049q WP trF 4h.7110S}IRLANKS( I}) N 5i)SITRNSAV12,S),S=SAMPISAMP2) 11SPOM330 
0491) 7005 FOE"AT(//T7.(,.fA IH(, , IHA13), 23X),AI,|H(.I3.IH,,I3,|H)) {SPOq340 
0491 CALL RN1441 F T](i3), 1 NSA P)QSPGA350 
n4 p CALL [ F lIt}NAP DSP0,13bo 




















----? A H-------)l~qRtTFi0.$4T?) 
00oo .J0n 
AM0 WJ1 6000 'SA'PI.SANP2n.pJ=.i. 
W~ilY?=r, lStV C3S) 
n~n4 ArL.T')l-iV(4,S) 









'ICC.T 11 rFF.El.Wo0Ifl (60 TO 5Q9A
qlpT9.'-'(2J.')=CATt*AI (ARC)
oICn4 !)(F F.EWa.N0Sl.3) TFFrP (J.2) =AST 
IFlT"'IP 1.3) =SIJhNAA(DEF)






















Wc1 4 = I 
f'47000 C0'ITI,$IR 










E.4 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 4 (DSPLAY)
 






DSPLAY is called by MONTOR. It calls SETUP3, DSPLYl, DSPLY2,
 










Keyword Dimension In/Out Description 
ARRAY Top Out blank common used 
for data transfer 
TOP In Size of ARRAY, 










Subprogram DSPLAY has been modified to incorporate LIST processing.
 
The calling sequences for DSPLY2 and SETUP3 have been expanded.
 
If LISTSW is turned on, a transfer around the EMTHRS calls is made.
 




















0o00 SURPOUTINE OSPLAY(ARIRAY.TOP) 	 DSPOO0IO
 
DSPOO020
00'.? C IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-t0-?) 	 DISPOi030
 
r DSP04OA0 





C1 	 !05PO0090 
.................................. TO>b'~O0 
Cf 
(I 	 . 
IDSOOI 1O
CI CeLL.. CALL OSf-LAY(ARRAY,TOP) OSPO,1120 
rr AN6S. . ARPAY - SF 'NONTONI T)SPOUI4OCI TOP - FP - MONTOR' T,sPnOISO
Cl lOSPOOlIO
 
rF PIPPOSF..COORDIPATFS RNIITTNFS FOO DISPLAYING CLASSIFICATION DSPO,1I7
LI '4AP AND PEFOqAANCF TARLES. 	 OSPOnianCI 
 fTOSPOOI9O
 
---------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- TIr)SpO 100 
C I... .. ----------------------------------------------------------------------- sPo200 
C INCLi)NF CNkhK LISr L)SPO'P30 
r IClfU)F COMTIn 0 -	 flPon?40A004 COMN(I/DISPL/CATFLG.CATNA'I(6}).C SNAMCAI).StLHIAM(61),SU8NO(60), ISPO(lSO
* S'USCAT(h',) ,Ct ll(AQ) .(N0AAP:rUTVT3.NOSU3, DSPO(ao
PCFD'(Y.TSTKEY.TR'FY, TrPSKY.TATKY ,EMPTRSTHRSVA, DP00 70PLTK Y.H IoI-,sMF CIIATF (2.t DSPO1.280k4FLr. b-Cb AT. FL-SV?..F TI I2,VFRTX?,FL,jSV3.FI(F 03.VFRTA3.PCTIO3, OSP00?90 
THrFb(O) ,SYItTx (66) .Hl,H(hfr) *CON(64) DSP00300
* FLrfKtYIOFLI?.t'CFLO3, 4OFFT?,FFTVCP(30I OSPOO31
* ,tOSUA?.NO(TrFo.TOTvTP. OCtSR?rSPOn320 
,KATriL)(6NorCAT.FII.IFRAPFMT nSPOu33O 
0 *DF IFY fFS'J1.)FSOTH.CHnOP ACHOPAOTHFPATUTAL OSPO340
* .SITPI6),AtALY9('),CA(1S),CRHIKEY,,EPPTS(60) OSPOOlIS
.GTKFY.DIqTFNn 	 OSPOOI)3O 
CO OSP00370





 OSPOTIAOOC. DEFINITIONS OSPOf'410C. 
 OSP'OO4?O
 
C. CATFLG - FLAG INDICATING WHETHF OH NUT CATEGORY PERFORMANCE 1P.O,)430CO RFPOTS M(T RF GFNFRATEI). 	 DSPO'1440 
C. CAT.AM - NAMES OF CATFGORIFS. PEAD FROM MAPTAP. 	 DSP00450C. CLShA14 - NAMES OF CLASSES. RFAO FROM MAPTAP. 	 OSPO0460 
C. SURH'AM -NAMFS OF SURCLASSFS. PEAD FROM APTAP. 	 OSPO070C* SUACAT - SIJBCI ASS-CATE(,ORY CORPFSPONDFNCE VFCTOk 	 05P0048O 
C. (SIIRCATII)=M MEANS SIJ$CLASS I tELONGS TO CATEbORY M) 01Pa040'0CO CLSS~id - SUPCLASS-CL ASS COPNEC.PI)IOFNCF VECTON. DSPOOnooCI L 
C. 
CLSSU I)=M MEANS S1I0CLAISS I HELOHCGS TO CLASS M) i)SPOIISIO
NOIIAP - TsrGFk INDICATING WHFTHFR OR NOT A MAP IS TO RE PRINTFDbPO,5?O 
. TOThVr3 - TOTAL ,.0. OF VFnTICFS IN INPUT TFST FIFLOS. DSPOi0530 
C. NOSIHa3-NO. oF SIC.ASShS LiSF)) 114 ClASSIFY PLUS O@E,FOR THE OSPOn540C. TmESH)L) C A'$. 	 OSPOUoSO 
C. PCFOKY - KEY IN(ICATING "'HFTHF' ON NOT GHOlIFII) TRUTH PERFORMANCE SPOOS60CO 	 OpPORITS APF TO HF PRIMIFD ON A PEk FItLI) HASIS. OSPOOSTo 
C. TSTKFVY KFY t(IUICATtNG _-HFTHF* OH NOT TEST FIELDS WERE INPUT. OSPO9SsOCo TRNKFY - KEY [IJIICATING WHFTHEh OH NOT TRAININ, FIELDS ARE TO rsPoosqo
C. OE OUTLINEn. 	 SPOO600Ono, CONTIN4UE OSPOIJhO 
C* THRSKY - TIiHRESHULN KFY OSPO062OCA =) APPLY C-I-SOUAPF THRESHOLDS 	 OSPO(1630




=3 APPLY USFR-INPUT THRESHOLDS 	 OSP00640
C. =4 APPLY FISHER OISTRIHUTION THRESHOLD 	 OSPOOe0O 
C. =0 '40 IHESHOLOIN 	 OSPOO670 
S. - PRINTING STATS FROM MAPTAP 	 PSPOO68O%TATKY I(PY FOr 
C* FPPS - FMPIRICAL T-HFFHOL,)1N4 FLAG 	 DP00640 
C. THRSVA - tlShR-IhMUT THPFSHOLO VALUE FLAG OSPOO700 
C* PLTKEY - FLAG FUR PRINTI4G CUMMULATIVF HISTOGRAMS OF QUADRATIC DSPOOTI
C. 
 FORM. 	 DSP00720

C' - HMFLG - FLAG INDICATINr WHETHFR OR NOT A 8-MATRIX WAS DSPOO730 
C. APPLIFU IN rLASSIFY. DSPOU740C* R4COH8 - NO. OF LINFAR COMRINATIONS IN A-MATRIX 0SI0aT07rOC* RMFFAT - ,. OF CHANIFLS USI-UIN COMPUTING B-MATRIX OSPO 760 
Fl4TI.AN IV r LFVFL 21 	 0SPLAY DATE = 78330 0O/55/19 PAGE 0002
 
FILF mIPLAY 
.- fCATE OF CLASIFICTIl'I DSPO0770 
CA FL[)SV2 - AfDlQFSb IN -ARRAY- FOR TRAINING, FIFLO INFORPATION. DSPO0TA0 
C. FUR FACH TPAINING FIWO 4 PIECES OF INFORMATION ARE DSPon79O
 
C. STORErD - I=FIFID NAME OSP0O9O0 
C* ?=CLASS NO. DSPOtflo 
CA 3=,UrLASS NO. 	 Tila"O 
CA 4=-40. O4FVEqTTICES D3PoqaTO
CA FIELnD - AUDES% IN 1IAN'AY' FO WR.CTAN6ULAR APEA SURROUNDIN(i OSPO(I$40
CA FACH TRAINING FIFID. F)R EACH TRAINING FIELD 5 PIECES I)SPIoAISO
C. OF INFI'nVATIN A F STIE(). 	 DSPoo&6bo 
C " 1=1 	 ,1F START OS"flOH70 
.?=I 1tF FtIfI hSPDOMF4O 
0006 CONTINUE Dspor)eQo 
. 1=SAPI F START I)Spfto0o
.4=SArPlLF ENJ) DSP004110 
CA 	 S=POITFP I t4U VFRTEfX ARRAY FOR VERTICES ()SPfOqg 
r. OF TH$1 FIFin. 	 nqp00q30
C. VERTw? - ADPFSS IN kRt4AY0 FOP TaAINIrS. FIELD VFPTICES. DSPn'194 
CA FLOSV3 - SAPE AS FLOSV? FOP TEST FIELOIS DSPO'190 
CA FTELO3 - SAWF AS FTl IDP FOR TFST FIELDS ASPln9h0 
CA VIITX3 - SA'E AS VF TXP FO TEST FIELOS DP00970 
CO PCTIO3 - AOOOFSS IN4APO9Y- FOP PERFOP4ANCE TAPLF. 	 )SPOI.O0
C. TINtS - T nESHIJLO VALLIFS 	 DOspon09
C. SY1ANTX - SYM.OLS FOP FArH SIIRCI ASS* PLUS THRESHOLD SYPtiOL osPoloio 
C AND OITLINF SY'l4OI . 0901010 
C HIG" - THfRESIOLO DFJFCTIOIJ PFOCF'NTaOF - F'PIPICAL OPTION 0S00ol0 
C* CON - CONSTANT FACTO. FRJM PRUARILITY DENSITY FUNCTION 0SP01030 
CA FOOm CLASSIFY. ONF FOR EACH SUhCI ASS. DSP01040 
i. FLOFY - VFY ThIICATIN, wHFTHFP GROUND TRUTH FIFLDS ARE ISPO1OSO 
C. ASSOrIATLO -ITH Ct ASfS JR SIINCLASS-S. DPOIO1O 
CO 'IDFLOP - 00). OF TUAINMNI, FIFL0IS D PI[170
C. NOFlI - NO. OF TEST FIFLOS oSPoloso 
Co tl0IFTP - NO. OF CHA"IFLS IlSl' IN CLASSIFICATION. 0spo1090
C. FFTVC? - ,*NFLS II'SF IN CL ASSIFICATION. 	 0OSPrlloo 
C. N4SUq,.' rio. OF SUBCLASSES II$ED IN CLASSIFICATION. DSPOIIIO 
CA NOTPFO- NO. OF CO',4)i TNIITH ILOS POR 4HiCM PERFORMANCE DSPOI0I?O 
C " TPLFS wILL HE MAIIF. EQIUALS NOFLO3 O N6)FLO2. OSPOI130 
C. TOTVT? - TUTAL '0. OF VFxTICFf FOR TPATNIIJ, FIELDS. OPn11I40 
C 	 NOCL 2 - 1. OF CLASSFS,ISED IN CLASSIFICATIOtJ. rssonI IO 
CA 9ATIO -CLAS CkTg(,oPV fnRRSPiPOlFNCt VECIUs I0590160 
0007 CONTI IUE 	 SP01170 
C. (KATNO(I)=M rF4NS CLASS 1 15 IN CATFG2OHY MI DSOhI]PO

C- NOC4T NO. OF CATFGOPIES. 	 OSPO190 
CO FILTFR - FL , FUR SPATIAL FILTFNING OPTION. 	 (SP01200
CA M&PFT - FOPA&T FOP OUTPUT O&P TAPF 	 fSvo 1210C. fFSPFY - fY INIICATIN'M'P1EHF.) OR NOT IES1CIJATFO FIELDS WERF INDSPOIflO 
C. )ESUII NO. I)SIGq6'TFh lItiIl)ENTIAHLF (NOSU.?t5) 	 1irl- FO- '30 
CA OESOTH - u. FO. lfSl6(iTFr)OTIl-N (N(3SUH?46) I)SPOI?411 
CA CROP - NAVF HIP 	 Ospo1?SOOF CROP F IrH INTINSIVt TFST 9ITE SUMMARY 

CA PFPIRT IS TO PF PRPIITFI, Cr4OP I5 TO HE COMPARED WITH 0T0spni260 
L- &CRO)P - ACPFS OF 'CrOP' - IISER INPUT nSPOIP7O 
CA AIITH'4 - ACRES IF *I1THFiI) - US'Q INPUT 	 r)SPoI?$o
Co ATOTAL TfOTAf AcME', I-, C ASSTFIFU SFr'4FNT 	 OSPO I?',O
CA SITF NtF OF SITF (CLASSTFIHI) SFNMFNTI 	 OSPO I300 
C. ANALYS - pAM) OF Atllt YST PFaFOp.lrl., STUDY 	 0SP01310 
C. CAM, ra', OF P-0CEOIF CON IGUNATIUN USFO IN STUDY OSP01320 
C. CrPKFY KEY FOR G'-V4ATINC, INTFNSIVF TST SITE SUMMARY RFPORT O)SPf1330
-C. sFPPTS - TOTAL NUMhF. PIAFLS I EACH SiitiCLASS OSOI340 
CO . )SPD] 390CO DOTOFY - KEY INDICATING .HFTHP OR NOT DOT DATA CLASSIFICATION DSPOII60 
CO PFRFO4ANCF SUAMAPIFS ARF TO RE PROCFSSFU DOTKFY = 0 . NO DOT OSPOI370 
CO DATA P4OCgC-tIIG ; DOTKFY .GT. 0 . (OT PERFORMANCE SUMMARIES OSPOI3AO 
CO APE FROVIOFO ( IP DOTFPR = 0 1 * 0501390 
C'* 	 SPO1400 
DOTFOP - FLAG INDICATING THAT IMF DOT DATA PWOCFSSIN(, WILL RE 05901410 
CO OISC0I"TINJFD DUF FITHFR TO nISAGEERMFNT OF LABFLFD VS D5P01420 
C. CLASSIFICATION CATF6OY NAMFS, OR ERRONEOUS PA&AWFTERS ON ISP01430 
CO OOTFILF COMTROL CMIO * DSP144000R C nTI 4UC 	 flO1490 
CA 	 ISP')) 461)
(0 	 OSPO1470 
CSFFD 	 riSPO 148O 
C. 	 OSP0 14q0

C* SFT)P3 WILL RFAD FIRST P RECORDS FROM MAPTAP, AND CALL REDIF3 OSPoI5o 
C. TO REPD IN CONTROL CARDS. ALL OF THE PAPAMETERS IN COMMON ILOCK DSPOISIO 
CO DISPL ARE INITIALI7E HFFORF RCUIIRNINA TO THIS HOUTINF IN ADDITION DSPOISPO
 























































RFAL ALPt?) F NSPO 1'O
 
CALL SFTUP3( ARRAY.TOP.LtSTSWGTUNIT.6TF ILF. AIUNITAIFILE, nSVO19O
 
0 
 PPIfITPPFILE.NAMFCTALP) 	 DS$0I600
 
C. 	 DSPOI6I 0 
C. 	 DSPLYI 4ILL READ NFXT ? RFCORDS FROM tAPTAP AND PRINT THE 0SP01620
 












IF (IISTSW.NE.0) G( TO 30 	 DPO1690 
IFfFMPTRS.NE.?.ANO. PLTKEY.NE.l)0O TO 30 	 OSPOIT70D
 Co 	 nspoI7lo
C* 	 FrTHwS COHPUTFS AND PLOTS THE HISTOGRAM OF THE QUADRATIC FORM DSPOI720
 
C. FOP THF COUQtCrLY CLASSIFIED PIXELS WITHIN THE TRAINING OR TEST OS001730 
C* FIFLO. 0SP0 1140 
C. 	 DSO750 
IF ( I)TKLY .rT. 0 .op. DOTFRR .iT. 0 1 60 TO 30 0POITbO 
IF(FLO'EY.F.1)GO TO I DSP01770 
wlTt(6.100) 0SPO1780 
"4,0 TO 	10 PP079
 
10 	 C0NTTNIJF 05POpiO] 
IF(T TKEY.EO.I)CALL EMTHRS(ARRAY(FLDV3),ANRAY(FIELD33, OSuPOIIO 
ARRAYVfRT93 .OFLt3) 	 DSPOtA2O 
IF(TSTKEY.NF.1)CALL EHTHRS(ARRAY(FLI)SV?),ARRAYfFILI)2). nsPOIA30
 
o 	 ARRAY(VERTX2)9RUFLD2I nspol40
30 CO'ITI,'IiE 	 Oq5O0*SO
C-	 0401$60
 
C- TEST THQSKY = 4 FOR FISHER F-OISTRIhUTION THRESHOLDS fSPOI870
 




IF(THHSKY.FO.4I CALL FOIST 	 O-pOIOO

C-	 rsPo 1910 
C. 	 OPO920
 
C. 	 DSPLY? PRINTS THE MAP AND CALLS PCT TO BIiILO PERFORMANCE TABLES. IP01930
 






* AIUNItIAIFILPPN VPFILFNAMECI.,ALP) 	 P*9nI*3O 
C. 	 IF DOT DATA PROCESSING WAS PFIJUEFTED, THE PERFORMANCE OSPO000
 
C* 	 TALES WERE PERFORMEO IN (SPLY2 nBseO0o0
CO 	 nSPO?020C 	 IsPO"?030 
C.* CODE ODLO NOV 13,1978 TO IJCLUOE LIST PROCESSING D03Ot 40 
C 	 0P901fSO
 
IF (LISTSW.NF.O) G0 TO qq OSPOAO60 
IF n(,1FRP.FJ.,, )0 TO 99 0*PO070 
IF (DQTKEY.(T.OI (0 1( 99 (SRPOOO 




IF4TSTKEY.JF.I)CALL PRTPCT(ARRAY(FLDV2) AHRAY(PCTID3),NOFLDI 0SP02130
 
99 WITF(6 .6000) PLn *' 002140 









E.5 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 5 (LISTSM)
 
Subprogram LISTSM has been added to the EOP-LARSYS DISPLAY
 
processor in support of LIST processing. It reads the ground
 
truth, Al and/or PPTC dot files, prepares CCIT outputs of Al,
 
PPTC, and/or ground truth vs machine classification results fot
 
Type 1 and Type 2 dots, and computes proportion estimates with
 




LISTSM is called by DSPLY2. It calls LISTLC, LISTPR, and the
 












Keyword Dimension In/Out Description 
TOTALS 66 In Total -number of pixels 
in each subclass 
including DO, DU and 
thresholded, in the 
classified field 
TTOL 66 In Total numbers of 
thresholded pixels 
from each classification 
subclass 
PCTAB (209,1) In. Subclass number of each 
of the 209 pixels in 
dot position by machine 
classification after 
























































Count of fields from
 
MAPTAP. If =1, read
 




















































Subprogram LISTSM has been added to the DISPLAY processor in
 
support of LIST processing. It reads the various dot files,
 
prepares CCIT output subsequent to printing, and compiles
 


















































LISTSM F-IPTP41 A 
Sl1ftm0hJTflb t I!STSM (TOTALS. TTOL PCTAH.L ISTSWGTIJNI T,
*GTFILF.AIIINfTT.AIF[I F.PIUNTT.PhPFILF.NAMFCT, ALP,
*F( PC'd .NCAV.-CAT84M.SI aC4T.rNFLQ2.N5U)H.) 
1PIL ICIT INTECF4 (A-7) 
StUrw"UTIWF .01,TTfN NOV 918 To INCLOOF LIST PROCFSS1NG 
~ AND U ANF AQi~lynT NAe ES 
li15l T"P OFSIC6lATEII NAPE
*C*.:.4trT 19 THE NA4E 'IF Tilt -,MALL G4N AEOYLSOY 
fll Cl ' wLS1 RFFN NVO(ED",Frey MU9I HAVE 
C0nWON /LISTwM- NPr,(3.2).VAMPOA(po.3,2).LINPI,A(209,3, ,, 
o ~ 
AitCLIjfl CM4fl14 
TNCI 'U'! CCJ$'KI 





D I<~ ICJ~ l t'WS'.(3) 
C~~~ MOkeI/)kJf/' ,BCD/10OI/.IiLANK/' 





FIFLI)S(4.?C0I.VFITEW(IUl00),INFUNT(3)I,NFF!L(3)kFAL TITALSII .ALP( 2) 
RFAL P'IACn(2),P1XT0TPl1.P12,Pb1.,PB2,P.CArToT(6I)

CTMoIF iFLIJCIT.CT.1) GO TO 400 
Ira IA! liP IF FIRST FIELD TO bE SUMMAPIFD 
00 InI 1 1.3 
ODl 10 1I 1.?IJPOUAI.II) = 00)0 f. Tl== ":3 
fO P, Ii I1.31100460 





qFA) IN PPC fiTA! rnIrs
5IWF TrlPC I AND 2 ON .SAIIP UNIT BACK<-TO-BACK( 
IF (Pu.TU.lGo TO 2'; 
0 =l-IGII'h IV rA(TCA) I 
IF tfTlg .Of)GO TO 30IPGA = I9UA *IV?(.AIWCrA) =2 
IF (410'lT.FrJ.0) 00 TO 39 
TOA= IP"A + I

vP.,Al!PCA) = I 
IF (lP6A.E).0) CALL Ct4ERR 
l'IFUJTI)I PPUNIT 
INFFIL(I) = PPFIIF - I11500690O 
INFLT (P) = tbTim HT 
IKFF It (2) = &WT1.E - 1INFIIIT (3I AMTNT 

INFI-IL(3) =AIFILE - 1 
09 100 1 =I.IP(,A
ISIT =VPCAII)
jOT =0l 


















































































































tjO AT 0a 

70)TVT77 I
TIsTVFC = 0 
;SIcmA 

I'FT = n 
II 'LL LISTLC(FIFLOS.qTAMNT,&130,&140.&I0.SWCHG, 










Ill = FL5,I'TF.I)/1 

LIh.Nb IFVLrPIT.TYPL)
. IT FLnlNF141"M oW, -.1F'I YfPF 
/14IiF4
s&P(16 tLI.F 11 sTrVF 








..* WIT T'fPF CNA,6E 
r 
14n ',('It 'P = n 
(0it 11o 
rL 1r.O CA-I) 1 44f OETECTfOr ,.  

c 










(in I = 4I 







IF (rI'CL *1*) GO Ti]405 /)TI" 'i .I) = YMOUT 
4R IF (SI,,CL.LF.SIP10?) GO TO 410F

I (II-CLj .'Sk3 3 0OTIAH(I,4,II = SYMTNP 
IF (I, CL.rC.qu-6.0R.SURCL.EO.NU) DOTLAR(K.4,I) =SYHOES 
(-i I.) .;I 
41n CAT = 'UHCIT(-C.)Dfnl''R( .4.1 . c-rNr.(CAT 

4PnI (JOhA(t,4,?I = 01TLA (I,4.I) 





C*** CO4PUIW TOTAL NUMAFR OF CLASSIFILO DOTS 
C 
PIXTOT = 0.DO 44A 1 . l.f,sOk?
44n PTATUT = PIXTOT * TOTALSIII 

C 
r.., rom4JrE TITAL NO OF PIXELS IN EACH MACHINE CATEGORY 
r** COU'T UP PIXELS OF CHOSEN AND OTHER CATEGORIES 
r 
P.AACH(I1 = O: 
P . CH , = n. 

00 44Ak I = 1.61 

445 CATTOT(u) 0. 

00 40 " I.NSUh2 

CAT = StmCATII 

CaTTOT(CiT) = CATTOT(CAT) + TOTALSIT)

C)114= rAT4M(CATT I 

IF IDU4.NF.NAMECT) GO, TO 448 









C**- NrAT N O. OF 4ACHINF CLASIFIFO CATEGORIES 














































































































































rp ,00 I = I.IPGA 
LISO 1gO 
LIS01600LIbOI610OL10162O 
JIc = v"6 e() LISO10,10 
'0 
IF { ('°A(VIIT.I).FQ.O) GO TO SOS 
frY -0 = ICeLL ii'TP TT1,100TLA$.yTTYPf










CO, Poi N1l1. 41?.N2).N?2?NH4I ,NF2 FOR TYPE 









p?= 0 L1%01760 
h- I= LISO1770LIS IT$Dl 
I," '-, Il= 1.2,9 
nip, = A&A (4 II.IIT.2)






C 0 ° O,, I Sh I ,(-{I I:tISITP} l|O Llbf)IB40 
r 
h = 1.19L SI. h ) G TO 514-
Ir( I MI rO TO 14 













IFIF 4 4..)Sb13)60. )1,l% -0 ilT} GO TOTO 514';14 LISOlv$OLlb(119PO 
-14 IF (NCOZ I IjJE 
cIsr'-. tOn1H TO -ll '14 
I1l- NI?..F.rirn.)P * 1 
c'n hs~s11502000 
L1501990IS O 











TnIs PIXEL OAS LAHELED BOUNDARY LISO2?OO 
L IS-,0?O4 
fill S = I1102110 
5"4 
515 
0nI"1L III = 1.11 
On $14 ill 1.19 
JF(iIII.rt.,iiPS) lid TO 534(I.,.14 L 0 TO 514J = (Ill - f)*Ic* III)111. = jl lL.ANHJ.4,?.)
IF CI)I I.E'3.-N AECT) NBI = N11.11 
If (i 113 .-. SY40F5) 6O TO 534 
IF ()11 6.FO.SYMTHR) 60 TO 534IF (1il 4Sn.c.YMOlJT) GO TIn 534 
IF (Dl400.NF.,&MFCT) NB? = N9 2COnTINIJF 



















UqO IF Mie.C) 0 TO SAOC'* HI Iq, THE OTIIFP CATFOORY 
M11MR = SAMP(,A(II.ISIT.2)/IO
D1I1L LINPGA(IIISIT,2)/1O 
DO 555 I1 t I9l1 
0 554 I11, = 1 
IF IIII.NF.hittS) GO TO r54 









FIL: 1.ST%4 FORTRAN A 

Oliva = O, LA fIJ,4.?) 
IF (NI -A.EO.NrfIlFCT) N2I = N21 + II 
r (Ir. .Et4..,Y'F) GO TO '54 
I U.E .SYMrI-,) Go TO 554
IF i t0.YOUT) G0 TO 554 
IF (flUA.WF.NMftECT) N22 = f,22 * I
S"RA CO''TINUE 
5'5 "N I"omu I_ 
5Qn cnNT INt E 
C 




Pi = rLOTfillI)/FLOT(NI1 + N21 * NR])PIP FLOATIIP)/FLOriN 2 - N22 - NH?)P-IFLtAIlrsIf/FLOATINI) * N21 * NRI)
PR' FLUAT(I"?)/FLOAT(NI? * N21 + N82)
P Pu..C fI(i)*Pl * ALP(I)*P3l) 
P p P PAId)p~
A ? -01P(2)*PR2)C 
WvIT (6.91) ALf0b)(ISIT) 

WoIb 0 2)0 j ',JI'"PCH(1IPMACH
W4Al. (A 6I"O)
UP, TF I,. ! D+;n) Pl N N?.NeI.NPt+?.Nhl .N 2l 

"I T1Ur1l040) PI1,PI2.PiIP2,PALP(I)ALP(?) 
99n Fa.-'T(II.- FO tlIST P-OCFSSIN(-, 1,A4,t VS MACHINE CLASS')10U0 .-O..t(]sII..puOPORrnOt4IAAy *)

1010 CO)-.s1t(Iqio. HI!1 NI2 - N21 N2? N81 NU2.)10?q FnO''AT(r(l.6(?X.I1, ) 
loin FO.-aA iIHnl P11 p? PHI PR2 P ALP 1)104q F ,d* T (1 ,0 7 ( XF6-.41)) 





























































E.6 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 6 (LISTPR)
 
Subprogram LISTPR has been added to the DISPLAY processor of the
 
SOD-LARSYS system in support of LIST processing. It outputs
 
















Keyword Dimension In/Out Description 
ISIT 1 In Type of CCIT report 
=1 PPTC vs machine 
=2 GT vs machine 
=3 AI vs machine 
DOTLAB (19,11,4) In Dot category names 
19 n, sample # 
11 A line # 




ITYPE 1 In Dot type, 1 or 2.to 
be used for this 












Subprogram LISTPR outputs the CCIT-type report comparing PPTC, GT,
 













Filt. liIPS4 FUPtTWAN A 	 PAGE 0Ot 
C T-i- S't1-'..)UTIti fl']'TS LA4EL TeACIFs LISOOOIl 
1i1-n-rI. LiTPPcISIT.0TLAQ,ITYP E) LISOOO?0 
P'11I WIT I jrr.;,' (A-1) LIStOOV 
"AT 	 ' A Il.LA'/' */ LI bOf1O4 
n.P sIfur,S I t,F ir7I LISO OOq

,I'F,, IO IWJTL A (I,,l 1141 LlSf)00tO
 
11 = 1511 LIk0070
 
I' 4 	 L I SCfl0f 
IPt LIS(01111
 
to F-'fl ;TlhII~h L1500100
 
-	 IF :T ,RITF(VPRTl20) LISQUIt?iI - J.I I ).,.AC1/i(,lliPPTC VS CLASSIFIED) LAHFLS 1) LISOI1iI01 [,lTT.r'l,.?PI Pltl-lNPPT.130) LJ 6(1I140
 
11 Fri, Trn//,'.l)tt+rltflsu r-lITH VS LLASSIFIED LAIIFLS.I LI%0ISO
 
pu1 C-.J T(//,1X. I. LAt4FLS VS CLASSIFIED LABFLS') LIS10170 4PTTr- TPqI 1TYlt 	 L ISO(II$3PAI 	 !lih(/~l~lYf*dl DOT" CLA5S]FICAI[ONO) Ll',0014
 
dl rt UfOAT.,30)1(,4 )1l0.t141.I0) L1 0020)
 3n 	 F(I W ,,ITA'/ 19,] 1 L ISGO(?l 0. 
-

00 1 .I II 	 LISII00$
P P15 J = l."7 	 L 10023?Ig I I F (J) oL ,K LIS0OI124U
 
,() ?~f =1,1'4 '01i? O
2 tL 

I L= (J-I) 
~llf~l~)Ll LISVOeh6
L p 	 l I I AOU ( 
t I * (U it JIl.I;I LI(O.110
 
IF (tIltIRIJI.II.NF.RLANK) LINEfLI * 7) = SLASH LISOn'-4O
 
LI? = L IILI - ?) LlflnJAO
 
- PLU'LL.1.t.SLASNI LINFILL - 3) = BLANK LIS0OlO
??ql r i TI liJU 	 LjIg111)320 
i
0
! ln:~jLIbO 	 03L1(LN 4fl O)i 10 	 1WO 340
,RTT "l KK)il K-11" )L 

"}ln F~llAT(//.4X.I1).I9(X,3Ali) LIS,003 0
 
POO C'r T1'uE 	 LrtSIhOilO 
inn C-i-l IN"t 	 LISI0370 
- FTklwf 	 LP,11113AOFhflf 	 LISO39O
 
E.7 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 7 (LISTLC)
 
Subprogram LISTLC has been added to the DISPLAY and DOTDATA
 




LISTLC is called by subprograms LISTSM and DOTS. It calls subprogram
 
NUMBR, EOD-LARSYS utility routines FSFMSL, and NXTCHR, and the
 












Keyword Dimension In/Out Description 
FIELDS (4,) Out Information concerning 
dots indexed by NOFLDL 
(1,-) = category name 
(4,-) = 2 (# vertices) 
STAMNT 1 In/Out Initially set =1, 
reset to 2 if dot card 
has been read and is 
being processed. 
* 
SWCHG 1 In/Out 	 Initially set =0, counts
 






Keyword Dimension In/Out Description 
INIT 1 In/Out Set =0 initially, 
reset to 1 after 
dot files read in 
IUNIT 1 In Unit number of i#put 
dot file 
IFILE 1 In Relative file number 
of input dot file 
IPT 1 In/Out Pointer in VERTEX, 
incremented by 4 
VERTEX () Out Dot vertices (Sample, 











Subprogram LISTLC is similar to FLDLAC except dot files are read
 
in on "initial" entry and SWCHG is included in the calling
 










I'lip: LISTLC FilTR~an A 
PAGE O01 
c F I Lr,s CATFI,Onf FIA'4F ANn DOT 
c TYPE FOR COT I STORE!) 1.1 LISOODIDFIFiI1.l)AND FIFLn(4,I)LIOD'
C SA~d- IdITLLYSEI T-) I- 4TH If) O I1iOCATE DOTS bEING LISOOO3OC T'litN H'O'41 CU.(NFNTLY qFEAf) CAkjO. L504
11 Ir 5;T "' "I- NIJlfI FIEiLIIc lid- I 'Y I1To I I FOR VERiTFX INFORMATIONI 19(000-,oC '/11-o-~p~ I.FGQ IATT FIr tAC', OOT. LIO006 
C~p.I~jj~LLITLCIF ItLOS.STAMNT.*OO C-GINITIIJNITIF ILE.IPT LISO0O7O
-VOyTI-. 
 LIb(IOOTMOLICIT E'4TF6fw (A-7) LISOOIIOq0 
FTll4I),VERTEK(l).CARU(7s).Nnr(,(3) 






-C~it:TA ' I TC./.TPUE./.ENO~mCL,/,,FN./,LI01C 
C hC'IP & ) LISOIII7IJ
 
c TMCLI IF Co'.1- LISOO0qt,
firI S,.NJOSURP.NOFFT2VAL#S7?,T0TVT?,NO)FLL)a. LISOOIOO
* , CVR-~IDUN2SlDZ.L V.ET2 LISOflOhI 
* EIC'(30),4II4VC?(7q),SII#PT(7Lt)FCLSVC?(6O), LISDO.-ifl 
O 
cp 4(1) LISIIO??)C'i-CfKth),(,pUeIr'{(l4) LtIS0u?3b~CO 1i)/oorvFC/TY0F'rAt*A..(.b0,ICaT,ToYVEC,FLO1IF(A,.PHrKEY LIS110eaO
 
O ."~j77.LACIP .I&fi'I 
C%F$fO t~"N ' Fm)LISsfoln
IF tII.r.flGOTS LI P,0PE-1!1 P) IT 0)G T LI SUOD 
CALL F,1-FL(IMJIT.IFILF.IqTATI
P041 01JIT.In10) (IAUF(I, I=1.80) LISfO3106 
01 P W,, AT(I.ItIA) IS11003?0 




IF(.i 'iT.S..ITC.-)f TO ?0 U56(0360 
in CALL .F,4Ft1tf3n.-aU L1900370 
FIr 1) 
'I) 1 L I S O U 3o Of 
I-A'I 1lf0fl.ypsc.p 
',s (3.1 ACA4O(JI),I=p,) IIIOI 
LS10410
,EllF it LT'b0044(I
1000 FI)' 'T(A3, I', II.ISA1) 11,64

IF(:TtnlF,.ru.TYPFS, )GO TO 20 LJCO(IA6O)
lF(S.I.*.3, O LI 50047) 
r TYAO rts 
- 004I I 
C LISOO1,l020 C~i ILI 900520

CA = NxTCHP(CAflfl.COL) L1bOD"30S IF ti-IT Cii" IS !OT A CAT. NAM4E. CORRECT COL.COUNT TO HFAfi NUMl LISonS4O 
IF(CATI' '.bT.0)C-) TO Al LISO500 
I"~'T M), ?3 I ISLOWAI.t-ZC, TO 
!ICjA I IOCAT * 1 
 L ISUt4i5T0CAIThA', (NUCAT) =CATNM LI S0O5PO0CATIV I aC4TN" LI S605'0
CO I,, fl LIKISOAOO 
7- 213 rI =C lL 
-
I106640 
CA! LI I, lI4NonOTS.NDCAs0.CApnCOL) LISO06t3OTF(I rA4J.F'4.0)G, TO 1O LIS1n00l 
I'0Ti'100 LIN0ooeloC 
 L ISOIIAMOC TPCT Fl"' Fto) OF riots TO RF PR'OCESSED ON CARD) 1.0b0qo
C 
 LlSIhO700
30 IF(1(I1iT.LT.IJOCARU)6O To l0, LIS(IO7;O

r LISOOn77O c REfAD '$%T CARD L1500730
C 1100740STIM~I = IL 10076,0
IC IT =if L1900770PFI1) fitil;t,1.101) (ACAJIC) . 1=1.Ao)3 LIS0077O
tRITE I .1II) (ACAO(IIl,I1.80I LISOO74O 




IF III.F .t,0J.CAn)FTLIRN 3 




















ICII7 IC14T . 1 
f'0FL-l2 = 4UFLI,? * I 
rO-PqJTF L.1Ff INCNkFMENT 
r..= C'j1it4 1dm 
LI ooqoII 
LISOG4 ,0I 1s110960 






= IA-d's") 'I - l10000000 
IF(LI.Ct .I000100001t1 = "1 *l 
CO *jITE kMP40F INCNLEMFNT 
rKIl 
IFV'...LI.nII*=-I 
LI = 4 KIC 


















Irr'P.L1.Q)KK=-1SI = ' *<K9 
LACT =P - si -*00 
I P =(LtC-I)/I9 
=p It -- I) * In 
I S =L" - ILs = 15 /14115(10 










L L. -LI 
S LS - SI 








Fl--IV4Ff-i L FLOltF(3) =I 
FLI'F(4) 













1*11 = I1 8111360 










n09 - SII,-flJTINE 
FTUI 3 
F40 
fLOLAC - EXIT TAKEN') L15,014qi0 
101460 
L1501470 
E.8 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 8 (DOTS)
 
Subprogram DOTS is the principal program in the DOTDATA processor.
 
It reads the input dot information, looks for spectral data from
 
the MSS data file, and writes the Type 1 and Type 2 dot files. In
 
LIST processing, it has been augmented to allow the user to input
 
a LACIE formatted dot file in lieu of in-line dot descriptors in
 




DOTS is called by DOTDAT, the driver for the DOTDATA processor of
 
EOD-LARSYS. 
It calls FLDLAC, LISTLC, FLDTYP, WRTDOT, and EOD-LARSYS
 












Keyword Dimension In/Out Description 
DATA (SIZE, ) ,Out SIZE = 4 + NOFET2 
max 5000 storage for writing 
dot data file 
FIELDS (4,_) Out Field information for 
max 1000 each dot 
(1,) Category name 
(4, _) 2 't # vertices 
VERTEX 
_) Out Vertex information 
max TOP-6001 (line + sample number) 
for Type 1 or Type 2 
dots 
TOP 1 In ARRAY blank common 











DOTS has been modified to support LIST processing in the following
 
manner. The /DOTVEC/ variable LACIE can now be a unit number
 
(>I) as well as a P1 switch (=1). If LACIE >1 is encountered, the
 
new routine LISTLC will be called to read a dot file P1 in-line
 
LACIE dot cards or FLDTYP in the case of field-formatted dot cards).
 
Two new variables INIT and SWCHG have been added to help with
 










F QflA. [V f,LEVFL 21 	 DOTS DATE = 7s33& 10,O/00/S P46E 0001 
CU 
C DkOTS IS TXF 	C0)-0)fqOItA10R FOP. CREATING TI-F UOT DATA FILE 
c 

n01" 	 q1114p0TIrF DOTS IOATA.FICLIS,VERTFX.TOPIlonp. 	 fM-PIIT? I"ITF(1-I (A-?)

0003 1p~Fuli OOT(SPEIOATUlQ0
4004 OIAFNS;J(N FIFLIIS(4.1). FL(I2).VERTEXII)
C I1"CLIIOF C0t1hl .LIS T 




C P.CLflOF. CMKI,Lh, T 
C 
0 G'S 	 CO'v40SN/ ItNFOPMh^0JC LS?,9N 0S UdP9N0FF T2,9V 111tS?7, TO T VT?.,NO FLD2, 
* Vbl'?. COnVAW?.CLSIO?,SIJI1fl?.SUF~fS2,FLO)SV2.VERTX2. 
* KtPPT%(Afl),tNU6PP,.0PNAP(hO),GftPI)EX(bl), 
* 3NPCHf(6Iih400IIPSCI?4)
0006 	 CUMMOWVGLOAL/iA) (t).AAPT AP.OQA TAPE. SAVT, HFILENMCEY 
* -11SFXL ,HT'td Y.TIkF0R'1.EN ITP,EY4PKFY.MAPtiNT,N5FILE, 





n007 C4'MO /tOTWfC/TY$F,CT11.2' (SM.NOCbT.TOTVEL.)UI)INF tr) ,PRiTKEY * N)-INT .PPTtqi 
,wNI 
6S*tlfl LACIE3




1100) fATA MLAN(/' I/
00?) tIlOWN =$ 
Anil TSINT. = I 
Anl ISI.Wc= 0 
Anil SI AMNT =0I10'O1330 
n014 SaTCs 0 
0015 II'! = I 
flOir 	 IF(LACIe..JE.0)IPT=O 
CC... CaliF ADDED 	 NOV 21. 1978 TO SiUPPORT LIST PROCESSING 
c 
flP 	 INT = 0 00111 	 7 '4) = 0 
AoQsci,= II 
00'0 i40r4T =0 
n~e) N(FLO?0G
W0? TYPE =I 
C 
C INITIAL17E IMAGE DATA TAPE 
C 

flfl3 00 	 CALL TAPHOR(OATAPE,DATFILI

C 
A04 	 DU AD 1=1,SI7F 
An?.; 	 DO 00 J=M,TOTVEC 

flfl RAOilflAAIJ) = 0Ano7 	 1:1ly?? 0 
nnPA TirVwC 0tyhn 
0029 $5i IF (LAC IF.FQ. 1) CALL FLO)LAC(FIELO.STAMNT,&100,&S0,&520,IPT,
*VFi)TFX) 
C 
C-* AOIJFD N-Oy 21. 1978 IN SUPPOdT OF LIST PROCESSING 
c 
0030 	 IF (LACIF.GT.1)I CALL LISTLC(FIELOS.STAMNT.&IQ0065I0, 
*~?OsCI3I@TLACIE,.7FI1O.TPTVE9fLXJ) 




Afip? 100 	 LINSTP = FLOINF(I)
Anil tidJE-t, = FLOWNF?) 
W114 LININC = I-LAINF13) 
Anil3' 	 S*$S?0 = FLI)INF(4)
Sq = t5)1AvF14I1 FLiOWN 
n('17 sAmiNc = FLOINF(6)003$ 	 FIFLOSI?.NOFLO)) = NOCAT 
0030 	 TOTVI2 F1:L0S(4.NOFLP)?) . TOTVT2 C 
0040 [LIPIE fLINFNA-LLNSTR)4/LININC +* 











































































































VOOTQAf4 IV G LEVFL 21 DOTS DATE 7a9338 10/00/08 PAGE 0002 
FItP"I.IT; 












110 106 LINF=LINSTH,LINFNDLINTNC 











IF (E6.)TAP .EO. -1) GO TO 60f) 
Fi11) ITEgSFCTIOMt FOR N-P FIELDS 















I- = (fL(J)-SASTd)/,'AMTNC . I 
IF = (FL(J4I)- SA4ST1)/SAMTNC + I 
IF lrlht~tStda1" SANlhC) .NF. MOD(FL(J),SAMINC)) 
IF (It .(T,. JF) GO TO 400 









COLLFCTI. I'4FO FUR 0ATA REC FOR OGOTPIL 001T)OO00
0UT01100 




T )TVFC = TdTVFC + 












IOR FCI"AATI I/I) 
,. TF1(6.0Iq)




















IAIA(',T jT'FCI = IIOCAT 
frt 1',) I=I,'tFFTZKK = (1-1)NSAMP . K 










400 CotoT IMIUIE 















W4TTF {OT DATA FILE 
510 CALL RTFLPFIELDS.VFTEXNOFLp?,CATNAMDUMMYI








M(lyFIt = CiOTFIL - I 









S TCH =I 
IF(LACTENFO)NOFLD2=0 
IF1PRTKEY.E.I)GO T0 530 







END C4R4 FOUND I)DT01410 
00T01430 
00 " 1 
r0lP?' CALL W.4FLO(FIELI)bVETEXNFID?.?.CATNAOUMMY)











IF(PRTKFY.Ft.I6O TO 5'31 D)TO1490 
0nT01O0 
C D0T0110 
C POUTIjF TI) PRINT DOT DATA RFCORD DOT0120 
FOQTP41J IV LEt.VEL 21 WITS DlATE = 78338 10/00/08 PAGE 0003 





00.'6 r3O COI4TIMPE D0101550
 
floe? 701 0FtirAI//) 001T01560
 






110-4 It j11j1 MI110 




s 'I Al. 00 1I=1,TOTVEC 001J01630
 
00-4 InT=I'T. I W0101640
 
00, P~ IENO=NOFFT? 101h~i
14 IF4K.GT .NOFFTR) A"7 
11046, IF (JI.N .l .h..IKT.EO.I)WRITE(6,RI)O) I)0)T0h6O
1310B~F0-IATIIrI. (/)) 0TO1070 








I10? 72n Fr.I-Atr(374.10n(A1, -CH(*-.12,I.) P01 01120
 
n1,d 412.)C0)1T!. -IF 001T01730
 
A104 .1-lFA.710) 11, lIfAAIll11.=1.4) * OA1A14.JJ,11I) JJISTARTIEND) 0O01740
 
nl 710 t'I . 4,3X,14.2,2.bX.1R.8Xl (I OT41750
ru 46T I(IX.1, XW) 

010? 71? FOe-4I1 DO0001770
 
An" non £k.TINIMF rnTnhl$0
 (1104 JF(tjOiFTZ.CT.10) G0 TO 830 0OT0l7qO
 
11110 GO) TO ~4o 100100
 (. q0 CUNTIIII P0TO 1810
 
Al)IF(IT.w.Fj.l) 6*0 TO P40 0(101*420
 




Pill, 1FNI)=tjnFET7 OOTO11450 
OflI, (' TO 7q9 0101860'
 
nil? 1140 C01tII.IE OnTO) 470
 
011n IF (SMICI, .EO. 1) GO TO 90 ohnfolpRo
 
"lb. OFMtulN 00iT01891)A1)0 (Ooroi0o 
9 4Q
 
E.9 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 9 (RDDOTS)
 
RDDOTS is a utility subprogram in the EOD-LARSYS system which
 




RDDOTS is called by subprograms FILERD, ISOCLS and SETUP3. It calls
 





















RDDOTS has been modified to support LIST processing in the
 
following way. In the past, if the calling program requested
 
more dot information than was available on the DOT file, an error
 
would be called and execution discontinued. This has been
 
changed. TOTDT3 is compared with TOTDOT, the number of dots on
 




In some LIST applications, all Type 1 dots will be used as starting
 
dots to ISOCLS. ISOCLS can accept up to 60 starting dots. A
 





Then, if fewer than 60 Type 1 dots are on the DOTFILE, the
 












































UTILITY POLITINE THAT PFAO4S THE OOTFLL 

SUQPIJTtr.F Rp0015 (DOTS.,OOTVFC. TOTCT3 TYPS WT.SI2ZFSTOTT2. 















I -r'ETIJNS SPECTR4AL INFO 





Cfo.U /,7LORAi /HFAD (63) MAPTAP.fOAT APE.ShVT AP.MHMF ILE,0PKEY. 
* hIIF1LHI;KKY,TPF0RM.EkIPTPI,U4PKFY.MAPUNTN0FILE. 

* f)-1AJMA*,f44(SPA&SITlnATFILS TAfILASAVA;AVFL 
* FJ1TUNNSTFI,.,rTPUN4,MAPFIL 






0I' FtpION FtI5V(4,1),VFRTK)U?,l),ANGLF(1) 
OIIENIU TF~flOTI,000) 















PFAC WFC. '40. 2 
IF (Tvv'SWT .EO. 1) HFAOIOOTLNT)(FFTVEC().I1.NOFEAT) 






IF (TYPSWT FO. 2) 60 TO 87 (1950 IF (tU rrP .NF. (1) GO TO 60 
C 

cl SET fltF AILT CNANNEL',C 
002l 01010 T=1t1FFAT 
0n?] FFTVC?(I) = 1 
0022 '50FFTVCJ(I) = I 
402 MFFF? = IA)FFAT
OAFip 60 To AT 

O0?q fi0OR An J1,IOFET? 
on?, 110 70 <1,.NOFFAT




0010 35 FOa.JAT(//. CH-ANNFL *.2*IS NO ON 0OTFIL'/ 




0033 A0 CON"TIi'rIE 
0fl34 P7C IF I(TOTOT3 
C*** COOE ADDED 
C 
K 
.E0. 01 GOTO 96 
Co.*P0000 

NOV 21, 1978 FOR LIST PROCESSING 























































































F0 TqA IV * LEVFL 21 RDOOTS DATE = 78338 09/50/35 PAGE 0002 







IF (I)OTVEC(JI.LF.TOTnnT) GO TO 99 
W ITTE(6. 9IWTVEC(J) :TOTD(1T
40 FOIMAT(/ I DOT NO. I*live IS tOT ON 
ICjqTS. I 
CaLL C'FRh 
95 CINT IUE 
























TOTAL =S17F " TOTOOT 
4EA (IIOTUNT) 4TEMfOT (OTS1-1I). 1= 
If (TYPS4T FI0. I M~f 10 130 
If (IYPSwT .fo. 2 I GO TO IO 
TF (ITYPSw1 .10. 3 1 60 TO IO 
ReTR[EVE SPFCTRAL INFO 















ST'FS = NOFFI? 
TTT? - rOTiT1 4ROD1010 PDDOI20 
o00l CALL 1OOT) lTEmtlOTfOTS.KVAP.SI7FS.TOTDTOTVEC.FETVC3,




















































n063 ENO ROU)01270 
E.10 SOFTWARE SUBPROGRAM NO. 10 (SET13)'
 






Subprogram SET13 is called by DOTDATA. It calls EOD-LARSYS utility
 
























Subprogram SET13 has been expanded to read a new OPTION card
 
U unit # in order to specify a Fortran unit number for a LACIE
 
formatted dot file, This file replaces the in-line LACIE formatted
 
dot cards following'the *END card in the control card stream. The
 






E.10.8 	 Listing 
3-53
 






!'-LICir INTFGFR (A-Z) SETOnG3O
 
nnn'l I(!0h'S10' rOO fl),CAHO(62).FOUCM (3),ACAPD(?O) SFTO4OO 
n0fr4 f,1* tSlOr SLASH(?) STifllsO 
o00; VATA Mi AS /l*/t/ SET 00060 
non, DATA COhDE/CAi'.PATA'. OOTFV, 'FT004970 
O'OPT!,.-UATF-. -C(H1M,. *H-DI .HEO?', --ENO/ SFTO10bO
 
P007 nATA QIJC.) W/= I. I / SF r0io90
 
400. [(Al If,,)/.4.VK/t /,It/II/.FF/'F9/,OO/,G0/,P/IPI/ SFT00100 
0o0q 'XAT? LfILI1 SFTO0110
 
C INCIuOr CN01 .LIST SFTO,110
 
C INCLIJO1 f04 hr4. LIST SFT00130
 
C IdCL!IOE CO'A.L(AL rsr CFTOnI40 
c I NCLOflf & -14,LIST SF104150 
,t4DOIlR?,N0FFT ,VAtSZ?;TI)TVT?,NOFLO2, 1)
flIn CI ,-OI/rF iIN/I UCLS SFTo(, 
* AVA ?.C(1VAp?.CL -IDSOHNO?.SUHOS2,FLOSV2,VERTX2. SFToo17u 
SE100100

* ~ FFV? SJ'C(%,tFPH1,CLSVC2(60)1~~~~~~~~ 1*' H-JTh(40!N06RP.bWP fANbO)hRkNOEX(61I ShkTOIQO 
a tWtH?14 ~SFTOOPOO.6$f~Si?4 

nnil rlI.FNSTO, InjI ( % ,-Pf( 15)-OATEf}) CO'FNT WOcrotPO
p
nOI? F..IIVAL EfCF (H01M :HFAII (4)).¢(OATE( 1) kFAO)(??) I . SFTo??0 
PI?!,F M31,C~IJ~IIA $ W1230
 
00!3 01 / il * 4APTAPIOATAIF- .AVTAP.01FILFRMKEY. SFT0?40
ISFIL HI FYT&Ffp,% THPHIFyMAPUNTNOFILE,
Ip SEuIk%0 
D111440.P poIS. 17,',ATF IL.STAF IL,95;AVASAVFL SFTOO?6O?(,
1a N.C.TU.,iJWqSTFI. CT,, MAPF7L . - ;ETOO?70 
SOT-JNITnOTFII ,vChPAS.TI' SFL ,W4TkFt .HITFLPCHUNT, SFT002A0 
* CN('I( ,P(1 0 Ijytg4j 1N(1 Ea1 
rAW(r() DIlF(6) ,PRTKEY004 CO MUi 1/00TVFCC/TYPF.CAT .tIOCAT.TOTVECSFI SFT0 0 
* .Sl7F . LACIF SET11310C'.ENO 1 SETO1,3;?o
 




0017 FIFLI, = I SFT0030
 




00?0 LaCIE = 0 , Iolb 
c SFTon39O )FU{llO) ,nn-v SFTn,,400 
0n?? )On FO MATI(/11X.IINPUT SUMMARY'//) SFTEI 10 




00?o PRJNIT = 34 'FT00410
 
0024 C CALL kFAEAO({PfUN TA0) Sh.100f461)

C SF1 0,471) 





n0 105 kFA(?I,Ilq)(ACARDjI),TI,20) STOI,5r-O 
o0?( 103 FOOMAT [2044) SFTOOl0I
"40?7 4H1 F(3l".lfbi ( ACANDI !) ,I=I.?0) CF TflO',?O A 




nolo R INIIkutllI SFTno,ho
tAn41 COI = 11 S TQ(0570 1 
0(1? w, [TF (, I? I COIF1 CARD % Tn100)50
Anil IPA Fd.4A i{KA4X.A,62AI) SF T0 49O
 
n034 110 FUOIAT(44,6tflh>A) SFTO60O
 
00 3O 11 ,i.0 5FT0061D 
nn0T IF ICIDEI.E0.C(IF(I) 60 TO (ISO.l80,?10,330.370. SFTOI:6P)
 
* 390.400,4l 0,42) 1I 5(1630
nol 13 C0.rINiF c;F100640
 
nul 13111T (6,140) SF101,640
 
n003' 14D F14MAT[ I INVALID CUNTROL CARD - IGNORED -I 5FI006(
 
4040 GU TO 105 SfTf(l670

C 9hT01,60
C C ANNtI. CARD SFTO 90 
C SFT0700 
nA41 150 M = NgTCH(CAftQ(.COL) SFT00710
Anq p IF (Hrit}(0T %,SFTDI7?0
 
O0I43 (.FJM. LKI) 60 TO 'T10u730
 
0044 1S? kTTrF(6.153) -fT0(1140

A041 15$ FUWMATLI EPPOP ON DATA CARD-) SFT0O17" 
n0A GU TO 105 SFT00760
 








































19 d = FINOI2(CARO.COL.FOUCO) 
IF u .14E. ?1 60 TO 15 
NOFTE = 4RtIPF(CAROCOL.FETVC2,NOFET2)
CALL OQOrE)(FETVC?,NOFFT?)
GO T1 I10 
0ATA FILE CAR) 
M = NXTCHN(CAqO.CIIL)
IF 1 Ji.j kNK I rO TO 105 
I ',O) (0 To 190 
IF r'.Pu.,FF) bt, TO 200 
IR, VbI1I- (h,Ih7)
18? FO-AT(- IAo(1 ON OATA FILE CARO)
Ifl1- 10s 
110 1 = I I ,Ip(C)wO.CLFIICOM) 
IF (J .IF. ?I GO 10 IR 
m = II)I 4F,(lCkAd.CUIL.fIATAPF,7FPOI
COL = r.IL I 
,,)TO IAO 
'00 j FIIOI((&,.=COL.EA C t4)
IF I J .1J. 2 1 Go() JAI, 
= NII,4qSfPCAAUCOLDATFIL,?FWO)
OATFIL = )ATFIL - I 
C4L = rOL - I 
GO. TO IO 
MIT FILE (4PO 
Pin 1 = ATCH4 (CARCOL 
IF ('.9.)O) GO TO e13 
IF (f.rt.aLNK GO TO 101 
C, TO P15 
P13 J = FI'lOIl?(CADDCOL.SLASH)
IF WJ .10. -1) 60 T0 21% 
114 M = N*ICtlCHCA-IrOCULI 
IF (M .EQA. LNK 1 ,0 TO 105 
IF tF0.Il} 0 To 230 










































??n P0"SAT(I PR(OR ON 0) Fi E CARD$)
6,j TO 15 
'30 J = FI'QI?(CA4DCOLFJCO)
IF , .*'Jr. 2) G0 To 215 
M4 = NWI iEq (CARO,,COLrDOTrJTl7FRO)
CII = roL - I


















04A4 = FI',III?(CARD.,COLEOJCOI )
IF (I IF. ?) 00 TO ?19 
4 = ;I, qEk(CAHI),COLlOTFIL,7FRO) 
OIutTFIL = ,IOTFIL - I 
fClA = CAL -
610T P14 
C C OPTItl, Cks(I
C 
330 M = NXTCHR(CALNOCOL) 
IF (M *EO. LNK 1 00 TO l05 
If (',.'. GO TO 340 
TF(M.FQ.L)r0 TO 345 
C 
C - -* CODE A)OED NOV 21, 1978 IN SUPPORT 
C 
































135 FOHtAI(i ERROR ON OPTION CAAD'I)
60 TO 105 
340 PRTAFY = I 
'GO TO1 05 
345 LACIU = I 
60 TO 105 
350 , = Nt48ER(CARDCOL,LACIEZERO) 
CO TO 105 
C 

























































































10 F0 ATIIOX,19A4) 
 SETOIS7O
PkW IN, RHUNIT 
 SFT0ISeO




C CUIPEIT CAP 
 S11610C 3c41 f = TCItUCI COvCL) qFTOIhoSFT01630




PE tI.P RkUNIT 
 SFT10660














(10 T1 .1tJUNyT 

'FT01730








410 = NxTChIkCARACOL) SFTO1780













IF (fIOFFT sNE. 0) GO TO 440 
 SETOI 0O
0A 4311 1=1,30 SFT01q70
Ff'TVC'(l) = I 
 SFTOIA"0
430 COrINUE SETOAO0










~ C *ITE(6.1O00) 5FT01940SE OI S 
 
IF (iI)FET2 .1,E.0) WPITF(6,1010 (FETVC2(I),I=I.NOFETR) SFTO106
IF ('RKEY FQ. 1) WRITF(6,1030) 
 SFT0170





1I0 FOP AT(// USFR HAS N FOIFSTFD THF FOLLOWING OPTIONS :1/1 SFT01nOxO
1010 FOqMAI(l SFLECTE, CHFL' ANEI.3013) SFTO02o












AT P---1T- L SOIL L!NF NUM6-HS ARE SF1 40 13.-
S C4A(I ITI'. F CZLCIJL 
OFI IfclIA'SISI's OiF qA, P.) IbT CA-ZU. SEG.njo. PFOIJESTED IArIrXressrVF Pmr ssIr, TI 'F (),E TOI FP4U0 IN OO0-4 OF AI FILES 1021 









Pt .. . ... ... . ). 
OIrIT& 
'Cl. 
* ') 74F a.'if).= I$1UATO fIrF r,l'.i,S IA. F .IxfTLS/i 114- 196 
Fiit 7"w ,,{ ¢,,- ,.r 'IA 
FI'ST F I.lIFFPF <E PTA AnATA TA-'r5.o. 1,151 SHU FRS Al 
I 
,!;S; IF.. I ,F- .. 




Fl. S7 ."r i .'RILSF F PT 
FxrCSSTVF-' FSSINs, T1F 0iE TO FRROR IN ORDER OF 
;'I ~"OF.. F I 
I-- SVIL IUF No'iftS ARE 
i___ _ __ _ _ 4), -I2,IATA 47 1uft x Po 
J. ".. P..jaAIA. h6? ufl, lq 
I I P hiATA A? IW)lKx 77 
p 1 r 41 1111)1 I1 
1_________4 2 1 :lt 24 1 I'tA 134 
I1 it -I"Ittf#. I 
I F 3 1i1ATA 58 1 llji 1?1­
0 








I I 41T1,Ict"I 
(A A 32
I H ITT 
LOATA 46 
4 4-41 44 1811EXa229 
4 [IATA 63 [NlEX 674 ]IATo ?1 INEOXF PA 
RQ.Q7Tf -FANRf 71.3479 SOF*.lg vF44(- I?.A8A.) 500'} 
54 41 24 SILL Ii7S.41OU MEAJH 75,r; 1 " SQ)B 
S 111 6 SOILL 
LS17901.6490 
16.4190 
LIIATA 44 54 63 ?3 SOILL o 
954 q~?2A, mFAqfl 89.8000 91)8 27.9100I I 4 'N I,*645 'FANG( 5.4600 54Th 1 4,)0
FVCVSSEVF P.OCESSTNC, TIME OE To ERROR IN SPECIFYING OHD OF FILES IN PROCEDURE FILE 
,;NI,'rOL TOUTH MFAI- -­






Z: e 1071 
¢r~t-rSS~vr (I-CCSltc. TI *E Di. TO EPnOR IN oqOEa OF Al FILES 
14P.IT "ArF n04T TAPf IrIFOP'ATION 
g 3F01j F U-IIVFAS;AL 
_ _ __ _I be'; : }, .,
' nFI-,A a [L)X 
'0 1 LG" l-ar. 2I5}F111 F!'ST S"LP-F 1,1 
C' t fE FC I 
Ti.- ILltII '-tS4f 16 20 16 1 , 
I ? I 1)41" 12 IDFX 20 
4 14 ? IND" 9b 
1 ? p1414 11 11IM)F 77 
p p ila;t H IN}lg i 
l 3 2 IlATA 21 I14iF I1I 
I 4 t AT"A 0 I'.U7 7134 
__________________ A I 101 
I 4 3 1:1ItA 
1 $ t X P I U 
- T1 4  IA.a IIIEx( ??9 
______________I 4 4 II'4IA 2t, Ir1tFX ?III 
1 1 *TT 91.A144 - fA751.T 17.0400 
s fI-, n I I PAW. 1?.7.,fl) Sg 9-100 
I n I IqATA 4 t SOULL ?IS)I " p 7 FrANr 75.a0 17.0400 
I eI.2 31 3', 114 SuJlI It,0A 6Ar 
I I r.IT Sl.nQ,4 FAJFI 79.674'3 10oo 17400o 
I )AT% 31 1A 26P SUdLL IL,I I :],IT1 7,I9 F4A,$ 5q4.000 qn0 ?727.Q0'I,?n('' P.rIIhl N'FANb S,. 460I(I 506 7.4000o
rXCrlvF P.2SCT1' AhE To FOke'. IN SPECIFYING OktAFP OF FILES IN PROCEDURE FILE 
1911 
71-3 




F~IA OF Ih)tW I At4 FPWII'S OETFCTFI) 
0.;5rU,!A0 UT,14E14H i 
THE PATTERSON-PITT-THAOANI ALGORITHM PROGRAM 
JSC7?40 C AHLERS DEC 11,19T8 10 38 23 AM 
PFLAG= 0 
rUN!T= 3 WUNIT= 
NO. OF CHANNELS= 25 













FFATUE VECTOR FORMAT 
1212.2A1.IA.411 .A4,4(/, SF9.4)) 
LINF
E Nn 
THE FEATURE INDEX VECTOR 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
NI= 351 N2=62127 
TER"S FOR THE PHI FUNCTION 
ALL 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
1021 1 625S 6363 7159 7194A 1021 
7194 
1851 
18 20 58 608 
1 6289 6361 7067 7193A 
1021 
1851 
7193 23 24 26 608 1851 
THF NO. OF SAMPLES = 414 























































































4 PIXELS WITHOUT CROUNO TRUTH 
4 UNtSED GROUND TRUTH SYMROLS 






-0,1A9 P 71,0 0 
0:1306715'&0')-00



















































































LOSS VECTOR +4TRIK RESIDES ON UNIT 7
 
".fl,T ?6 25 2
 
UPPER 8011ND ON BAYES RISK 0.8170022914D 00
 
TIME FOR PPYA 0.749
 
THF PATTFRSON-PITT-THAOANI CLASSIFIER PROGRAM
 
JSCY40 C AHLERS DEC 11.198T 11 21 32 AM
 




NO. OF CHANNELS= 25
 


































(212. AI, .413 *A4,4(/, 8F9.4))
 
THE FEATURE INDEX VECTOR 










-0.3SR979?27iS 00 O.38R975p2750 90
 
0.330671 R800-0I -0.3306715A0R0-01






























-,1 9496071720 0:1949607 720




3Rll2 00 0.30593518120 00

-n.3?17423361i0.
0. 12 9 8 757- 0.32174233610-01















THE NO. OF SAMPLES = 209 
.OVERALL CLASSIFICATION RESULTS... 
IR3 PIXELS CLASSIFIEO AS S
 
26 PIXELS CLASSIFIED AS N
 
4 PIXELS WITHOUT GROUNO TRUTH
 
I UNUSEO GROUND TRUTH SYMBOLS
 
SU9A4Y TABLE FOR GT VS. PPT
 
1N 
S 59. 8. 67.
 














SUMMARY TABLE FOR GV VS. Al
 
S N 
S 45. 13. 58.
 
















THE ESTIMATE OF THE PROBABILITY OF CORRECT LABELING IS 0.38119 
PRORABILITY TABLE FOR A VS. PPT 
5 N 
0.24862 0.02762 0.27624 
0.6?983 0.09392 0.72376 
0.87845 0.12155 1.00000 
THF ESTIMATE OF THE PROBABILITY OF CORRECT LABELING IS 0.34254 




















LACIE FOPRAT 0OT LABELS




 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
OT I S 2 24 26 28 30 20 22 42 52 S032 34 36 38DOT I S r6 58 60 62 64 40 44 46 48 50 5466 68 70TO7 74 76 78 82
POT I S RB 90 92 94 96 84 8698 100 102 104 106 108 110 112 114 118
iS 

PO~T 5 '0S2 54 5b 1516 

VOT 17022 124 126 128 130 132 134 136 138 140 142 124 114 348
 
62 164 166 2 7476 2748
f,012 S D 82 
184 186 18 19 92 194 196 198 200 202
f5o 2 04 06 08
iOT S 1 23 25 279 II 13 15 17 19
29 31 33 35 ?1 43 5157
37 39 1 45 4  49 53n(0T 2 S 55 59 61 63 65 67 6q 73 7 77 79 81 83 85
(lOT 2 S 87 89 91 93 95 97 1 3 75S107 109 1 3
 
4pT2S
1617 119 121 
123 125 12719 131145 147 149 15 153 ISb 157 159 161 133 13S 137 191413
OUT 2 S 175 177 179 IB 183 185 187 189 163 161 167 169 17 373
91 93 195 97 199 103






LaCIE FOOMAT OOT LARELS
28
T ITTEN TO UNIT 

nry II' 132 136 200 206 208
nOT 2(14684 112 124 

,oT IN 2 R 12 14 16 22 24 26 30 32 34 36 38 42 8
50 52 54 56 58 62 64 66 68 70 76 78 8082 88
nOT 1 

DOT I N 90 94 100 104 106 108 110 118 122 130 134 138 140 342 144

COT I N 146 148 150 152 154 156 160 162 164 166 168 174 176 80 182
DoT I e 184 186 190 192 196I OT 1 4 40 202OT IS 10 18 20 28 44 46 60 72 74 86 92 96 98 102 114

MIT IS Ia" 126 128 158 170 17 178 188 194 398
133 07
IOT 2 0 43 67 85 97 

DOT 2 m 11 99 107 116 143 165 197
 
DOT2N 1 3 5 7 9 13 15 21 23 25 29 31 33 35 
 37
PnT 2 N 49 51 53 55 57 61 63 65 
 69 71 75 79 18 87 89OT 2 N Q3 101 103 105 111 113 115 117 119 121 123 125 135 137 13911OT N 141 L4? 14 151 153 155 159 163 167 173 175 179 181 183 185

ri IMT187 191 195 201 20b 209 





GROUND TRUTH V$ A. 1. LABELS 
TYPE I DOT CLASSIFICATION 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
10 S/N S/R N/f N/N S/S N/N N/N N/N S/S 
20 5/5 N/N M/N N/N S/S N/N N/N N/N N/N S/N 
30 S/A N/N S/S S/S N/N S/N N/N N/N S/N 
40 N/N S/S N/H 5/N N/N N/N - N/N S/S S/S N/N 
so N/N N/N N/N N/B SiS N/N N/N S/S N/N 
6 S/5 S/S N/N S/S N/N f/N N/N NIN NIB S/S 
70 N/N IS N/N S/ S/S S/S N/N N/D 
80 N/N N/0 N/N SIN SIN N/N N/N N/N N/N N/N 
90 S/N N/N S/S N/N N/N SIN N/N N/N S/S 
100 S/S N/N /N SiS N/N N/N N/N N/N S/S N/N 
110 WN /s N/N S/S N/D "N/R, S/H N/O N/D 
GROUND TRUTH VS A. 1. LABELS 
TYPE 2 DOT CLASSIFICATION 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 s0 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
1O N/N N/N N/N N/N SIN N/H N/N N/N S/S S/S 
20 N/H N/H H/1 S/S N/ N/N N/N N/N N/N 
30 S/S S/S N/D S/S S/S N/N S/N N/N S/N N/N 
'o S/S N/N N/N N/N N/ N/N N/N NIS /N 
So 4/5 N/N S/S N/N N/0 N/N N/N S/S N/N S/R 
60 N/D SIH N/N N/N N/N N/M SIR NIN N/N 
?0 NIN M4/ N/H N/IN N/14 N/14 N/N S/S S/S S/S N/D 
.f N/N N/N S/N N/N SI S/S N/N N/N N/N 
00 N/4 N/N S/S N/N S/S N/N HM N/N S/S N/S 
100 N/N N/N S/S N/N N/N N/N N/N N/N S/S 
I1l N/N S/S N/N S/I S/S N/N S/S N/N N/D N/N 
GROUND TRUTH VS CLASSIFIED LABELS
 
TYPE I DOT CLASSIFICATION
 
10 ?D 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 1S 160 170 180 190
 
10 s/S S/N N/H N/N S/M N/N N/N N/N S/N
 
20 5/'4 N/N N/S N/S S/S N/S N/S NIS NIS S/S
 
30 S/S N/N S/S S/S N/S S/S N/N N/S s/S 
40 N/S S/S N/S S/S N/S NIS HIS SS S/S N/S 
50 N/S N/N N/S NIS S/S N/S N/S S/S N/S 
bo S/S S/S N/S S/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S S/S 
70 N/S /S N/S S/S 5/5 5/5 N/S H/S 
80 N/S N/S N/S S/S S/S NIS HIS HIS N/S N/S 
90 S/S N/S S/S N/S N/S S/S NIS N/S S/S 
100 S/S N/S /S S/5 NIS N/S N/S N/S S/S N/S
 
]10 N/S /S N/S S/S N/S N/S S/S H/S N/S
 
GROUND TRUTH YS CLASSIFIED LABELS
 
TYPE 2 DOT CLASSIFICATION
 
10 20 30 40 s0 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190
 
1 NIS N/H N/14 N/N SIN N/N N/N N/N S/N S/N
 
20 N/N NIS NIS S/S NIS N/S N/S N/S N/S
 
30 S/5 S/S NIN S/S S/S N/S S/N N/S S/S N/N
 
40 S/S N/S N/S NiS NiS NIS NIS N/S IS
 
50 M/S N/S S/S N/S N/S N/S NIS S/S NIS S/S
 
60 NIS 5/5 N/S N/S N/S N/s S/S NIS N/S
 
70 N/S M/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S S/S S/S S/S N/S
 
an N/S H/S S/S H/S S/5 S/S N/S N/S N/S
 
90 N/S N/S S/S N/S S/S N/S MIS N/S S/S N/S
 
100 N/S N/S S/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S S/S
 
110 N/S S/S N/S S/S S/S N/S S/S NIS N/S N/S
 
A. 1. LABELS VS CLASSIFIED LABELS 
TYPE I OOT CLASSIFICATION 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
t0 N/S R/N DIN N/N SIN N/N N/N N/N S/N 
20 S/N N/N N/S N/S S/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S 
30 P/S N/N S/S S/S N/S N/S N/N N/S N/S 
40 Nl/S S/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S S/S S/S NIS 
Sn N/S N/N N/S D/S S/S N/S N/S S/S N/S 
60 S/5 S/S NIS S/S N/S N/S N/S N/S O/S S/S 
7n N/S S/S N/S D/S S/S S/S N/S /S 
80 N/S C/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S 
90 N/S N/S S/S N/S N/S N/S NIS N/S S/S 
too s/S NIS N/S S/S N/S N/S NIS NIS S/S HIS 
110 NIS S/S N/S S/S f/S R/S HIS OS O/S 
A. I. LABELS VS CLASSIFIED LABELS 
TYPE 2 DOT CLASSIFICATION 
10 20 30 40 s0 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
10 NIS N/N N/N N/N N/N MIN N/N N/N SIN S/N 
20 N/N N/S N/S S/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S 
30 S/S S/S DIN S/S S/S N/S N/N N/S NIS N/N 
4n SIS N/S N/S N/S D/S NIS N/S S/S NIS 
50 S/S NIS S/S N/S 0/S N/S N/S S/S N/S R/S 
60 O/S MIS N/S N/S NIS MIS R/S N/S NIS 
70 N/S NIS NIS N/S N/S N/S N/S S/S S/S S/S D/S 
80 N/S N/S N/S NIS "/S S/S N/S N/S N/S 
q0 N/S N/S S/S N/S S/S N/S NIS N/S S/S S/S 
100 N/S N/S S/S N/S N/S NIS N/S NIS S/S 
110 N/S S/S N/S N/S S/S N/S S/S N/S D/S N/S 
HEADER RECORDS
 











197 PIXELS CLASSIFIED AS S
 
4 PIXELS CLASSIFIED AS N
 
12 UNUSED GROUND TRUTH SYMROLS
 
SUMANY TABLE FOR GT VS. PPT 
S N
 
5 37. 1. 38.
 




















S 30. 1. 31.
 









S 0.19171 0.00518 0,19689
 




THE ESTIMATE OF THE PROBABILITY OF CORRECT LABELING IS 
 0.22798
 














THE ESTIMATE OF THE PROBABILITY OF CORRECT LABELING IS 0.53846 




















LACE FOeMAI DOT LABELS
 
U91TTEN TO UNIT 27

nOT I N 148 66 
nTIS1 2 4 6 8 101I 14J6 18 JO ?? 24 26 28 30OT 15, 14 40 42 44 L 4 k0b2 4,6 60 62 64 66rloT 1 5 @8 To 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 B6 88 90 92 94 96 
noT I 00 102 104
9 8 106 11o 112 114 116 118 120 122 124 126 130
POT 1 112 14136 178 140 142 j44 146 150 186 154 156 | 160162
 
parT I S 8 172 1 4 176 178 80 182 184 186 9 1i94 196
1 0
POT S 19A 204 206 ear 2 ' 135 137 141 145 147 153
nOT 2 S 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29O(IT 2 S 31 32 33 35 39 41 43 45 474 9 51 53 55 57 59F,nT 2 5 61 63 65 67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81 83 85 87 89POT 2 9 93 q5 97 99 10
1 
 103 105 107 108 109 111 113 115 117(nT 2 S 119 121 123 125 81 4 3 
T 2 5 I9 161 163 165 167 169 171 173 175 i7 8 8 1 8I)CT 2 S 189 191 193 196 197 199 200 201 202 203 205 207 208 209 
Al DOT LASELS
 
CATEOPIES FOUND: DMNRS 
LACWE FOPMAT GOT LABELS
 
,-ITTEN TO UNIT 28 
GOT I Di 2 4 a 10 14 16 19 20 22 34 40 42? 50 54 58DOT I b 74 94 98 136 13' 144 152 166 168 170 7186 190 206fOT I M 6 28 44 48 60 66 76 76 60 100 110 116 124 130 172 
GOT 1 M 174 176 180 182 
rioT 1 26 52 62 64 72 82 88 104 106 112 132 140 1468 150 154 
AOT 1 .4 lqA 192 194 196 
OnT 1 I 12 
PO(T I S 24 30 46 56 63 70 84 86 90 92- 96 102 114 116 120 
T I S 122 126 134 142 146 156 158 160 162 184 198 204
DOT 2 1 9 II 13 15 17 19 21 33 35 41 43 51 53POT 2 ) SS 73 75 107 131 133 139 141 145 149 151 155 157 159 163
 
0"T 2 0 16S 167 169 179 181 S187 209 207
1,012 &I 7 29 59 61 63 77 109 128 137 147 197 200 208 
nOT 2 N 3 3 39 49 57 6 67 79 bi "5 87 91 95 108 III 
('OT 2 N 113 119 125 127 129 135 143 171 177 15s 191 193 195 203 209
nOT 2 S ?5 27 31 32 45 47 69 83 89 93 9 99 101 103 105DOT 2 S 115 117 121 123 153 161 173 175 183 189 199 201 202
 
GROUND TRUTH VS A. 1. LABELS
 
TYPE I DOT CLASSIFICATION
 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190
 
10 N/0 N/D N/M N/D N/D S/f N/D N/D N/
 
PC N/D N/O N/S N/N N/M N/S N/O
 
30 S/D N/O N/N N/S N/N N/D N/N N/D S/S
 
40 N/f N/H N/N N/N N/M S/S S/S N/N 10 N/HM
 
SO NIM N/M N/N S/S S/S N/N N/S S/S NI/D
 
60 N/S N/O N/M S/S N/N N/N N/M N/N S/S
 
70 S/S N/N S/S S/S N/H N/S N/N N/N
 
so S/S S/O N/D N/N S/S N/ S/S N/N N/N N/D
 
90 N/N S/S S/S S/S S/S N/ N/D N/0
 
100 S/M N/H N/K N/D N/H N/N S/S N/D N/N N/
 
110 N/N N/N N/N N/S N/S N/D
 
GROUND TRUTH VS A. I. LABELS 
TYPE 2 DOT CLASSIFICATION 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
l N/fl N/N N/D N/M N/D N/ HID H/ N/D N/D 
?0 N/D N/N N/S N/S N/N H/S H/S N/ N/D 
30 N/N N/ N/D N/S N/S N/N N/D N/D N/D N/N 
4 R/M NHIM S/H N/N N/N S/S R/H ND N/D 
50 N/M N/N N/N S/5 N/N N/N H/S N/N S/S N/N 
60 N/S N/S S/S N/S N/S N/D M/N S/H N/N N/N 
70 N/S S/S N/N S/S N/S N/N N/N H/H SIN N/D M/ 
80 N/N N/H N/D N/f N/N S/D N/M N/D HID 
90 N/S N/O N/D N/ S/S N/O N/D N/D N/O N/N 
100 NIS S/S N/N N/D N/D S/S N/N N/D S/S 
cq 110 N/N N/N N/N N/H S/S R/H N/S H/S N/N N/ M/D HM N/N 
GROUNO TRUTH VS CLASSIFIED LABELS 
TYPE I DOT CLASSIFICATION 
10 20 30 40 50 60 TO 80 go ioo 110 120 130 L40 150 160 1TO 180 190 
10 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S S/S N/S N/S N/S 
20 N/S N/S N/S N/S NIS NIS N/S
 
30 S/S NIS N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S S/S
 
40 N/S N/S NIS NiS N/S S/S S/S NIS N/S N/S
 
50 NIS N/S N/S S/S S/S N/S N/S S/S NIS
 
60 NI/S N/S N/S S/S N/S N/S N/s N/S S/S
 
70 S/S NIS S/S S/S N/S N/S N/S N/S
 
80 S/S S/S N/S N/S SiS NiS S/S N/N HiS N/S
 
90 N/S S/S S/S S/S S/S N/N N/S N/S
 
100 S/S N/S N/S NIS NIS NIS S/S NIS N/S NIS
 
110 N/S N/S NIS N/S N/S NIS
 
GROUND TRUTH VS CLASSIFIED LABELS
 
TYPE 2 DOT CLASSIFICATION
 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
ifl N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S 
20 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S NIS H/S N/S NIS 
30 N/S N/S NIS N/S N/S N/S NiS N/S N/S N/S 
40 R/S N/S S/S N/S N/S S/S MIS N/S N/S 
50 IS NIS NIS S/S NIS NIs HIS NIS S/S NIS 
60 NIS NIS S/S N/S N/S NIS HIS S/S NIS NIS 
TO N/S S/S N/S S/S N/S N/S NIS H/S S/S NIS H/S 
an N/N N/N N/S N/N N/S S/N N/N NIS NIS 
90 N/N N/S N/S N/S S/S N/S NIS N/S N/S NIS 
100 N/S S/S N/S N/S N/S S/S N/S N/S S/S 
110 H/S NIS NIS NIS S/S R/S N/S H/S N/S N/S H/S H/S NIS 
A. I. LABELS VS CLASSIFIED LABELS
 
TYPE I DOT CLASSIFICATION
 
10 20 30 40 
 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190
 
in O/s 0/S MIS 5/S O/S R/S /S 0/S D/S
 
2n D/S D/S S/S N/S MIS S/S 0/S
 
30 O/S O/S HIS S/S MIS O/S N/S 0/S S/S
 
40 0/S M/S NIS 
 N/S MIS S/S S/S N/S D/S N/S
 
50 N/S N/S N/S S/S S/S N/S S/S S/S 0/S
 
60 5/S f/S HIS S/S N/S NIS H/S N/S SIS
 
70 S/S H/S S/S 
 S/S H/S S/S N/S N/S
 
80 S/S O/S O/S NIS S/S 0/S 
 S/S N/N N/S O/S 
*0 N/S S/S S/S S/S S/S D/N O/S 0/S 
100 H/S H/S NIS 0/S N/S N/S S/S 0/5 N/S 0/5
 
110 N/S N/S N/S S/S SIB D/S
 
A. 1. LABELS VS CLASSIFIED LABELS 
TYPE 2 DOT CLASSIFICATION 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 s0 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
10 D/S N/S f/S N/S f/S DS 0/S 0/5 O/S 0/S 
20 /S NiS S/S S/S H'S S/S 5/5 O/S 0/S 
30 NIS D/S D/S S/S S/S NIS DIS "lS D/S NIS 
40' "/S H/S HIS HIS N/S S/S "/s D/S 015 
50 M/S NIS N/S S/S NIS N/S S/S N/S S/S N/S 
60 S/S S/S S/S SIS S/S D/S N/S HIS N/S N/S 
70 S/S S/S N/S 5/S S/S N/S H/S N/S NIS l/S D/S 
an N/N MIN D/S D/N N/S D/N f/N D/S O/S 
90 S/N n/S 0/S 0/5 S/S CIS D/S D/S O/S N/S 
too 5/5 5S NIS CIS 0/S S/S N/s D/S SIS 
110 N /S N/S N/S HIS S/S NIS 5/S S/S NIS u.S I/S HIS N/S 









T 1~ .I U,
 
OL ,4 
ITi I ~)4F!~ 
iT I jh 1' 3i "I 101 106 IOR 110 150 
'IT I- I ? 114 13 140 142 144It I) lb 11 134~~l~
 
;t-ITI' I I * i 7 43 " 49 57 79 R13 AQ 0M 117
I by~C ll~I~-' l3 1 1" l,'1 19; 19Q5 191 PillNT ) t / 1 14 41 41 "2 43 V,5 71 ml 3, A7 I1It ;'-1 1?3 1? 1e 131 1'13 1-17 ),1 163
'F,P " le'l 14 171 1' )1 A"3 P0 207 20) 
*} U JJI't.FiLF=n 
-T L T TI *f.I114Ff t 
~T'T I ,l!iJ c,*II 
r; ..	 , , JLH g 
r. ,IT' , / 0.4. == CT F T ' , 'f j=i, r t = 47T.r It 11 	 T'.h=1.,A.FTt-=1 
IT.'lr FTf=J'.FirL=1CT TFfi F I *' p.- kLi" L= 
C." 	 IT ' hii"J I RUN 
"' -. F--... sr 
" T f r t. ' , gF ITI F14F =I 
r IT--, v PI1. 
'.-t 	 -I Fit 
T I I,, I - ,T .! T = ,IFjLF =l J 




if. 4 F 
I'Tr
T 
FTLF: FILE FT?3FnoI A 
 PAGE 001
 
SITF =Il TYPF = 07
nAT 1 12 40 56 68 70 84 86 92 102 114 116 120 122 134 136 142 146
OT I <156 18IS160 lb 164 172 184
 
nOT I N 4 e a in 14 16 19 20 2? ?4 26 28 30 34 36 42 44 46 48 50
ftOT I f2 54 5n 60 62 64 66 72 74 76 78 80 82 8A 90 94 96 9K
AT I P 0 104 1j 11(l112 llu 124 120 13q 13? 13A 140 144 148 150
q)AT ' 1i4 166 16H 170 174
M152 176 178 180 182 186 188 190 192 
00T I N 194 19' 198 704 206
'AT P A 3 tq Al q3'101 10 117 121 129 145 161 
175 183 169 199
nT P 1 3 ' 7 4 II13 1% 17 19 ?1 ?3 25 ?7 29 33 35 37 39 41 43 45
nCT 2 47 4q 51 3 S 7 61 65 67 73 MS 77 79 81 A5 87 41 P5 97001 2 ' 99 [oU 1Q 107 111 113 13 119 123 125 1?7 131 135 137 139

'0 2 141 143 147 14 Il 
 159
1 5S 15 ff 165 167 169 171
n1 2 173 177 37q 1 1 16 It' 191 193 195 197 201 203 205 209nflT '1 32 3M 1 1 89 
108 128 133 202 207 20H
 




 FT'7FOoI A 
S =T1021 ', r- pp i- PAGE 001 
nOT u 
 2 4 6 $ 12 14
nOT N 	 16 2?314 4?4 4A 52 54 56 24 26 2A 30 32 34 36MIT t A? A 	 58 62 66 68 70
,))T N 	 AS 90 94 1o 106 iob 76 78 8014 13 ]IF 142 144 11 Ila j20
146 146 	 122 124 130 132
nT ' 176 1n Iq? 	 150 Ib4 156 60 162 166 1bB 174nT I S 	 184 186 192 1Q410 14 p0 44 46 56 h 200 204 206 20$nOT I 	 64 12 74
In4 I1 114 126 128 	140 152 158 1a 92 96 98 102
164 170 176 178
n -IT1 1; 	 18f 190 196nOT ? 194 20?
9 1 
 7 11 I3 lb 7
DOT r 	 21 73 7 ff 941 	 ?2 27 29 9
noT '# gi 3 	 49 1 53 5 57 61 63 6 31 33 1795 103 105 107 11', 1 6 117 l1Q b, 6A 71 75 79121 123 125 131 133
nnT 2 , 134 17 141p 	 143 14 79 15! 1 325
nOTnOT 91717; 	 6 163 169 16?
17 i1 1(3 IA 	 173
q 35 41 1 1
nOT 	 45 47 195 01 203 P0
c '7 	 SA 73 77 207 20919Q 1 209 111 	 (1 (3
11J 127 129 139 145 	lSq 169 N 09 91l11 177 189




FILF: FILE FIhFOl A PAGE 001 
5IT -
 1021 TYF = At
 
n1 1 I, 1hl 112 124 132 136 200 206 208 
n.)T I n4001 1 N 2 A 12 14 16 22 24 26 36 3? 34 36 38 42 48PnT 1t 0 52 54 56 58 62 64 66 68 70 76 r8 80 82 88
nIt I N Q-1 Q& 144 104 106 1OR 110 11A 1?2 130 134 138 140 142 144 
nOT I N 46 14Q ISO 15? 54 156 160 16? 164 166 168 174 176 18 182 
-
OOT I 18' 1$t 190 192 196
 
PTI P 4 40 20?
 
)1 s . 10 19 20 2$ 44 46 60 1? 74 R6i 92 96 48 102 114

n0T 1 1?o0126 I? I4 270 17? 178 188 194 198
 
nAl p o 43 47 'S 97 33 ?07 
DPT It3 1, ) 1 7 116 143 165 1q7
nfl12Aj 1 3 5 7 9 13 11 21 23 P9 29 31 33 35 37 
0t01 2, 4'1 51 53 5 57 61 63 65 69 7l 7% 79 83 67 89 
'10212 03 1hl 143 In', Ifl 313 115 117 119 1?l 123 125 135 137 139 
IT ? r, 141 147 I4' Ib 153 159 159 163 167 173 175 179 181 183 185

nOT ? q, IP? 191 195 ?0l 205 ?09 
mil 2 p 9" Ibu 
0n1 S Ii 17 7 39 4% 47 59 73 77 dl 91 127 129 131
no) p 145 l'7 1 69 171I 77 189 193 q 203
SF' n
 
PLEAS RE AAVISFO OF THE CHANGE TO CLASSIFY 
MAPTAP FILE ANO UNIT NUMBER NOW APPEAR AS 
AND DIbPLAY PROCESSOR CARO IMAGES 
OIJINARY CONTROL CARDS FIRST ONES AFTER PROCESSOR CARD 










COt PRCEOtRv I RUNnPTl LACIt
Lad,. 
USPP HAS P rUESTFO THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS I 
'FECTFn C'IJNELC AF 1 2 3 4
 
P..T 'T OQT VFCTOIS 
LACIF FnHATTEI) OAT CARDS USED AS EOD-LARSYS FIELD CARDS 
90'. ANGI ES 14 60 60 60 60 60 60 60' 
INPUT I'IJA jATA TAPE INFORMATION 
FORMAT UNIVERSAL 
tO. OF rHA4NFLS 4
 
',O. OF PIXFLS/LINE 196
 
FIRS T 5 "c' LINF N C). I
 




0 PPOCEOlHnF I PUN 
INPUT FIELDS & 
FIELD CLASS SUBCLASS VERTICES (SAMPLE,LINE) 
I s I s 50. 20)
2 S 1 S IlD 0
 
3 S 10, 20)

4 S 1 (110, 40)
5 S 1 S 30, 60)
 
, S Iq ,a0 601
 
S I S 1O 601
 
h S 4 0 60)
 
g S I S 150, 60)
10 S IS1 70: 8 
11 S 1 90.168400)
S12 S
N 23 N 10. 20)
 
14 N ? N 4 30, 20)
 
is N 2 N 1 70. 20)

I N p N ( 90. 20)

17 N p N ( 130. 20)

I N 2 N 110, 20)

I N 2 N 170. 2n)

Pu N 2 N 10, 40)

"l N 2 N 30, 40)

22 N P N C SO, 40)
 
J3 N P N T70, 401
 
?4 4 P N ( 130, 40)

AS N P N (150. 40)

Pb N P N 190, 40)

?7 N P N 10, 601
 
j$ N 7 N 40, 60)
?'1 N 2 N 17n, 60)
 
I0 N ? N I190, bO)

41 N P N 10, 80 













































NO. S&PLF LINF TYPE CATEGO&Y DATA 
CHI 1) CH 1 2) CH 1 3) CH 04) 
1. 9ti >0 1 1 22 28 30 10 
? 110 20 1 1 21 25 27 11 
3. 140 PO 1 1 2B 35 34 13 
4. I0 40 1 1 26 27 30 12 
0 0 60 1 1 20 3a 29 12 
6. "o 60 1 1 21 27 26 11 
7. 1ln a0 1 1 24 3A 29 14 
1", 40 1 I 27 3', 31 13 
4. h 6 1 1 21 27 26 12 
1. 170 so 1 1 25 30 30 11 
11. in 1n0 1 1 26 33 33 13 
I. 4n In 1 1 37 55 64 25 
1. I 20 1 2 26 38 40 16 
14, It) 20 1 2 25 26 25 11 
15. 70 20 I 2 25 35 37 14 
[4. -0 ?0 1 2 25 30 30 13 
17. 130 20 1 2 22 2R 36 12 
10, 190 PO 1 2 28 32 31 13 
19. 170 ?0 I 2 25 32 41 13 
2n. I0 40 1 2 28 33 38 14 
21. 30 40 I 2 26 36 36 14 
2P, SO 40 1 2 24 28 30 12 
71, 70 4A 2 21 27 24 11 
24. 13O 40 1 2 26 27 28 11 
PC. ISO 40 1 2 24 27 2 12 
24. 110 40 1 2 24 PA 26 12 
27. 10 60 1 2 21 27 31 14 
2A. 90 60 1 2 21 27 29 II 
?R. 174 80 1 2 29 40 40 17 
i0. 010 &0 1 2 24 32 31 13 
31. II) .40 I 2 21 .26 231 9 
1. O An 2 PB 35 34 14 
33. 70 80 1 2 22 P9 31 16 
34. go 00 1 2 22 32 31 12 
35. 110 An 1 2 21 26 27 12 
36. Ign 80 1 2 25 30 31 13 
17. 3A 100 1 2 2b 33 2b 13 
3R. ,r, io -1 2 24 29 27 12 
1.. ?'i Ino I 2 2$ 36 45 20 
4n. IV 100 1 2 26 31 33 13 
41. 170 1no 1 2 26 33 33 14 
4P. 19r 160 1 2 21 2q 27 II 
/ 
SI CGIAS 14 60 t0 60 60 60 60 60 
INPUT IACt O)ATA TAPF INF04MAIION 
FAR-AT UNIVEHSAL 
: (IF CfA'iNL% 
tn OF DIXFLq/LTNF 
FTNqT SCA, LINf NU. 




I LYNDON R. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 







































































1 5 01(1190, 70)
1 130. 70)
1 390. 00) 













































































































































































NO. SAMPLF LINF TYPE CATEGORY DATA 
C I1) CH( 2 CHI 3) CHI 4) 
1. 'l) 10 2 1 28 36 33 14 
2. 3n I0 d 1 24 31 28 11 
1. 94 t0 2 1 26 36 33 14 
4. 11) 10 ? 1 28 3A 39 Is 
C, ISO in 2 1 21 23 24 10 
4. 170 10 2 1 31 .8 39 15 
7. 'In 10 2 1 21 26 22 10 
A, 7D 70 2 1 24 35 37 14 
q. 110 30 4 1 24 35 34 14 
In. I|0 10 2 1 21 27 25 in 
1]. 30 50 2 1 20 3A 34 15 
17. 7,)7 n 2 I 28 38 44 16 
I1. 130 SO 2 1 21 26 27 11 
14. I440 50 2 I 25 3? 34 14 
1A. 11, 7n 2 1 26 33 33 14 
16. 5" 70 2 1 24 27 28 12 
17. 130 70 2 1 26 33 38 16 
IA. Igu 7(1 2 1 24 2 42 20 
1.. 30 qO P 1 20 2? 26 12 
PP. 70 00 2 1 29 40 48 19 
21. 30 I10 1- I 28 45 44 19 
2?. 911 110 2 1 25 35 34 15 
21. 70 l)(I 2 1 22 3n 31 14 
?,. Ilo 110 1I 2A 38 42 la 
P;. S0 10 2 2$ 33 31 13 
?4. 70 10 2 2 31 38 36 14 
?7. 1301 In 2 ? 21 2T 27 11 
?A. 190 10 2 2 28 33 33 13 
20. 1o in 2 2 27 3S 31 13 
3A. 30 i0 2 2 24 32 31 12 
31. '0 30 , 2 2 21 27 26 12 
32. 130 30 2 2 27 35 31 13 
33. 1'' 30 ? 2 27 35 34 13 
34. 170 30 2 2 21 27 29 11 
3A in0 0 P 2 2? 32 34 14 
3A. L0i O 2 2 27 26 23 10 
'I. q SI0 P 2 22 26 25 II 
J. kin 0 t 2 2) 2A 25 II 
30. ISo SO 2 2 21 21; 27 11 
40. ITO so / 2 25 30 33 13 
41. tol 7Q ? P 2t 31 31 12
 
4?. 70 7n 2 2 24 31 33 12
 
41. ' 70 4 2 26 36 36 13 
44. 110 70 p 2 26 33 33 14 
4 . .0 7o 2 2 24 28 27 11 
44. 17A 70 2 2 24 21 28 II 
47. Io n 2 24 27 29 12 
40* r. qo a 2 32 43 43 17
 
4q. qo 90 ? 2 27 37 48 21
 
50. 111 90 2 a 29 40 46 19
 
St. 13n -)O 2 2 32 40 40 IS
 
q?. 1 " 0o 2 2 24 30 34 14
 
91. 170 qO 2 2 21 27 29 11
 
S4. 1SO 9o 2 2 29 43 40 1
 
b,4 In 110 2 2 33 40 47 19
 
'A. qo 110 2 2 2? 30 30 12
 
2 28 35 34 15
 
". to 2 2 18 2? 20 





S*. 17n 110 2 2 30 3q 34 14
 
60. lqn 110 2 2 21 28 25 12 
TI'F FOP nOTOATA 0.18B MINUTES
 
PLEASF 9f ADVISED (jF THE CHANGE TO CLASSIFY AND DISPLAY PROCESSOR CARD IMAGES
 
MIAPTAP FTLE AND UNIT NUMMER NOW APPEAR AS ORDINARY CONTROL CARDS FIRST ONES AFTER PROCESSOR CARD











n0TF I NPOT/tIlIT=I 9,FILE= I











Co m PkOrFOURF I RUN
 
NO7 1,10.1.2f,30.35,40 
YOI HAVE SEtECTFS THE FOLLOWIN13 PARAMETER VALUES AND OPTIONS 
SfnP AFTt 0 TFRATIONI()

AllIOW A MPIT01qH OF ?a PWL S, PFW Q ISTFR, 
P- T14T A Ct CT, *% wt hvFfAly 20PITNT A CLs Te- WA,.y ITLPAIION(S) 
A 1i 
IrP VgFRy P0 ITENATION(S)A 9..l TMA,T; ,OF -,o CLIISTEPS PER CLASS
C J C JLF 1LL o RITTEN AFTER I CLASSIES) HAVE BEEN CLUSTEREO






* S.N ,L S ~-'tI CAFOS = 
I T
INl'I
 I'AF IlATA TAPE INFORM44ATION
 
FrIP,+T (INIVFRSAL
JO* OF S 4ar,+
'10. OF PIAgLS/Lfi. 196
 
FT.,STI SrXNFI. gI Pt EL LIn""N') PrEFFkE'JCE 
 LYNDON A. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
 
0 P 0re0Ur I RUN, HOUSTON, TEXAS
 
FIELOS TO BE CLUSTFREO FOP CLASS WHEA 
FTEONME SAMPLE LINE 
FIELO NAME 




 10 10 
 ( 10. 10) 1 196. 10) I 196. 117) 1 10, 1173
 flt/DI C'LUSTE. POP FUN TnIS CLASS 0
 
LYNDON E* JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
 
Pd('EOUF I Fur, TEXAS
LHOUSTON. 

FI"AL CIUSTER StJ'MAnY FOR CLASS WHEA 
TOTAL NIINMFR OF CLUSyFRS = 7 
TOTAL NIi'WFQ OF POINTS = 20q
 
CL''STFR SYI.01. POINTS IN CLUSTER
I I 23I a 16
 










Ct ISTEQ CHI !) CHI 2) (H( 3) CHI 
4)
1 2p*.T 27.78 29.61 12.00
? 25.31 29.44 29.50 12.13
3 26.42 35.03 36.5A 14.144 30.20 40.10 44.46 
 18.05
S 24.60 32.45 
 30.91 12.01










CLUSTER CHI I) 
CII ?) Cut 3) CCH 4
1 1.34 1.0?.I.4 31C 1 4) 
1 '.0 2.59 3.71 1.914 1.44 t.?6 7.64 3.12 
5 2.14 1.67 0.95 0o.1 
6 .4 1.41 2.04 0.87
 


























4 8.2R 7.46 2.75 0.0 7.18 












0 PRoCEOui4. L RJNi 















An 4Ah3l17 1A71444p3P 
90 1 n44444144q4h7li4 
I00 7.A 4644144473746 
lie 4,4734 4!343336t33fi 
POT JTS .4. CLIJSTF' IN THIS FIELO 
rtllTCr SY0.OL POINTS 
1 1 23 
2 2v If. 
44 41 
5 9 22to­
6 6 46 




f $FANII 22.17 27.78 29.61 12.00 
COVAPIANCF MATRIX; 
0-n.lA - 101 1.040 
O -0.37 -0.30 1.54 
O -0.4$ 0.0 1.?2 2.35 
CLASS ; a" 
SIIFCLASS; 4HO?
 
3 MFANI 25.31 24.44 29.50 12.12 
CAVARIANCF MATRIX; 
1-.04 

























I-AN; 26.4? 35.03 
CAVA.IANCF *ATlTX$ 
o 
 7.54 61.110 	
-n.85 0.750 	 -0.21 0.320
 
ci aqs n'&ASt'CLAS; 

"044SFAtl 30.'O 40.10 
CnVA94IJCr 'arPIK: 
a 	 lq d4 3q.21
 
?1.11 43.93




0 	"F%',: 24.68 32.45 
CO)vaoIANcF AT4rxI 
C ?.33 2.79
A -O. T -1.09 

q -01? -0.23 

0 





COVAPIANCE 	 tATRTXI 
0 .07 
O AP 1.98O 0.72 0.97 
O 0.36 0.s0 
CLASS I iHFASIICLASS$ 4H07 
n PFAt4; 26.04 32.00 



























































THF STATISTICS FILE FOR I 	CLASSES AND 7 SUBCLASSES HAS BEEN WRITTEN
 
THy STATS FA4 A PARTICULAR CLASS OR SUBCLASS SHOULD BE REFERRED TO IN LATER RUNS BYTHE FOLLOWING NAMES AND NUMRERS (W HICHEVER APPLICABLE)
 











TIF FOP TESTSP 0.084 MINUTES
 
PLEASE qE ADVISED OF THE CHANGE TO CLASSIFY AND DISPLAY PROCESSOR CARD IMAGES
 
MAPTAP FILE ANI) UNIT NU-4dFR NOW APPEAR AS ORDINARY CONTROL CARDS FIRST ONES AFTER PROCESSOR CARD
 





















C0.,4 PRUCEI'IRE I (4UN 
UIFR HAS RF)UESTFA THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS 
K-,r APFrT PPUCEOIPE WILL 'E USED 
L nl TANCf 411. 'F USFO
 
THIFSHOI 0n r)isrNrF = 21.0O00
I-, FAUW. ST ,OIS wII L AF riJEO
 
tin q.ltj ANtIe CO,1FCTIO,4 WILL kF APPLIEC 
flOTFIL FILF I5 -4INO IOPUT
 








FIELD CLASS SUBCLASS VERTICES (SAMPLELINE)
 
I S 1 SO:0 20)
 
2q I S I10, 20)

3 s 1 5 1 190: 2 0 ; 
51 IO 40)

S I S 30. 60)
9 so. 60)
75 ;1 60)
6 S I S 130, 60)

4 S I S ISO. 601 
10 S 1 5 170, 80)
11 S I S 1 i 100)

12 S I S 90, too
 
13 N P N 1 0, OI
 
14 N P N 13 0 ) 
1I N N N 70. 20)
16 N 2 N (o, 203 
)7 N P N 130, 20) 
14 N 2 N ISO, 20) 
19 N P N 170. 203 
P0 N P N 10, 40) 
21 N 2 N 30, 40) 
?2 N 2 N SO, 40)
e 3 N ? N 70, 40)

% 24 N 2 N 130. 40)
29 14 ? N ISO. 40)
Ph N P N 190, 40)
P? N 2 N to0. 601 
PH N4 2 N 90, 60)
29 N P N 170, 60) 




















































4 190. lO ) 
LYNDON 1. JOHNSON SPALE CENTER 
HOUSTOIJ, TFXAS 



































































































































































































































































6.59 13.465.59 14.48 







2.22 18.4814.99 9.48 





LYNOON F. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
HOUSTON9 TEXAS 
LABFLING BY I-NFAAFST NFIGHROR PROCEDURE 
LABEL : P, 
MEANS : 2P.17 27.7$ 2Q.61 32.00 
DOTS ANALYST LABEL DISTANCE 
17. N 0.78 
TnTAl 




LYNDON 8. JOHNSON SPACE CENTERHOUSTON. TEXAS 
















LYNDON A.DJOHN 4ON SPACE CENTERHOUSTON, TEXAS 
















LYNDON R. JOHNON SPACE CENTERHOUSTON, TEXAS 
















LYNDON H. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 




?F4NS.:2. 3?.75 30.91 12.91 











N ILYNDON R. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
-pkOCEE~ I PUN HOUSTON, TEXAS 




4EANS : ?I.1? p.98 25.70 11.17
 












LYNDON R. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER

PROCFDURE I RUN HOUSTON, TEXAS
 
LABELING BY I-NEAREST NEIGHBOR PROCEDURE 
LAQFL N 
-FAN'S ?A.04 32.00 33.04 13.39 







S 0N I 
THF STATISTICS FILE FOR 
 ? CLASSES AND 7 SUBCLASSES HAS 6EEN WRITTEN
 
THF STATS Fnd A PARTICULAR CLASS OR SUBCLASS SHOULD RE REFERRED TO IN LATER RUNS BY
THF FOLLOWING NAHFS AND NUMtERS 
(W HICHEVER APPLICABLE)
 
CLASS I S SUBCLASSES (TOTAL= I)
 
I S 01 
CLASS P N SU$CLASSES (TOTAL= 6) 








TI4F FOP LAAEL 0.053 MINUTES
 
PLEASE R AFIVISF OF THE CNANGF To CLASSIFY AND DISPLAY PROCESSOR CARD IMAGESPAPTAP FILE ANJ UNIT 4IIt(EP NOW APPEAR A5 ORDINARY CONTROL CARDS 
FIRST ONES AFTER PROCESSOR CARD
 
LYNDON B. JUHNSON SPACE CENTER 
 CC'











A OT FILP 
LYNDON 8. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
PROCEOi'F I PIN AOUSTON, TEXAS 
TH FOLLOWIN, OPTIONS HAVE BEEN SELECTED
 
CATEGO;Y CLASCtIFl OPTION HAS BEEN SELECTED.
ALS,) CLASSFS F'Om STaTFILF SILL 
a CONSIDERED THE CATFGORIFS FOR CLASSIFICATION
IONI VRLIJS FROM STlTFILF 2 ARIORI= NO. PI XELS IN SURCLASS/TOTAL NO. PIXELS IN ALL SUBCLASSES *" 
SUPEPVl1OR TVFO4ATION
 













AREA USED TO COMPUTE TRAINING STATISTICS
 
FIELD CLASS SUBCLASS VERTICES CSAMPLELINE
 
SC m 0 

LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
 
O PROCFDURV I RUN 'OUSTON, 











SYMBOL SUBCLASS A PRIOR 
 TRAINING RECOGNITION
 
1 s 01 0.2201 







*4 0J 0n AIRii
 
I 
* S N 04 0.1962
 
6 N 05 0.1053
 
* 7 N 06 0.1100 




NO. OF rr4Nh L% 4 
NO. OF PI'-LS/LIhF 196
 
FTWST SCAN LIt4F NO.
 
F T EL REFFENCE PT I LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 




FIELO NAME NO. OF VERTICES INC. INC. VERTICES
 
5FG4 4 10 0 10. 10) ( 196, 10) ( 196T II } C 10. -lIT) C 10. 10)
 
LYNOON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
 
HOUSTON, TEXAS
o PROCEDURE I HUN
 
MAP OF CATEGORY CLASSIFIER CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
 
CATEGORY CLASS SUBCLASS
NO. MAHE NO. NAME 






 2 N01 2 
3 N 02 3
 
4 N 03 4
 
5 N 04 5
 
6 N 0S 6
 






















' _CL&SSIFY - COMPLfTE0 *** 
TI F FOP O1SSVfY 0.074 
I 
PLEASF PE AnVISFO 'F 
THE CHANGE TO CLASSIFY
WAPTAP FILE 6N) UNIT NUMHER NOW APPEAR AS AND DISPLAY PROCESSOR CARD IMAGES
ORDINARY CONTROL CARDS 
FIRST ONES AFTER PROCESSOR CARD

I AMAPAPN FLE 6LYNDON 
 B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER

HOUSTON. TEXAS













YOU HAVE SELECTED THE FOLLDWING OPTIONS:
 
P.nOFSS THF CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FROM MAPTAP 1 
 ). UNIT 2 * FILE IApP(y NO THRP*HOLOINr, 
n LIST PRUCFSSINC OPTION SELECTED 
TUMNERS OF GROUND TRUTH I 
Al, AND DISCRIMINATOR UNITS AND FILES ARE AS FOLLOWS
 
23 1 28 1 2T 1
 
SELECTED CATFGORY NAME FOR LIST IS 
 S
 
BIAS CORRECTION ALPHAS ARE 
 0.500000 0.00000
 
LYNDON A. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
 
o PPOCEOIRF I RUN HOUSTON. TEXAS
 
AREA USFD TO COMPUTE TRAINING STATISTICS
 
FIELD 
 CLASS SUBCLASS 
 VERTICES (SAMPLELINE)
1 SE6t4 1 S 
 1 (
1 1096 ) 9,17
LYNDON B. JOHNSNON SPACE CENTER 11,17
 
HOUSTON, TEXAS
O PROCEDURF 1 RUN 





1 2 3 4
 






 NO. NAME 
 NO. NAME SYMBOL
I S 
I S 01 1 
2 N
 2 N 
2 01 23 NN 0 3
 
4 N 03 A
 
S N 04 5
6 N OS 67 N 06 7
 
O0 oO0nnl ) ll I|Il 
I?34bb7$4124Si7$4 




















54i745Al)? 4144?4 LYNOON . DJOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
HOUSTON. TEXAS 
c 
CLAS9IFICATION SiINMAQY FOP FIELD 































































































0 PU. = 0.0
LYNDON 8. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
HOUSTON. TEXAS 
CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY FOR FIELD SEUN 
TOTAL NIIMfP OF SAMPLED POINTS 209 
PIS. REFORE 
THNES. 
PCT. OF PTS. AFTEk 


























PIS. THSEStHOLDED IN DISPLAY 
PTS. THRESHOLOED IN CLASSIFY 
TOTAL 
PQOCEDUtF I RIJN 
0 
0 
0 PCT. O.0 
LYNDON R. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
HOUSTON TEXAS 
CLASSIFICATION SLIMRARY FOR FIELD SEGR 






















s61 46163 22.0177.99 46163 22:0177.99 1O0.O0100.00 00 0:00.0 0.00.0 
PTS. THRESHOLOED IN DISPLAY 
PTS. THRFSHPI nFI) TN Cl ASTFY .. 0 
TGTAL' 







1021 TYPF = PPT 
145s TYPE GT 
10?I TYPE = a 
PPTC VS CLASSIFIEO LABELS 



































































































































PPTC VS CLASSIFIED LABELS 




















































































































100 N/N N/N S/N N/S N/N N/N N/f N/N SIN
 
11n 4/N SIN N/N S/N S/N N/N N/N N/S N/N N/SI F0 LIST P(OCESSlN6 PPC VS MACHINE CLASS 
n POOPOPTION U4MuIOY 
A 
n 
P41)Nil = n.'oj'i? P(2)NPI = 0.77qqIN2 NHI NB2 
n 















GROUND TRUTH VS CLASSIFIED LABELS 
TVPF I DOT CLASSIFICATION 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 10 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
10 N/N N/N N/N N/N N/N SIN N/S N/N N/N 
C C 2q N/N NiS N/N N/N N/N N/S N/N N/h 
1d0 SIN N/N N/N N/N N/S N/S N/N N/N S/N 
4-1I/N N/N N/N N/S N/N ,SIN SIN N/S N/N N/S 
n0 N/ N/N N/N SIN S/N N/N N/N SIN NIN 
0 N/N N/N N/S S/S N/N N/N N/S N/N SIN 
i 70 SIN N/N SIN SIN f/N N/N N/N N/N 
Ao S/S S/S N/N N/N S/N N/S S/N N/N N/N N/N 
91, N/N SIN S/N S/N S/N S/N N/S N/N N/S 
100 SIN N/N NIS N/N N/N N/N SIN N/N N/N NIS 
110 N/N N/N N/N N/N N/N N/N 
GROUND TRUTH VS CLASSIFIED LABELS 
TYPE 2 DOT CLASSIFICATION 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 160 160 170 180 190 
10 N/N N/N N/N N/N N/N N/N N/S N/S N/N N/N 
20 N/N N/S N/N N/N N/S M/N IN N/N N/S N/N H/N 
30 N/N N/N NIS N/N N/S N/N N/N NIN N/N N/S 
40 AIN IN S/S NIS N/N S/S H/S N/N NIN 
90 N/N N/N N/S S/N N/S N/S M/S N/S S/N N/N 
60 N/N N/S SIN N/S N/N N/N N/N S/N N/N N/N 
70 N/N S/N N/S S/N N/N N/N N/N H/N S/S N/S H/N 
pn N/5 . Ne t, N/N ,/N . N/N S/N . N/N _ N/N N/N 
90 N/N N/S N/N N/N SIN N/N N/N N/N N/N 
 N/N
 
100 N/N SIN 
 N/N N/S N/N 
 S/N N/N N/N SIN
 
11n N/N N/N N/N N/N 
I Fn tI qT POI)CESSIfN GT VS MACHINE CLASS 
n P
0OPORTION uA,'MpyCLS
0 0i = (.2201 P(21 = 0.77q9
0NJ) '512 Nl N22 NHI N823 12 ?? 62 2 II0 PI: p1? Pi P 2 P ALPo0.1111 0.1412 0.0741 0.1294 0.1932 0.5000 
S/N 
0.5000 
R/N N/N H/N N/N f/S f/N '/N N/S 
A. I. LABELS VS CLASSIFIED LABELS 






































































































































A. I. LAHrLS V% CLASSIFIED LABELS 
TYPE 2 DOT CLASSIFICATION 
































































70 N/N M. N/N NIS N/N N/N N/N S/N S/S S/S DIN 
A, IS N/N N/N N/N M/N S/N N/N N/N N/N
 
Qo WN/ N/S S/N N/N SIN N/N M/N N/N S/N SIN
 
l00 N/N (/N S/N N/S N/N N/N N/N N/N SIN
 
Jil N/N SIN N/N HIN SIN N/N 
 SIN NIS DiN NIS
I FnR t lST PPUCF5SING Al V5 MAChINE CLASS
 
o PQOPORTION SUAMARY 
n pI'1 = o.paoi P12) = 0.7799o NJI "I' UIP? N22 NN) NR?A 4 0 q 47 1 A 
n Pit PT? PHI PM2 P 
 ALP
 
o Oap 0 .Jbb7 0.0400 0.1067 0.2980 0.5000 0.5000 | e O(ISPL Y COMPLETED 
TIME FO OICPLAY 0.14q
 
"PEASE FE 
 OnVisU or THE CtANGE TU CLASSIFY
APTAP FILE ANn AND DISPLAY PROCESSOR CARD IMAGESUNIT NU~r$EA NOW APPEAR AS 
 ORDINARY CONTROL CARDS 
 ONES AFTER PROCESSOR CARD
I LYNON 9. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER FIRST 
a Pl-OCEOOIRF I kUN HOUSTON. TEXAS 
SFXIT
 
r 118
 
£3jW. 
